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Honorable Vemon A. Williams 
Secretary 
Surface transportation Board 
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Suite 700 
Washington, D.C. 20423 
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CSX Corp^ratiatt-agdCSXTransportaUoarjncT 
Norfolk Southem Coiporation inJT^orfolk Soutnem Railway 
Company-Control and Opera'ing Leases/Agreements-
Conrail Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation 
r Arhitration Review^ 

Dear Mr. Williams: 

I enclose fo"- riiiiig in the above-referenced proceeding the original and ten copies of 
the Joint Reply To The iviotion Of The Intemational Association Of Machinists And Aerospace 
Workers For Expedited Action On Its Previously Filed Request For A Stay. 

Thank you for your attention. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey S. Berlin 
Attomey for Norfolk Southem 

Railway Company 

Enclosures 

cc: Joseph Guerrieri, Jr. 
Richard S. Edelman 
Donald F. Griffin 
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Finance Docket No. 333M (Sub-No. 8«) p f RfCFIVEQ 

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., STB 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY 

—CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS-
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 

(ARBITRATION REVIEW) 

JOINT REPLY TO THE MOTION OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCUTION OF I%L\CHINISTS 

AND AEROSPACE WORKERS FOR EXPEDITED 
ACTION ON ITS PREVIOUSLV-FILED REOUEST FOR A STAY 

The Intemational Assocution of Machinists and Aerospace Workers ("IAM") has 

asked the Board for "expedited action" on lAM's pending request for a stay in this arbitration review 

proceeding. lAM's stay request has no more merit now than when it was presented as part of lAM's 

February 12,1999 petition for review ofthe New York Dock arbitration award rendered by neutral 

referee William E. Fredenberger, Jr. lAM's challenge to the Fredenberger Award involves only 40 

Conrail employees - 33 roadway equipmmt repairmen who work at Conrail's Canton, Ohio Roadway 

Equipment Repair Shop and are represented by the Brotheriiood of Maintenance of Way Employes 

("BMWE"), and seven traveling roadway equipment repairmen, represented by IAM. 

Norfolk Southem Raihvay Company ("NSR"), CSX Transportation, Inc. ("CSXT"), 

and Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail") (collectively, "the railroads") replied to lAM's stay 

request on Febmary 22, 1999, and to lAM's petition for review on March 4, 1999. lAMs current 



motion adds nothing to its initial pleadings. All ofthe grounds for denying lAM's requests for relief 

the railroads previously set out apply with equal or greater force today.' 

IAM premises its April 29, 1999 motion on an Apri' 22, 1999 letter sent by the 

raih-oads to the labor organizations that are parties to the arbitrated implementing agreement adopted 

by referee Fredenbergw. The April 22,1999 letter (reproduced as Exhibit 1 to I AM's motion) is one 

of three notices served by the railroads pursuant to the arbitrated implementing agreement in 

preparation for consoiidation of roadway equipment repair functions in connection with the imple

mentation ofthe Conrail transaction on June 1,1999. The letter advises the labor organizations that 

certain Connal-owned equipment, machinery, parts, tools, and sunolies will be moved from Conrail's 

Canton Shop on or after April 29,1999. The other two notices, also dated April 22, 1999, concem 

the advertising of prospective NSR and CSXT equipment repair positions to Conrail employees 

currently working at Canton (and to field roadway mechanics allocated to CSXT), who are being 

given an opportunity to bid on the positions using their Conrail seniority. The new NSR and CSXT 

positions will not be filled, and no employees will be required to relocate, until June 1, 1999. 

These preparations lend no urgency to lAM's pending petition for review and stay 

request. I AM's only challenge to the arbitrated arrangements goveming the consolidation of shop 

fiinctions concems the manner in which certain BMWE-represented employees who transfer to NSR's 

Charlotte, North Carolina Roadway Shop will be integrated into the IAM seniority rosters at 

Charlotte. IAM has never disputed the railroads' right to effect the consolidation of shop fiinctions 

• BMWE also filed a petition for review and a petition for a stay of the Fredenberger Award. 
As we advised the Board by letters dated March 24, 1999, the railroads have reached agreements 
with BMWE, subject to ratification by the union's membership, that resolve BMWE's challenges to 
the Fredenberger Award BMWE has advised the raikoads that it expects to complete the ratification 
process next week Upon ratification, pursuam to the terms of the settlement, BMWE will withdraw 
its pending petitions. 
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on NSR and CSXT. IAM just complains that some transferring Canton employees (approximately 

33) will be "dovetailed" onto the IAM roster at Chariotte rather than, as tAM proposed, being placed 

at the bottom ofthe roster. And IAM complains about the adequacy of the negotiations prior to the 

arbitration. IAM has shown no likelihood of prevailing on the merits of either challenge. As NSR 

explained in its reply to lAMs petition for reviev/ (at 10-12), the referee considered and rejected 

lAMs challenges to the adequacy ofthe negotiations and lAMs proposal to place transferring Canton 

employees at the bottom ofthe IAM seniority roster. Both were c-eterminations well within the 

jurisdiction ofa New York Dock referee, and IAM has shown no reason for the Board to second-

guess the referee's findings. See Union Pacific Corp.. et al.-Control and Meryer-Southem Pacific 

Rail Corp.. et al.. Finance Docket No 32760 (Sub-No. 33), served April 30, 1999 ("UP/$P Stay 

Denial"), slip op. at 3 ("[t]yp!cally the Board defers to an arbitrator's determination regarding the 

manner of integrating seniority"; denying request for stay).* 

IAM falsely asserts that expedited consideration is warranted to address a "serious 

legal question" as to whether the referee exceeded his authority by supposedly "extinguishing" lAM's 

representation rights with respect to certain Conrail employees allocated to NSR. Motion at 2. In 

fact, as NSR has previously shown, there is no such iisue. NSR Reply to Petition, at 8-9. Everyone 

- including the referee (Award at 17)) - agrees that questions of representation are committed 

^ NSR cannot simply settle the seniority integration matter with IAM alone. NSR would have 
to obtain BMWE's consent before modifying the implementing agreement to place the transferring 
machinists at the bottom ofthe Chariotte seniority roster rather than integrating their seniority on a 
dovetailed basis, as referee Fredenberger found was appropriate. Moreover, there would be no 
principled basis for settling with IAM on terms that would treat employees who transfer to Charlotte 
as machinists differently from employees who transfer as electricians, sheet metal workers, shop 
laborers, carmen, or boilermakers/blacksmiths. Under the Fredenberger Award, all the employees 
transferring in those five crafts will be dovetailed, like the machinists, onto the applicable seniority 
rosters; none ofthe unions representing NSR employees in those five crafts has sought Board review 
of the Fredenberger Award. 



exclusively to the National Mediation Board. The referee and the STB have no say in the matter. 

What the Fredenberger Award does do is determine the labor agreement that will apply to NSR-

allocated maintenance of way employees and to the work of traveling equipment repaimien on the 

NSR-allocated properties. The arbitrated implementing agreement provides that those employees and 

operations will be govemed by a BMWE agreement that currently applies on NSR's "NW-Wabash" 

propeities. IAM represeats seven ofthe Conrail equipment repairmen who are allocated to NSR and 

vwll work under the terms ofthe NW-Wabash/BMWE agreement beginning on Day One. 

lAMs representation of those seven Conrail employees gives IAM standing to chal

lenge the arbitrated arrangement goveming those employees. But that challenge is not properly 

addressed to questions of representation, which have no place in this fomm. Nothing that has 

happened since February ~ least ofall the railroads' April 22,1999 notices, whigh hftvg nothing tO 

do wdth the seven lAM-represented equipment repairmen who are allocated to NSR - strengthens 

lAM's pending petition and stay request. 

lAM's petition for review and petition for stay raise no issues at all with respect to 

CSXT, Conrail or the Shared Assets Areas. IAM does not challenge the seniority arrangements and 

labor agreement that will govem lAM-represented employees allocated to CSXT. Nor does IAM 

assert that any supposed "representation" issue exists with respect to employees who are allocated 

to CSXT or retained by Conrail. 

It is outrageous for IAM to ask the Board to stay the entire Fredenberger Award -

which covers more than 3,000 Conrail employees - on the asserted basis ofa complaint that pertains 

to only seven of those employees. IAM fai: jly contends, as it did in its initial stay request (at 18), 

that implementation ofthe Fredenberger Award "will result in widespread relocations and displace

ments that will be impossible to unscramble at a later date" Motion at 3. In fact, as we showed 
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prevkxidy (Joim Reply «t 7), very few mMintemnce of way 

connectkm with the tntial inq)l«nentation ofthe Ctmrail transaction, and all of those employees are 

repretented by BMWE (which has not challoiged their relocation). The seven lAM-represented 

traveling equipmoit repa: men will not be required to rdocate. Rather, they will become NSR 

enipk}yees,wiU be dovetailed onto new NSR rqMimienrof«ars. riid will continue to perform (under 

a (UflRnent labor agreemem) the same kind ofwoilc that they perform today. In any event, any losses 

wiflFered by lAM-represemed anployees who will be involved in the inq)lementation would not be 

"irrqMraUe" so ax to warram a stay vmder the Board's established standards. See Joint Reply at 6-7. 

Changes in labor agreements or seniority rosters could be revmed, and any imervening economic 

losses could be ranedied after the fact in thc highly unlikdy evejt that the Board were later to grant 

the petition for review. 

The railroads' and the public's imerests also must be considered. The passage oftime 

has not strengthened the merits or urgency of lAMs appeal, but it has increased the damaee that a 

order would cause. The railroads are now only wedcs away from the June 1, 1999 Closing Date. 

The raiiroads have completed necessary preparations to employ and manage their new maintenance 

of way workforces and to consolidate maimenance of way operations on their expanded systems in 

the manner pemiitted by the Fredenberger Awâ d. A stiy of the Fredenberger Award at this juncture 

would iinpose enormous operational difficulties and fiustrate our efforts to effect a smooth transition 

in employment and operations on Day One. Ses UP/SP Stay Denial, slip op. at 4. 
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CONCLUSION 

For an ofthe foregoing reasons, and for the reasons stated in the railroads' previous 

replies to lAMs petition for ieview and request for a stay in this proceeding, the Board should deny 

lAMs motion for expedited consideration of its Febiuary 12,1999 stay request, and should deny the 

stay request. 

Respectfiilly submitted. 

Jeffrey S Berlin 
Krista L. Edwards 
Mark E. Martin 
SiDLEY & AUSTIN 
1722 Eye Street, N.W. 
Washington, D C. 20006 
(202) 736-8178 

Jeffrey H. Burton 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORAHCW 
Three Commercial Place 
Seventeenth Floor 
Norfolk, VA 23510-9241 
(757) 629-2633 

Counsel for Norfolk Southem 
Railway Company 

.̂ /L^,Jr. f_̂^ 
John B. Rossi, Jr. 
CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 
2001 Market Street 16-A 
Philadelphia, PA 19101-1416 
(215) 209-4922 

Counsel for Consolidated Rail Corporation 

Dated; April 30, 1999 

Ronald M. Johnson 
Amy B. Saunders 
AKIN, GUMP, STRAUSS, HAUER & FELD, L L P. 

1333 New Hampshire Ave., N W 
Suite 400 
Washington, D C. 20036 
(202)887-4114 

Nicholas S. Yovanovic 
CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC. 
500 Water Street J150 
Jacksonville, F 32202 
(904) 359-1244 

Counsel for CSX Transportation. Inc. 
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CERTIFICATF OF ?iERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have, this 30th day of April 1999. caused copies ofthe 

foregoing Joim Reply To The Motion Of The Imematiomd Association Of Machinists And Aero

space Workers For Expedited Action On Its Previously-FUed Request For A Suy to be served, by 

hand, upon the foUowing: 

Joseph Guerrieii, Jr. 
Debra L. Willen 
Guerrieri, Edmond & Clayman, P C 
1331 F Street, N.W., Suite 400 
Washington, D C. 20004 

Richard S. Edelman 
ODonnell, SchwarU & Anderson, P C. 
1900 L Street, N.W., Suite 707 
Washington, D C. 20036 

Donald F. Griffin 
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes 
10 G Street, N.W., Suite 460 
Washington, D C. 20002 

Jeflfrey S. Berlin 
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Marc;1 29, 1999 

Hand Delivery 

Honorable Vemon A Williams 
Secretary 
Surface Transportation Board 
1925 K Street, N W. 
Suite 715 
V/ashington, D C 20423 

ENTERED 
Office o( tho Secretary-

MAR 3 0 1999 
Part of 

Public Record 

Re Finance Ddcket No 33388 (Sub-No 88) 
CSX Corpototion and CSX Triuisportation, Inc., 
Norfolk SoutTOm Corporation and Norfolk Soptfiem Railway 
Company—Contr̂ rtsuidOperating Lease<M:̂ eements— 
Conrail lnc And Consolidated Rail Corporation 
(Arbitration Review) 

Dear Mr Williams 

1 enclose for filing in the above-referenced pro. ceding the original and ten copies 
of the Carriers' Joint Replv To Petition For Leave To File Comments As .\micus A diskette 
containing a copy of the joint reply in WordPerfect 6 1 format is .iiso enclosed 

.Also enciosed are two extra copies of the joint reply for acknowledgment of 
receipt. Please file-stamp these copies and return them to our messenger. 

Very truly yours, 

yy-t-nj. f 
Krista L Edwards 

Allorney for Norfolk Southem 
Raihiay C ̂ ompany 

Enclosures 

cc Joseph Guerrieri, Jr 
Richard S Edelman 
Donald F Griffin 
Mitchell M Kraus 



€m* SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD 

MAR 3 0 1999 

Finance Docket No. 33388 (Sub-No. 88) 

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY 

—CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENT 
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATI 

(ARBITRATION REVIEW) 

CARRIERS' JOINT REPLY TO PETITION 
FQR LEAVE TO FILE COMMENTS AS AMICUS 

This is the joint reply of Norfolk Southem Railway Company ("NSR"), CSX 

Transportation, Inc. ("CSXT"), and Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail") (collectively, "the 

Carriers") to the March 9, 1999 petition Transportation Communications Intemational Union 

("TCU") in this arbitration review proceeding TCU asks permission to file comments as amicus 

curiae in support of the petition of the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes ("BMWE") 

for review of the January 14, 1999 arbitration award rendered by neutral referee William E 

Fredenberger, Jr. under the New York Dock conditions imposed by Decision No 89 TCU's 

stated justification for seeking to file amicus comments is invalid, and the union's proffered 

comments, in any event, are duplicative of BMWE's and would not assist the Board in resolving 

the petition for review TCU's request should therefore be denied 

TCU says that the Board should consider views of unions other than BMWE 

because this case supposedly "is the first time since the issuance of Carmen III ' that the Board has 

' CSX Corp.-Control-Chessie Svs and Seaboard Coast Line Indus . Fin Dkt. No 28905 (Sub-
(continued ) 



been asked to consider the post-transaction override of collective bargaining agreements" (Pet at 

2) In fact, the Board already has addressed the matter of "overnde of c ollective bargaining 

agreements" since Carmen 111, when it declined to review a New York Dock award rendered in a 

section 4 arbitration proceeding to which TCU itself was a party Union R.R—Arbitration 

Review—United Steelworkers of America. Fin Dkt No 31363 (Sub-No 3), served December 

17, 1998 ("Union R.R,"), appeal pending. United Steelworkers of America v United States. No 

98-6511 (3d Cir Dec. 30, 1998). 

Union R.R was an action for review of an arbitration award in which neutral 

referee Helen Witt imposed an implementing agreement to govern the transfer of certain 

accounting work from the Union Railroad Company ("URR") to the Bessemer and Lake Erie 

Railroad Company ("B&LE")' On URR, accounting work was performed under a collective 

bargaining agreement with the United Steelworkers of America ("USWA"), on B&LE, 

accounting work was performed under a collective bargaining agreement with TCU A principal 

issue in the arbitration was which labor agreement should apply to the coordinated work The 

referee imposed an implementing agreement providing that the transferred work would be 

performed under TCU's agreement with B&LE - the arrangement the railroads had proposed, 

and to which TCU agreed ' 

' ( continued) 
No 22), served Sept 25, 1998 

^ The Interstate Commerce Commission had imposed the New York Dock conditions in an 
eariier decision authonzing Transtar, lnc to acquire common control of URR and B&LE, along 
with several other carriers Blackstone Capital Partners L P., et al.-Exemption From 49 U S C. 
10746. 11321. and 11343. Fin Dkt. No. 31363, served December 23, 1998 

' TCU and the railroads entered into a voluntary implementing agreement providing that the 
transferred v\ rk would be covered by TCU's labor agreement with B&LE The agreement was 
made subject to any changes that might be imposed in any arbitration under New York Dock 

(continued ) 



USWA sought review by the Board, arguing, among other things, that thc New 

York Dock arbitrator lacked authority to substitute the TCU/B&LE agreement for the 

USWAAJRR agreement In a decision issued several months af\er Carmen 111, the Board 

summarily rejected USWA's arguments, explaining; "There is no issue of first impression, and any 

issues that are likely to recur have already been thoroughly resolved by us and the courts" Umm 

R R . slip op at 7-8 

In short, there simply is no force to TCU's urging that it should be allowed to 

participate as amicus here because the Board has not previously consideied an arbitrator's 

authority to "override collective bargaining agreements" (Pet at 2) since deciding Carmen UI 

The Board has already made clear that Carmen III works no sea change in the law, it merely 

reaffirms the principles that the Board and the courts had aheady "thoroughly resolved," Umm 

R R . slip op at 8 ' 

There is no reason for thc Board to entertain TCU's comments as to how those 

settled standards should be applied to a dispute to which TCU is not a party and in which TCU 

has no legitimate stake TCU made its own New York Dock implementing agreement with the 

Carriers i'^ this proceeding That agreement was reached in November 1998 - well af̂ er the 

Board issued Carmen 111 TCU's voluntar>' implementing agreeinent, like the agreement adopted 

by referee Fredenberger, modifies the exi.sting Conrail seniority arrangements and labor agreemenf 

' ( continued) 
USWA opposed that arrangement, taking the position that the USWA agreement should apply to 
the employees being transferred and when the matter went to arbitration, TCU was a party. 

* TCU also is wrong in contending (Comments at 2) that the Fredenberger Award provides for 
the "complete elimination" of the Conrail/BMWE agreement Pursuant to the F.<-edenberger 
Award, the terms ofthe Conrail/BMWE agreement (as modified) will apply to the Shared Assets 
Areas and CSXT's new Northem District 



as necessary to meet the Carriers' operating needs Like the agreement adopted by referee 

Fredenberger, the TCU implementing agreement places all of NSR's allocated former Conrail 

employees under NSR labor agreements and combines some existing CSXT employees and 

former Conrail employees under the terms of a Conrail labor agreement (as modified)' Having 

agreed to those terms, TCU can hardly be heard to cont nd that the comparable arrangements 

adopted by referee Fredenberger must be set aside. 

In any event, the comments that I'CU proposes to file are redundant TCU's 

proffered comments repeat point for point arguments made by BMWE in support of its own 

petition for review TCU says nothing new Its comments would therefore not assist the Board 

in resolving the issues raised by BMWE's petition, and serve no other legitimate purpose. 

' A copy of the TCU implementing agreement was included at Tab 66 of the Carriers' Joint 
Appendix, which was filed in support of the Carriers' replies to BMWE's petition for review and 
petition for a stay Chapter 1, Article 1, Section 1 ofthe agreement provides for the establishment 
ofnew seniority districts in the field on CSXT's expanded system and for application ofthe 
Conrail agreement, as modified, to CSXT's allocated Conrail employees and certain existing 
CSXT (former C&O and B&O) employees in the new coordinated field seniority districts 
Chapter I, Article 1 Section 2 provides for realignment ofConrail seniority districts on the NSR-
allocated properties and application of NSR agreements to all employees allocated to NSR. 
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denied 

For the foregoing reasons, TCU's petition to file its amicus commenis should be 

Respectfiilly submitted. 

Jeffrey S Beriin 
Krista L Edwards 
-\lan Gura 
SIUI.I;Y & AUSTIN 

1722 Eye Street, N W 
Washington, D C 20006 
(202) 736-8178 

JefTrey H Burton 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION 

Three Commercial Place - 17th Floor 
Norfolk, VA 23510-9241 
(757) 629-2633 

Counsel for Norfolk Southern 
Raihvay Company 

Ronald M Johnson 
AKIN, G I M P , STOAUSS, HAUI-R & FHLD, L L P. 

1333 New Hampshire Ave , N.W 
Suite 400 
Washington, D C 20036 
(202)887-4114 

Nicholas S Yovanovic 
CSX TRANSIJORTATION, INC. 

500 Water Street J150 
Jacksonville, FL 32202 
(904)359-1244 

Counsel for CSX Transportalion, Inc. 

m B Rossi, Jr 
CoN.soi.iDAiiiD RAIL CORI^CJRATION 

2001 Market Street 16-A 
Philadelphia, PA 191 Jl-1416 
(215)209-4922 

Counsel for Consolidated Rail Corporation 

Dated March 29, 1999 

* In the event the Board were to permit TCU to file its comments, the Carriers should be given 
the opportunity to file a rebuttal 
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CEBTmCAIEiJF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that 1 have, this 29th day of March, 1999, caused copies of the 

foregoing Cartiers' Joint Reply to Petition for Leave to File Comii.ents as Amicus to be served upon 

the following: 

Richard S Edelman (by hand) 
O'Donnell, Schwartz & Anderson, P C. 
1900 L Street, N W, Suite 707 
Washington, D C 20036 

Donald F Griffin (by hand) 
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way 

Employes 
10 G Street, N E , Suite 460 
Washington, D C. 20002 

Joseph Guerrieri, Jr (by hand) 
Debra L. Willen 
Guerrieri, Edmond & Clayman, P C. 
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N W. 
Suite 700 
Washington, D C 20036 

Mitchell M Kraus (by Fed̂ '-al Express) 
Transportation Communications 

Intemational Union 
3 Research Place 
Rockville, MD 20850 

Krista L Edwards 
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rOUNDED 'B66 /. y 

March 25, 1999 

N E W V O R K 

L O N D O N 

S I N O A P O R E 

T O K Y O 

Honorable Vemon A Williams 
Secretary 
Surface Transportation Board 
1925 K Street, N W 
Room 715 
Washington, D C 20423 

ENTEHED , 
Office of the Secretar, 

MAR 2 9 1999 
Part ot 

Pubilc Record 

Re: Finance Docket No 33388 (Sub-No 88) 
CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc., 
Nortblk Southem Coiporation and Norfolk Southem Railway 
Company—Control and Operating Leases/Agreements— 
Conrail lnc And Consolidated Rail Corporation 
(Arbitration Review) . 

Dear Mr Williams: 

Enclosed is the original verified page for the Declaration ofR Chapman VI A facsimile 
of this page was filed yesterday in support oi ihe Reply of Norfolk Southem Railway Company to 
Petition for Re/iew and Petition For a Stay of Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes 

Very truly yours, 

•J-^c 
Krista L Edwards 

.Allorney for Norfolk Souihern 
Railway Company 

Enclosures 

cc Richard S Edelman 
Donald F Griffin 
Joseph Guerrieri, Jr. 



VERIFICATION 

Pursuant to 28 U S C. § 1746,1 declare under penalty of peijury that the foregoing 

is true and correct. Executed thisZjf day of March, 1̂ 99. 

R CaAPMAfflV 
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25 1999 SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOATIB"^ 

Finance Docket ̂ . 33388 (Sub-No. 88) 

CSX CORFORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAV COMPANY 

—CONTROL AND OPERATiNG LEASES/AGREEMENTS-
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 

(ARBITRATION REVIEW) 

REPLY OF CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION TO PETITION 
FOR REVIEW OF BROTHERHOOD OF MAINTENANCE OF WAY EMPLOYES 

For the reasons stated in the replies submitted March 24, 1999 by Norfolk 

Southem Railway Company ("NSR") and CSX Transportation, Inc ("CSXT"), which reasons are 

adopted by Consolidated R:s'\\ Corporation ("Conrail"), Conrail urges the Board to deny 

Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes' petition for review of the arbitration award 

rendered January 14, 1999 by neutral referee William E Fredenberger, Jr If reviewed, the award 

should be affirmed in all respects, for the reasons stated in the NSR and CSXT replies 

Respectfully submitted. 

/ 
John B Rossi, Jr 
Consolidated Rail Corporation 
2001 Market Street \6-.\ 
Philadelphia, PA 191C1-1416 
(215) 209-4922 

yA 

Dated: March 24, 1999 

Counsel for Consolidated 
Rail Corporation 



CERTmCATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have, this 24th day of March, 1999, caused copies of the 

foregoing Reply of Consolidated Rail Corporation To Petition For Review Of Brotherhood of 

Maintenance of Way Employes to be served, by hand, upon the following: 
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The Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes ("BMWE") has asked the Board 

to review and set aside an arbitration award rendered January 14, 1999 by neutral referee William E 

Fredenberger, Jr and to "stay" the Award pending the Board's review The Fredenberger Award 

adopted an implem.nting agreement ("the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement") to govern the 

selection and assignment of rnaintenance of way employees in connection with initial implementation 

of the authorized transaction under Article 1. Section 4 of the New York Dock conditions, which the 

Board imposed in Decision No 89 The agreement prescribes the arrangements that are necessary 

in order for Norfblk Southern Railway Company ("NSR") and CSX Transportation, lnc ("CSXT") 

to divide the use and operation of the properties of Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail") and 

conduct the new operations authorized in Decision No 89 This Reply addresses provisions ofthe 

agreement that involve NSR's new operations BMWE's challenge to those provisions, and its 

petition for stay of the Award, have no merit ' 

STATEMENT OF THE C\SE 

When NSR takes over its allocated snare of Conrail's properties on June I , 1999, it 

will extend its rail network by neariy one-half (approximately 7,000 miles), expand its workforce by 

approximately i 1,000 employees, and undertake an extraordinary competitive and operational 

mission The nature of this undertaking - and the enormous public benefits that it promises - are 

well documented in the record of this proceeding, beginning with the June 23, 1997 application , in 

' The railroads have submitted a three-volume appendix containing copies of pertinent materials 
from the arbitration record, including the Carriers' Prehearing Submission, selected exhibits, and 
excerpts of the transcript of the arbitration hearing References in this Reply to materials in the 
Carriers' Joint Appendix are indicated by the prefix "R-." followed by the page numbers (£„^, "R-10-
15") The Fredenberger Award is reproduced at Tab 1 (R-1-45) of the Carriers' Joint Appendix. 
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'•vhich the applicants detailed their plans to bring vigorous, two-carrier competition to rail markets 

that have been seived exclusively or almost exclusively by Conrail inr nearly two decades R-622-93 

The success of NSR's Operating Pian, as vve first detailed in the Application, lies in 

operating NSR's allocated Conrail properties as an integrated part of the NSR system for all purposes, 

including maintenance of way work NSR recognized that fulfillment of its Operating Plan would 

require workforce arrangements consistent with its own method of operations ~ that any effort to 

operate the allocated properties under the remains of Conrail's existing seniority arrangements and 

labor agreements would impose artificial barriers to the expanded NSR operations made possible by 

the transaction 

NSR made its views known at the outset, submitting a detailed Appendix A to its 

Operating Plan, in which it described the workforce arrangements that it maintained would be 

necessary to realization of the public benefits of the transaction R-684-728 NSR's Appendix A 

proposals called for allocation of the Conrail workforce among NSR, CSXT, and Conrail and for the 

extension of NSR labor agreements or nonagreement practices to cover the NSR-allocated properties 

and employees With respect to maintenance of way operations, NSR proposed arrangements 

suitable to the performance of routine line maintenance and program maintenance on NSR's allocated 

properties, to the consolidation of centralized functions (equipment repair shops and rail welding), 

and to the timely completion of constructi'̂ n projects required in connection with initial 

implementation ofthe transaction R-l 58, 698-701 

In Decision No 89, the Board rejected a challenge to NSR's Appendix A proposals 

brought by several labor organizations (including BMWE), which asked the Board to declare that the 

proposed changes are not necessar)' to implementation of the transaction The Board declined to 

prejudge the merits of the proposed arTangemenf:, holding that the necessity for such changes should 
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be determined in the first instance by a referee under the New York Dock Article I, Section 4 

procedures Decision No. 89, slip op at 123 (Board will resolve issues relating to labor agreement 

changes "only as a last resort, giving deference to the arbitrator") 

NSR has now completed the Article 1, Section 4 procedures in connection with all of 

the operating changes described in the Application and has negotiated or obtained in arbitration all 

n :«ssary implementing agreements R-l 000-1724, 1939-2205 Each of the negotiated agreements 

incorporates the essential features of NSR's original Appendix A proposals, including division of the 

Conrail workforce and, in every instance, the application of NSR labor agreements and practices to 

NSR's allocated employees and propertieŝ  

NSR achieved the same result in th>i one other implementing agreement imposed 

through arbitrate with respect to T '*̂ R-allocated employees On February 27, 1999, referee Richard 

Kasher issued an award imposing an implementing agreement for the carman craft which, consistently 

with NSR's original Appendix A proposals, provides (among other things) for the application of 

appropriate NSR agreements to NSR's allocated properties and carman employees, and for the 

realignment of Conrail seniority districts to fit the needs of NSR's expanded and integrated 

operations R-46-88. 

The railroads' efTorts to reach a voluntary implementing agreement covering 

maintenance of way operations were unsucccssflil The railroads submitted the dispute to arbitration 

The National Mediation Board ("NMB") appointed Mr Fredenberger The parties submitted written 

proposals and prehearing submissions and participated in a four-day hearing i i December 1998. The 

^ SeeR-964, 1012, 1067, 1072, 10%, 1106, 1126, 1170, 1223, 1486, 1591-91.1, 1636, 1713, 
1944, 2096, 2104, R-2ni, 2116, 2129, 2136, 2156 
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railroads' prehearing submission included extensive written testimony and exhibits in support of the 

railroads' proposals BMWE offered no testimony or other evidence in support of its proposal 

The Fredenberger Award resolved ail of the matters at hand and adopted an 

implei. .Iting agreement, in the form proposed by the railroads, that prescribes a comprehensive set 

of arrangements to govem the initial division of Conrail's maintenance of way workforce and 

operations pursuant to Decision No 89 BMWE now asks the Board to vacate the provisions of the 

Arbitrated Implementing Agreement that allocate Conrail's BMWE-represented employees among 

the new operations, realign the seniority of employees allocated to NSR, extend the NSR "NW-

Wabash/DMWT agreement" to cover the allocated properties, and permit NSR to use third-party 

contractors to perform c la in capital projects necessary to the initial implementation of the 

transaction 

The Fredenberger Award is subject to "an extremely limited standard of review," based 

on a "strong presumption of finality " CSX Corp -Control-Chessie Sys and Seaboard Coast Line 

Indus.. 4 I.C C. 2d 641, 648 (1988) ("Cannen 1"). reaffirmed after remand. Fin Dkt No 28905 

(Sub-No 22), served Sept 25, 1998 ("Carmen HI") The Board's established standard of review, first 

announced in Chicago & North Westem Transp Co -Abandonment. 3 I C C 2d 729, 735-36(1987) 

("Lace Curtain"). aM, Intemational B'hd of Elec Workers v. ICC. 862 F 2d 330 (D C Cir 1988), 

accords "substantiai deference to the arbitrator's competence and special role in resolving labor 

disputes " Carmen I. 4 ICC 2^ at 648 ' 

* See also Indiana R R -Leases & Oper Exemp -Norfolk & Western Rv . etc . Fin Dkt 
No 31464 and 31470, served July 13, 1990, slip op at 4 ("Arbitrators possess a special 
understanding of the complex concerns and practices of rail labor negotiation Their competence has 
allowed the Commission to delegate to them the resolution of complicated issues arising under thc 

(continued ) 
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An arbitral award reviewed under Lace Curtain may be overtumed only "when it is 

shown that the award is irrational or fails to draw its essence from the imposed labor conditions or 

it exceeds the authority reposed in arbitrators by those conditions" Delaware & Hudson Ry—Lease 

and Trackage Rights Exempt -Springfield Terminal Ry . Fin Dkt No 30965 (Sub-No I), served 

Oct 4, 1990, shp op at 16-17, reaffirmed after remand, served Sept 25, 1998 The referee's 

resolution of factual disputes — such as the "necessity" for modifying labor agreements — will stand 

absent "egregious error " tJnion Pacific Corp . et al-Control and Merger-Southern Pacific Transp 

Co • et al • Fin Dkt No 32760 (Sub-No. 22), served June 26, 1997, slip op at 3 

Deference is especially appropriate in this case Referee Fredenberger is an exper

ienced railway labor arbitrator and New York Dock re:reree, and former General Counsel ol the 

NMB The case involved multiple parties, proposals, and issues, presenting myriad factual disputes 

over the necessity and appropriateness of the various proposals for changing pre-transaction 

workforce arrangements The parties had no significant dispute over the legal standards governing 

the referee's decision making, they differed with regard to the proper application of those standards 

to the Conrail transaction The Fredenberger Award resolves all disputed issues, makes findings in 

support of all provisions of the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement, and is based on an extensive 

record SfiS Award at 4 (R-4) (explaining that referee's findings are based on consideration of 

"approximately 300 pages of prehearing submissions or briefs together with several hundred pages 

of exhibits and attachments thereto, as well as over 1,000 pages of Hearing transcript") 

' ( continued) 
labor protective conditions"). Fox Valley & Western Ltd -Exempt Acq & Oper.-Certain Lines of 
Green Bay & Westem R R . et al. Fin Dkt No 32035 (Sub-No 1), served Dec 19, 1994, slip op 
at 4 ("Under our well established Lace Curtain standard of review, we allow arbitrators substantial 
latitude to use their expertise in arbitrating disputes conceming these arrangements to carry out New 
York Dock conditions ") 



BMWE makes only passing reference to Lace Curtain (Pet at 7), and does not confine 

its analysis to that decision's standard BMWE's briei reads like a request for de novo review 

BMWE purports to incorporate large passages of its arbitruiion submission into its petition for review 

(Pet at 1 n 1), selectively .epeating the same contentions it made unsuccessflilly in arbitration On 

that basis - and, tellingly, without a single reference to the record of the hearing — BMWE urges the 

Board to reach a different result The Board should reject BMWE's invitation to second-guess the 

referee's expert judgment. 

As a threshold matter, BMWE seeks to avoid the Board's practice of according 

deference to its arbitrators The union claims the "entire aw:..-d must be vacated" because referee 

Fredenberger assertedly "misi- derstood his mandate " Pet at 12-13 BMWE contends that the 

referee made findings "directly contrary to the Board's declaration [in Decision No 89] that it did not 

implicitly or explicitly approve the Carriers' plans with respect to employees" and that this supposed 

error "underlies everything he did " Id 

BMWE is wrong The Fredenberger Award fully respects the Board's determination 

not to prejudge the merits of the railroads' Appendix A proposals and its intent to leave the matter 

in the first instance to Section 4 arbitration, where the "arbitrators are free to make whatever findings 

and conclusions they deem appropriate with respect to CBA overrides under the law " Decision No 

89, slip op at 127 In this connection, referee Fredenberger properiy described the nature and scope 

of the Conrail transaction as it was authorized by the Board, including the fact that the transaction 

contemplates the division of Conrail's workforce among the railroads Referee Fredenberger certainly 

did not assume the Board had approved any of the specific proposals described in Appendix A The 

Award, in fact, contains no reference to the railroads' Appendix A proposals. 
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The Fredenberger award reflects a clear and correct understanding ofthe referee's role 

in the Article I , Section 4 process and of the scope of the disputes that the referee was charged with 

resolving The Avard also reflects the referee's clear and correct understanding of the legal standards 

that govemed his determinations, i.icluding the established standards for modifying labor agreements 

Award at 5-7 (R-5-7) The fact that the arrangements adopted by the referee match Nf R's original 

Appendix A proposals does not reflect any failure in the Article 1, Section 4 process or in rete. 

Fredenberger's consideration of the record before him It should come as no surprise that NSR's 

proposals - which were so integral to the proposed operational restmcturing as to have been obvious 

to NSR from the outset - would, in the final analysis, be found "necessary" to carry out the 

transaction, within the meaning of the Board's established New Ycrk Dock framework Carmen III 

slip op at 23-25, Railwav Labor Executives Ass'n v United States. 987 F 2d 806, 813-14 (D C Cir 

1993) ("Executives") BMWE offers no reason why the Board should disturb those findings or 

otherwise question the referee's judgment in this proceeding 

I. THE BOARD SHOULD DECLINE TO REVIEW THE ALLOCATION 
ARRANGEMENTS. 

BMWE contends that the referee committed "egregious error" in adopting the 

railroads' proposal for allocating employees among the new operations, and rejecting the uiMon's 

alternative proposal Pet at 13 This is a particulariy empty challenge, both because it asks the 

Board to second-guess the referee on a matter uniquely suited to arbitral decision making and because 

rejection of the allocation arrangement at this juncture would dismpt the railroads' ongoing efforts 

to effect an orderly transition in operations and employment on Day C \ 

The referee was presented with two very different proposals for allocating Conrail's 

employees The allocation arrangement advanced by the railroads, and adopted by the referee 



(Article I , Section 1 and Appendix A to Attachment 1 to the Award (R-22 2, 23-25)), serves the 

interests of the transaction That arrangement is based on several objective mles, which are designed 

to achieve adequate staffing levels with minimal operational dismption R-308-24 

Most BMWE-represented Conrail employees will be allocated in place on the basis 

of their headquarters locations on the designated "allocation date " With a few exceptions designed 

to address isolated special circumstances, an employee working in a fixed headquarters position will 

be allocated to the railroad that will operate the property on which the employee reports .Appendix 

A Section 1(A) (R-23) This allocation mle covers, among others, all employees engaged in routine 

inspection, prev*. itive maintenance, and repair of rail lines and stmctures An employee currently 

assigned to a Conrail regional or zone production gang (which works over a designated region or 

zone, with no fixjd headquarters location) will be allocated on the basis of his earliest district 

seniority, in most cases to the railroad that, after consummation, will operate most of the property 

in which the employee first established seniority on Conrail Appendix A, Section ifB) (R-2 J-24)" 

Once allocated, the Conrail employees will become (or remain) exclusively employees 

of either NSR, CSXT, or Conrail/SAA and will work under the applicable arrangements on each 

property, as determined by other provisions of the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement 

BMWE's allocation proposal, by contrast, was incomplete and unwieldy, and did not 

serve the transaction's purposes Under the union's proposal, before allocation of Conrail's employees 

to NSR, CSXT, or Conrail/Shared Assets Areas could occur, Conrail would first have to readjust its 

seniority districts, create new, consolidated seniority rosters, provide written notice to the employees 

of their placement on the new rosters, 2nd permit employees to protest their placement on the rosters 

* BMWE inaccurately aintends (Pet at 14) that these employees are allocated on the basis of 
their "trackman" seniority In fact, the determination is based on the employee's earhest district 
seniority in any classification 



And after that extended process came the heart of BMWE's proposed allocation mechanism 

Conrail's simultaneous abolishment of all of its approximately 3,000 maintenance of way jobs and 

rebulletining of new jobs - associated with the properties to be allocated either to NSR, CSXT, or 

Conrail/Shared As.>ets Areas - for bid by Conrail's existing maintenance of way workforce, followed 

by the awarding of those positions 

BMWE's proposed allocation mechanism was not only unduly dismptive and 

prolonged, but did not ensure that allocation would be permanent The union's proposal assumes that 

an employee would continue to hold all his former Conrail seniority even after Conrail's property was 

divided As a consequence, a Conrail employee holding seniority on a district to be split among two 

or more ofthe three railroads could in certain circumstances "flow" back and forth among the three 

In BMWE's proposed universe, an employee who was initially allocated to NSR but who was at some 

later date unable to hold a job on that railroad could bid to a job on another carrier where he still 

would hold Conrail seniority — or, alternatively, he could come to NSR from one of the two other 

railroads R-307-10, 325, 448-58, 1923-24 

The referee's decision to reject thi." proposal and instead adopt the railroads' proposed 

allocation artangement deserves the highest deference The referee unquestionably had jurisdiction 

to fashion an allocation arrangement The task calis for exercise of judgment informed largely by 

practical considerations, based on the size and nature of the workforce, the railroads' relative staffing 

needs, and the effect of the arrangement on the railroads' ability to efTect an orderly and prompt 

transition in operations and employment The railroads and BMWE advanced competing allocation 

proposals, with each side claiming to offer the more efficient, fair, and reasonable arrangement 

There was a full hearirig on the issue, and the referee acted well within his di'̂ .cretion, and consistently 

w ith the principles of the protective conditions, in adopting the rai'roads' proposal 



Now BMWE just repeats the failed arguments that it made in the arbitration, ignoring 

the oppo.sing record, and urges the Board to overmle the referee's deterniin:ition Such a challenge 

should not be entertained But ifit is entertained, it should be rejected 

The fundamental problem with BMWE's analysis, as we showed in the hearing, is that 

it confuses the matter of determining which railroad an employee will work for (allocation) with the 

process for assigning employees to particular positions R-303-04. BMWE calls the Arbitrated 

Implementing Agreement's allocation arrangement unfair and inefficient because it fails to place 

employees in the jobs where the railroads need them That is not a meaningftil criticism The 

function of the alienation arrangement is to decide which railroad will employ each Conrail employee 

— not to place employees in particular jobs. The assignment of employees to jobs is a different 

matter, to be determined in each case pursuant to the labor agreement made applicable by the 

Arbitrated Implementing Agreement 

The task of allocation is permanently to divide Conrail's more than 3,000 available 

maintenance of way employees among NSR, CSXT, and Conrail/Shared Assets Areas The railroads' 

proposal, which the referee adopted, is appropriate to the transaction and satisfies the requirement 

of New York Dock because it allocates enployees in a manner that meets the railroads' staffing 

needs, corresponds to the division of Conrai's lines, and accomplishes the task in a workable manner 

that minimizes operational dismption and the need for employees to relocate, leaving most employees 

at locations where fhey have elected to work. 

BMWE contends that the New York Dock conditions require that each of the 3,000 

available Conrail maintenance of way employees be permitted to choose his new employer, and the 

union objects to the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement because it does not pro vide for such choice 

But the protective conditions impose no such requirement No one ever suggested that New York 
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Dock required that Southem Pacific's employees had to agiC " *o be employed by Union Pacific when 

the latter acquired control of the former The circumstances here are no different, except that each 

current Conrail employee will be employed by one of three different railroads following 

implementation of the transaction The protective conditions command only that the referee prescribe 

an arrangement that is appropriate to the transaction Nothing in New York Dock compels the 

referee to impose an implementing agreement that allows each employee to direct which railroad will 

be his new employer.' 

BMWE purports to rely on Southern Ry.-Control-Central of Georgia Ry.. 331 

I C C 151, 172 (1967). and Fox Vallev & Westem Ltd . ct al -Exempt Acq & Oper -Certain Lines 

of Green Bay & Western R R . 9 ICC 2d 272 (1993), but these cases address only the right of 

employees to participate in the implementing agreement process itself not what the outcome of that 

process should be Southern Control establishes that carriers involved in an authorized control 

transaction must obtain a pre-consummation implementing agreement — that is, the railroads cannot 

' Sfifi American Train Dispatchers Ass'n v ICC. 26 F 3d 1157, 1163 (D C Cir 1994) 
("Section 4 does not provide a formula for apportioning the 'selection of forces ' Instead, it frees the 
hand of the arbitrator to fashion a solution that is 'appropriate for application in the particular case"') 
(".ATDA v ICC") 

Of course, no Conrail employee can be required to accept employment with NSR or CSXT, 
any more than he could be required to continue working for Conrail An employee, however, may 
have to accept employment with NSR or CSXT in order to remain eligible for protective benefits 

To the extent that BMWE contends that the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement unduly 
restricts employee choice of jobs once the employee is allocated (see Pet at 14-15), the union is 
wrong The railroads' proposals on ihal matter, adopted by the referee, offer employees broader job 
opportunities than they currently have under the Conrail/BMWE agreement (which, as we explain 
below, limits bidding rights to relatively narrow seniority districts, zones, and regions) R-345, R-
196 Once an employee is allocated to one ofthe railroads, his seniority will be integrated into new 
rosters corresponding to his Conrail job classification and he will be permitted to fill positions and 
exercise his new seniority in accordance with the terms of the applicable labor agreement provisions. 
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unilaterally determine what employment arrangements to apply to employees affected by the 

transaction Fox Valley, in which a railroad ran afoul of the New Vork Dock conditions by 

unilaterally imposing a preferential hiring arrangement on nonunion employees, similarlv holds only 

that employees must be given a voice in the selection and assignment process in accordance with the 

Article I, Section 4 procedures These cases do not suggest that a duly-appointed Section 4 referee 

must prescribe employee choice (or any other particular formula) as the arrangement for allocating 

employees among the railroad employers Here, New York Dock is satisfied because the affected 

employees (through their representative) had a fiill and fair opportunity to participate in the fashioning 

of an implementing agreement under Section 4. 

In the end, BMWE is left to contend that the referee misjudged the relative merits of 

the two allocation proposals First, BMWE faults the referee for assertedly giving undue weight to 

the interest in prompt implementation of the Conrail transaction Pet at 14 * This is a baseless 

argument The very purpose of the New York Dock procedures is to expedite the establishmenr of 

workforce arrangements that are necessary to the implementation of authorized transactions New 

York Dock. 360 I C C at 71. BMWE acknowledges that a New York Dock implementing 

agi eement generally should (among other objectives) permit the transaction to "occur promptly" Pet 

at 14 AiTid the referee here had every reason to find that prompt implementation would promote the 

* There is no merit to BMWE's repeated suggestion (e^. Pet at 16) that the railroads failed 
to provide sufficient advance notice to BMWE ofthe planned Closing Date The railroads' Section 
4 notice stated that the railroads intended to consummate the transaction on or after November 22. 
1998 (90 days after the notice date) Although the railroads were unaHe to advise BMWE (or any 
one else) ofthe planned Closing Date until after November 22, 19̂ 8, the railroads made no secret 
ofthe fact that they intended to commence the new operations a? soon as. practicable, consistently 
with their commitment to effect a smooth implementation And, in fact, the allocation proposal 
adopted in arbitration was first presented to BMWE in a written negotiation proposal in 
September 1998 In these circumstances, BMWE cannot seriously contend that it misunderstood the 
need for prompt implementation 
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objectives of the Conrail transaction There is no force to BMWE's suggestion (Pet at 14) that the 

so-called "NITL condition" somehow shows that the Board disfavors prompt implementation As 

the Board explained in Decision No 89, the NITL agreement expressly provides that "CSX and NS 

will, consistent with safe and efficient implementation of the transaction, initiate their separate 

operations of the Conrail routes as soon as possible after control has been authorized" Slip op at 

53, id at 126 n 199 

There is no substance in BMWE's assertion that its proposal would effect a more 

efficient and orderly allocation of Conrail employees BMWE contends that the Arbitrated 

Implementing Agreement allocates employees without regard to their current jobs and therefore will 

leave the railroads without the right types of employees in the right places BMWE's professed 

concern about the efficiency of the railroads' new operations should not be credited The railroads 

are satisfied that their proposed allocation arrangement, which the referee adopted, will yield balanced 

workforces of sufficient size and composition to staff adequ.ately their new operations^ 

BMWE wrongly complains that the allocation arrangement adopted by the referee 

supposedly requires regional and zone production gang employees to relocate to "follow 'allocation'" 

Pet at 15 BMWE made the same false contention in the arbitration proceeding, and we corrected 

it there by showing that BMWE was aga n confusing allocation with post-Day One job assignment 

' BMWE's professed concern about workforce imbalance rests on a misrepresentation of the 
allocation arrangements By their terms, the Appendix A arrangements allocate employees on the 
basis of their work By allocating fixed headquarters employees in place, the allocation arrangement 
distributes the numbers and types of employees needed for routine maintenance work in reasonable, 
direct proportion to the railroads' relative allocated shares of the Conrail properties The railroads' 
proposal for allocating mobile forces likewise was fashioned to meet each railroad's need for 
employees involved in production work The railroads tested the allocation arrangement to ensure 
that it would meet the railroads' operating needs by conducting simulated allocations before proposing 
the arrangement to BMWE in negotiations There is no reason to believe, as BMWE suggests, that 
one railroad w ill find itself w ith an imbalanced workforce on Day One 
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R-911-13, 457-58. Employees working on production gangs will indeed be allocated among the 

railroads on the basis of their earliest Conrail district seniority But, contrary to BMWE's assumption, 

an employee is not required physically to retum to that former seniority district for any purpose - and 

certainly not for the purpose of holding a position. Rather, once he has been allocated to either NSR, 

CSXT, or Conrail/Shared Assets Areas, the employee will hold a position as provided under the labor 

agreement applicable to him on that carrier For example, a Conrail regional or zone production gang 

employee whose earliest district seniority is on Conrail's Harrisburg district will be allocated to NSR 

and may (depending on his exercise of seniority) work anywhere on the NSR-allocated properties, 

without regard to his former Conrail seniority district. 

For its part, BMWE's alternative allocation proposal was demonstrated to be 

unworkable, and was properiy rejected by the referee BM WE's proposal did not permanently divide 

Conrail's workforce at all - the most basic task the implementing agreement must accomplish 

Instead, as we have explained, under BMWE's proposal, employees would retain their Conrail 

seniority and would have the right to "flow" among the railroads' operations, creating a common or 

pooled workforce serving all of the separate railroads operating portions of what was once, but is no 

longer, a unitary Conrail railroad system 

As we explained in the arbitration, this sort of joint arrangement would greatly 

complicate the filling of assignments, impose administrative burdens (including FRA injury reports 

and qualification certification), and interfere with each railroad's ability to train and retain a stable 

workforce And such an arrangement would require NSR and CSXT to share information, such as 

production schedules, capital priorities, and manpower needs, in a manner inconsistent with the 
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vigorous competition the Board expects to occur' The referee agreed, properiy finding that 

BMWE's flow-back arrangement "could impair establishment of a well-trained and unified workforce 

on each of the three Carriers" and "would stifle the competition" between NSR and CSXT .Award 

at 8 (R-8) BMWE does not even acknowledge those findings, much less attempt to reftite them. 

Moreover, adoption of BMWE's proposal would have wreaked administrative havoc 

and massive operational dismption by requiring Conrail to abolish the approximately 3,000 existing 

BMWE positions and simultaneously bulletin and assign new positions Even on the conservative 

assumption that Conrail would receive ten bids for each bulletined position (a number consistent with 

that railroad's historical experience), Conrail would be required to handle and process some 30,000 

separate bids R-453, 793-95 For each position, Conrail would have to determine the successful 

bidder based on the relative seniority and qualifications of each bidder Moreover, there is the 

prospect that the successfiil bidder for a given position might choose a difTerent job on which he was 

also the successfiil bidder, requiring Conrail to go through the process of determining a second 

successfiil bidder for the posiiion thai remains to be filled Such a process would tax the railroads' 

systems and personnel and inevitably give rise to countless disputes and claims by unsuccessftil 

bidders, without ensuring that the railroads' staflfing needs will be met R-453-54 

The railroads demonstrated at the hearing - and BMWE has never denied - that even 

under the most conservative estimate, assumi.ig the promptest possible compliance with all of 

BMWE's administrative requirements, it would take at least 129 davs to effect allocation under the 

* CSXT simply has no business knowing, for example, that NSR plans to add a rail gang to 
work on a certain territory or plans to bulletin a constmction gang to build a connection in an area 
where NSR competes with CSXT, or that NSR has furioughed gangs in certain locations Nor should 
NSR know those things about CSXT NSR and CSXT are supposed to be competing for business, 
sharing information regarding the ebb and flow of their mainlenance of way workforces, an inherent 
element of BMWE's flow-back proposal, would give each railroad an inappropriate window into the 
business plans ofthe other R-307, 459, 1923-24 
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union's proposal R-451-54, 793-95 Adopting that proposai therefore would have meant that the 

railroads could not divide Conrail's maintenance of way workforce until long after the date that they 

were then planning to implement the operating changes (March 1, 1999) The referee acted well 

within his discretion in adopting the only allocation arrangement before him that could be completed 

on a schedule consistent with the expected date of the railroads' operating changes and in rejecting 

BMWE's proposal because of the length of time required to carry out the allocation process. 

These considerations have not changed merely because the rail̂ ôads now are planning 

to consummate the transaction on June 1, 1999 At this juncture, even if thc Board were summarily 

to adopt BMWE's allocation proposal, the allocation process would not be completed until long after 

the planned Closing Dale. 

Moreover, the railroads already have taken steps to effect employee allocation 

pursuant to the Fredenberger Award On Febmary 5, 1999, the railroads served notice pursuant to 

Article I, section I ofthe Arbitrated Implementing Agreement, thereby fixing the "allocation dale" 

on the basis of which most BMWE-represented employees will be allocated The railroads have 

cx)mpleted the process of identifying their allocated employees using the Febmary 5, 1999 allocation 

dale and are iri the process of preparing and testing the payroll records and systems necessary to 

ensure a smooth transition in employment on June 1, 1999 As a part of that process, NSR intends 

to communicate with its newly allocated employees in mid-April in order to obtain and process the 

necessary final data (sjjj,, direct deposit instmctions) and documentation (ej;,, tax withholding 

election forms) and to begin training BMWE-represented employees in the use of NSR's payroll 

system These efforts will help in ensuring that paychecks are accurately prepared (reflecting proper 

rates, advances, withholding, gamishments, union dues payments, etc ) and timely issued to NSR's 
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new employees Nothing that BMWE has said would warrant short-circuiting that process now, and 

beginning anew 

II. THE BOARD SHOULD NOT REVIEW THE ARBITRATED ARRANGEMENTS 
GOVERNING "DIVISION AND SECTION" EMPLOYEES AND WORK ON 
NSR'S ALLOCATED PROPERTIES. 

Workforce allocation is only the first step in the selection and assignment of 

maintenance of way employees made necessary by the Conrail transaction. The A'bitrated 

Implementing Agreement also prescribes the seniority arrangements and labor agreements that will 

govern maintenance of way employees and work for each railroad's new operations. 

NSR and BMWE advanced competing proposals for arranging maintenance of way 

operations and employees on NSR's allocated properties. NSR's proposal, briefly stated, provided 

for the realignment of seniority territories and the integration of seniority of NSR-allocated 

employees, application of NSR's "designated programmed gang" ("DPG") arrangements, which 

govem the operation of certain rail and timber and surfacing ("T&S") gangs; extension ofthe BMWE 

labor agreement that govems other maintenance of way operations on NSR's adjoining former "NW-

Wabash" properties; and consolidation of centralized equipment repair and rail welding ftmctions in 

NSR's existing shops 

BMWE's counterproposal differed in several respects BMWE urged the referee to 

apply the Conrail/BMWE agreement, with certain limited modifications in seniority arrangements, 

to neariy all maintenance of way operations on NSR's allocated properties BMWE also proposed 

to permit NSR to operate rail and T&S gangs under the terms of the NSR/BMWE DPG agreement, 

subject to the application of certain work mles in the Conrail/BMWE agreement BMWE's proposal 

for the consolidation of rail welding and equipment repair shop operations differed from NSR's only 

in how it defined the pool of employees who would be eligible for positions in the consolidated shops 
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NSR explained the necessity for its proposed arrangements in the railroads' prehearing 

submission (R-154-207), which was supported by written testimony and in numerous supporting 

exhibits NSR offered the Declaration of Tony L Ingram (R-881-96), the NSR General Manager 

who will be responsible for directing train operations on NSR's allocated properties Mr Ingram 

explained NSR's operating plan for its allocated properties and explained the need for flexible and 

efficient maintenance of way operations on those properties NSR's Assistant Vice President Gary 

W. Woods desciibed NSR's plans for organizing and conducting mainlenance of way work on the 

allocated properties and explained why NSR's proposed workforce arrangements are necessary to its 

ability to conduct safe, responsive, and efficient operations and to achieve the other public 

transportation benefits made possible by the authorized operations R-912-29 All of these 

considerations - and the differences betv»'een NSR's and BMWE's positions - were explored fiilly 

in the hearing R-332-47, 460-63, 465-66, 1925-26 

On the basis of lhat record, the referee adopted NSR's proposal, both as to the 

realignment of seniority and the application of NSR/BMWE labor agreements Award at 11 -13 (R-

11-13) The referee found that imposing Conrail's seniority arrangements on NSR's new operations 

would "seriously hamper" NSR's ability to operate its allocated properties efficiently and 

competitively, as authorized and contemplated by Decision No 89, he found that "[fjlexibility with 

respetl to the workforce is key to the success oflhe iransaction", and that requiring NSR to opera e 

under Conrail/BMWE seniority arrangements "would severely restrict that flexibility" Id at 11 

(R-11) Likewise, the referee found that requiring NSR to operate under the Conrail/BMWE 

agreement would interfere with achievement of the eflTiciercies and competitive benefiis made 

possible by the authorized transaction Id at 13 (R-13) Accordingly, the referee concluded that 

adoplion of NSR's proposed seniority arrangements and application of the NW-Wabash/BMWE 
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agreemeni are "necessary to realize a public transportalion benefit" and lhat the arbitrated 

arrangements satisfy the Board's standards for modifying labor agreements, including the Board's 

decision in Carmen 111 id at 11, 13 (R-l 1,13) 

BMWE takes issue with the arbitrated arrangements as they govern what &MWE 

loosely calls "division and section" work and employees" The union has no serious quarrel with the 

legal siandards lhal the referee applied BMWE acknowledges that a New York Dock referee is 

aulhorized to modify pre-transaction labor agreements as necessary to yield transportation benefiis 

made possible by an STB-authorized iransaction But BMWE criticizes the referee's application 

of those standards, contending that the Award should be vacated because the referee assertedly failed 

* BMWE expressly uses the label "division and section" to include "day-to-day" track 
maintenance and bridges and buildings ("B&B") operations and employees (Pet at 17, 26-27), but 
BMWE is deliberately silent about the other categories of employees and operations necessarily 
encompassed by ils use of the label Ordinarily, as il is used in the industry, the lerm "division and 
section" would not encompass such production work as renewal of rail and ties and constmction of 
new track However, insofar as NSR's operations are concerned, BMWE's use of the label "division 
and section" appears to encompass all line-of-road mainlenance of way work olher than that 
performed by "regional and system" (Lfi., DPG) gangs That category encompasses, in addition to 
day-to-day line and B&B maintenance, line-of-road equipmeni repair and most production work, 
including program renewal of rail and ties (performed by non-DPG rail and T&S gangs and surfacing 
gangs) BMWE lakes rhetorical advanlage of the imprecision of its terminology by selectively 
criticizing parts ofthe railroads' evidence as it pertains to certain categories of "division and section" 
operations 

As BMWE acknowledges, this is an abandonment of the position BMWE strenuously asserted 
(as a participant in the comments of the "Allied Rail Unions" ("ARU")) in the underiying STB 
application proceedings The "ARU" asserted, inter alia, that the railroads' proposals for changing 
workforce arrangements in connection wilh the Conrail transaction were subject exclusively to the 
procedures for changing labor agreements under section 6 of the Railway Labor Act, 45 USC 
§ 156 The STB disposed ofthe "ARU" legal arguments in a footnoie to Decision No 89 (at 122 
n 198), finding that the "ARU" were seeking to "revive numerous argumenis about the supposed 
primacy of the Railway Labor .Act over the New York Dock process, the immutability of rales of pay, 
rules, and working conditions, and other related issues that have been consistently rejected by the 
ICC, the Board, and the courts " 
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to make adequate findings of fact and, in any event, because the record assertedly does not support 

the arbitrated arrangements as they apply lo "division and section" forces Pet al 17-31. 

BMWE's challenge is misconceived A New York Dock award will not be reviewed 

on the basis of its "lack of detailed discussion" or to consider olher asserted "shortcomings" in the 

referee's recitation of his findings " Under Lace Curtain, a referee's factual findings in support of an 

arbitrated agreement — including findings that changes in labor agreements are "necessary" lo 

implement a proposed "iransaction" — are reviewed only for "egregious error "'" BMWE does nol 

acknowledge, much less meet, that standard here Instead, BMWE attempts to reargue the 

arbitration ca.se, contending that the railroads "failed to demonstrate" and "cannot show" the necessity 

of the arbitrated arrangements 

BMWE proceeds as if it were raising three separate issues relating to NSR's and 

CSXFs "division and section" forces (1) the railroads are not engaged in a transaction" (Pet at part 

III (B)), (2) there will be ..J "selection and assignmeni" of forces ( i i , part III (C)), and (3) lhe 

" Norfolk Southern Corp -Comrol--Norfblk & Western Rv . et al. 4 1 C C 2d 1080. 1086 
(1988) ("[the union] criticizes the panel's judgmenl and lack of detailed discussion These alleged 
shortcomings are nol matters we would review under Lace Curtain " finding that, "lijn any event, the 
record supports the conclusion oflhe arbitration panel ") 

Union Pacific Corp , et al -Control and Merger-Southern Pacific Transp Co . et al. Fin 
Dkl No 32760 (Sub-No 22), served June 26, 1997, slip op at 3-4 ("L'P/SP Train Operations") 
(The referee's finding of necessily to integrate seniority and to adopt a uniform collective bargaining 
agreement are findings of fact, subject to deference under Lace Curtain). CSX Corp -Control-
Chessie Sys and Seaboard Coast Line Indus (Arbitration Review). Fin Dkt No 28905 (Sub-
No 27), served Dec 7, 1995, slip op at 8 ("CSX Control/Train Operations") ("The Arbitrator's 
decision on the issue of w hether the proposed changes are linked to a prior transaction is a factual 
issue That decision should nol be set aside except for egregious error"), aff d sub nom I Jnited 
Transp Union v STB. 108 F 3d 1425 (D C Cir 1997) Fox Vallev & Western Ltd -Exempt Acq 
and Oper -Certain Lines of Green Bav & Western R R . et al. Fin Dkt No 32035 (Sub-No I), 
served Dec 19, 1994. slip op at 4, 6 ("Under our well established Lace Curtain standard of review, 
've allow arbitrators substantial latitude to use their expertise in arbitrating disputes concerning these 
, rangements to carry out New York Dock conditions", arbitrator "did not commit 'egregious error' 
in declining lo modify" labor agreements) 
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railroads failed to demonstrate "necessity" (id., part III (D)) At bottom, however, these amount to 

a single contention that the railroads assertedly are not making any operational changes that would 

warrant modifying pre-transaction arrangements governing their allocated "division and section" 

employees The argument fails for the same reasons each time it is made 

BMWE's attack on the arbitrated arrangements rests on the union's unduly narrow and 

flawed understanding of the authority that the railroads are exercising pursuant to their August 24, 

1998 New York Dock notice Decision No 89 authorized the railroads and their corporate parents 

to engage in a series of related transactions, beginning with the control transaction which was 

consummated on August 22, 1998 The control iransaction itself involved no operating changes, 

entailed no rearrangements of forces, and required no New York Dock notice or implementing 

agreement What the railroads and their corporate affiliates are now preparing to do, also pursuant 

to the Board's express authority, is divide the use and operation of Corirail properties Conrail will 

cease to exist as a multi-region line-haul railroad, and CSXT and NSR will operate their allocated 

Conrail properties - in direct competition - as parts oftheir expanded systems It is the operational 

restmcturing that will generate the transportation improvements, eflficiencies, and public benefits on 

the basis of which the application was approved 

NSR showed that the success ofthe Conrail Transaction, with regard to NSR, aepends 

on its ability to offer responsive, eflficient, and competitive train service over expanded single-line 

routes, offer and meet demanding train schedules, serve new markets and customers, and boost the 

traflRc levels on Conrail's former system properties by attracting the time-sensitive traffic that is now 

moving by tmck Meet'.ig these competitive challenges will place significant demands on NSR's new 

maintenance of w ay organization and operations NSR must perform suflficient ongoing maintenance 

and repair to support the lev<;l, speed, and frequency of train operations planned for the expanded 
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system, while at the same time minimizing the dismption to train operations that maintenance of way 

work inevitably causes To balance these competing demands, NSR must be able eflficiently and 

flexibly to schedule and manage maintenance operations R-l60-6, 886- 88 

NSR demonstrated, and referee Fredenberger properiy found, that NSR could not 

perform its planned operations if its maintenance of way operations were subject to Conrail's existing 

workforce arrangements By virtue of the nature and stmcture of the Conrail transaction, the 

Conrail/BMWE arrangements would operate more restrictively on the NSR-allocated properties than 

they do on Conrail today NSR's new operations over its allocated lines will both require more 

maintenance - because of increased traflfic density (and NSR's generally higher maintenance 

standardr) - and be more vulnerable to maintenance-related delays and dismptions than are Conrail's 

operations today Moreover, the configuration of the allocated propertie > will provide NSR fewer 

options than Conrail enjoys today for rerouting traffic so as to minimize operational interference 

caused by maintenance of way operations R-193-94, 334-35, 887-90, 918-20 

NSR showed that the Conrail/BMWE agreement does not fit, geographically or 

operationally, with NSR's planned operations The agreement was adopted in 1982 to replace the 

patchwork of labor agreements that governed maintenance of way operations on Conrail's 

predecessor railroads The Conrail/BMWE agreement was fashioned for free-standing Conrail 

operations under Conrail's managerial stmcture, neither of which will survive the authorized 

transaction R-l68-73 The Conrail/BMWE arrangements are predicated on multiple and 

overlapping seniority arrangements, which restrict the railroad's use of employees and confine most 

maintenance of way gangs to relatively small geographic areas, most of which will be split by the 

transaction This fragmentation is graphically illustrated in the exhibits reproduced at tab 16,-18 of 
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the Carriers' Joint Appendix, which depict the authorized division of Conrail properties in relacion to 

the Conrail/BMWE seniority arrangements R-918—19 

In each map, the Conrail properties allocated to NSR (depicted by a solid black line 

within the colored lines) consist of fragments of Conrail's existing seniority arrangements - which, 

under the terms of the Cr>nrail/BMWE agreement, define the physical boundaries within which 

employees are permitted to work NSR will be operating parts of the two Conrail/BMWF. production 

regions (R-799) and six production zones (R-800) Conrail's eighteen seniority districts, which 

govem day-to-day line maintenance, B&B, and equipment repair forces, will be split among the three 

railroads Only five of the eighteen districts will be conveyed intact to NSR NSR is authorized to 

operate parts of eleven others R-304-05, 798, 801-11.'̂  Maintaining those arrangements on 

NSR's expanded system would confine the work of all of NSR's allocated maintenance of way 

employees - including "division and section" forces - to restrictive and arbitrarily defined territories 

NSR demonstrated that operating under such fragmented arrangements would impede eflficient 

operations by unduly restricting the territorial range of its maintenance gangs and roadway equipment 

In several cases, the hne segments to be allocated to NSR will consist of only a few miles of track -

far too little to generate suflficient work for a maintenance gang headquartered in those locations In 

all cases, the fragmented territories bear no relationship to NSR's planned operations R-192-93, 343, 

918. 

The Conrai! properties are further subdivided into approximately 129 separate 

"working zones," many of which also will be split by operation ofthe Conrail transaction R-760~ 

92 The working zone arrangement limits the mandatory exercise of Conrail/BMWE seniority and 

' ̂  This fragmentation affects the seniority arrangements governing nearly all BMWE-represented 
maintenance of way employees Of the employees holding seniority on the lines to be allocated to 
NSR, 80 pei cent hold seniority on one or more of the eleven fragmented districts R-918 
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therefore limits the railroad's ability to deploy forces when and where they are required to meet 

operating needs By selectively designating their working zones, Conrail employees may avoid filling 

assignments (but remain eligible for monetary benefits under Conrail's Supplemental Unemployment 

Benefits ("SUB") plan) without regard to the railroad's operating needs The railroads showed that 

this arrangement has increasingly restricted Conrail's operational flexibility, as the designated 

"working zones" have been reduced in size (some to a fraction of a mile of track) through line sales 

and abandonments R-200, 306 The referee properiy found that Conrail's work zones would operate 

even more restrictively if they were applied to the allocated properties R-925-26 

NSR offered extensive evidence showing that operating under Conrail's workforce 

arrangements and the Conrail/BMWE agreement would wed NSR to Conrail's practices and methods 

and interfere vvith NSR's ability to operate its allocated properties as part of its expanded system The 

Conrail/BMWE agreement is inconsistent with a number of NSR's basic operating, administrative, 

and safety practices and with the scope of other NSR labor agreements that will be applied to the 

NSR-allocated propei ies under the terms of implementing agreements reached with the 

representatives of other cra/ts of employees The Conrail/BMWE mles governing the bulletining of 

positions and the handling of claims, for instance, are inconsistent with NSR's centralized managerial 

organization Application of the Conrail/BMWE mles also would prohibit NSR's established use of 

nonagreement assistant track supervisors to perform minor track repairs in connection with federally-

mandated track inspections - one of the practices that NSR credits for its outstanding safety record 

iAnd application of the Conrail/BMWE agreement would create potential variations and conflicts over 

the scope of work to be performed by different crafts of employees on the NSR-allocated lines 

R-200-04. 923-30 
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Against the record in this case, there is no basis for questioni'ig the referee's findings 

Not even BMWE can quarrel with the need to change the Conrail/BMWE arrangements BMWE 

advanced its own proposals for modifying the Conrail/BMWE agreement and seniority arrangements, 

and now concedes that it has no objections to the arbitrated arrangements that will govern the 

consolidation of roadway equipment repair shop fiinctions, the consolidation of rail welding 

operations, and the extension of NSR's DPG arrangement to the allocated properties As to all of 

those changes, BMWE is satisfied that the railroads are engaging in a "transaction," that the 

transaction entails or warrants a "selection and assignment of forces," and that the arbitrated 

arrangements are "necessary" within the meanmg of the Board's New York Dock standards. 

But BMWE denies that NSR is engaging i i operational .hanges that warrant 

modifying the Conrail/BMWE work arrangements in relation to any other maintenance of way 

operations As BMWE has it, the authorized restmcturing of Conrail's operations — the very object 

ofthe authority conferred in Decision No 89 and made subject to the New York Dock conditions — 

is not itself an occasion for rearranging Conrail's "division and section" forces under the conditions 

According to BMWE, NSR would be engaging in a cognizable operational change only to the extent 

that NSR either integrates the seniority of its existing and allocated employees or proposes to require 

employees to "work across NSR-Conrail lines" Pet at 19, 24 BMWE simply fails to come to 

terms with the fund.-'mental fact that the Conrail transaction will result in Conrail's ceasing to exist 

in its current form NSR and CSXT are going to reconfigure operations throughout their expanded 

and integrated systems, with respect to all maintenance of way operations, in order to provide the 

more eflficient and competitive service contemplated by Decision 89 

BMWE acknowledges, as it must, that the Board intended for the transaction 

authorized in Decision No 89 to yield public benefits in the form of enhanced efficiency and 
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competition Pet at 19 But the union then faults the referee for measuring the competing proposals 

against those very objectives - hardly a basis for disturbing the Fredenberger Award 

BMWE asserts (Pet at 20-26) that the Fredenberger Award supposedly mns afoul 

of Carmen IM and other cases addressing operational changes made pursuant to New York Dock 

conditions imposed on a merger or control transaction that the ICC (or STB) had approved in the 

past This is a smokescreen The issue in those "follow-on" transaction cases is whether the current 

operational change is an action taken in the exercise of authority conferred under the Interstate 

Commerce Act Resolution of that question depends on a factual determination - to be made in the 

first instance by the neutral referee - as to whether there is a suflficient link between the operational 

change and the original control (or merger) transaction approved by the ICC or STB But that 

threshold inquiry presents no serious issue here NSR and CSXT are engaged in the initial 

implementation of the Conrail transaction, not carrying out an operational change years down the 

road in circumstances where the connection to the approved transaction could be subject to genuine 

contest 

There is simply no doubt that the operational changes NSR will undertake are incident 

to the Conrail transaction The referee correctly found that NSR and the other railroads are 

proposing to exercise the author* conferred in Decision No 89 by operating their allocated Conrail 

properties in direct competition as parts of expanded NSR and CSXT systems Award at 11 (R-11) 

For its part, as we have described, NSR will operate its allocated lines as part of new NSR rail routes 

'* And when considering such "follow-on" coordinations, the term "transaction" in Article I, 
Section 4 of New York Dock is given a broad constmction, encompassing "subsequent transactions 
that are directly related to and fijifill the purposes of the principal transaction (jje., those which 
allow 'the efllciencies of consolidation' to be achieved)" Carmen III, si'p op at 22-23 (quoting CSX 
Corp -Control-Chessie Svs and Seabourd Coast Line Indus.. 8 I.C.C 2d 715, 722, afCd, ATDA v 
!££) 
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under NSR's management stmcture, policies, and practices and with NSR employees R-327, 336, 

882-87, 944-50, 952 And, as it is authorized to do, NSR will commence its new operations 

immediately upon allocation of the Conrail properties The only issue is whether, as the referee 

found, the operational changes necessitate the modifications in the Conrail/BMWE workforce 

arrangements contained in the arbitrated implementing agreement." 

There is no basis for distinguishing, as BMWE does, between the necessity for 

modifying arrangem.ents goveming employees engaged in rail and T&S operations (as to which 

BMWE accepts the referee's findings) and employees engaged in all other line-of-road maintenance 

of way operations Contrary to BMWE's contention (Pet at 27), NSR is not planning to "continue" 

Conrail's existing "division and section" operations on its allocated properties As we explained in 

the arbitration proceeding, NSR will rearrange all of its allocated employees by integrating them into 

a unified workforce in support of operations on NSR-allocated properties All allocated employees 

will have their seniority dovetailed into new rosters for each classification of employees required in 

NSR's new operation and, in each case, covenng an appropriate seniority territory aligned with NSR's 

managerial divisions and regions NSR will establish new maintenance of way gang operations, 

including "division and section" operations, and will apply its own operating standards, practices, and 

management to the operation NSR also plans, on a limited basis, to integrate "division and section" 

operations at NSR-Conrail common points by using gangs constituted on the allocated properties to 

" There is likewise no force in BMWE's assertion that the selection and assignment of 
employees necessitated by the Conrail transaction fails to meet some independent standard 
supposedly established by the record of arbitration awards under pre-1980 employee protective 
arrangements Pet at 24 The task presented to the referee was ihat of fashioning an appropriate 
arrangement for nearly 2,000 NSR-allocated employees in circumstances in which the vestiges of 
Conrail's existing arrangements were not suited lo, and indeed would impede, NSR's authorized 
operations The referee correctly understood that the standard lo be applied was the established 
"necessity standard," as approved by the D C. Circuit, and as confirmed by Carmen 111, slip op at 25-
27 
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perform work on adjoining former NW-Wabash properties (and the reverse), as needed to meet 

immediate operating needs R-174, 345046, 920-21, 923 

All of these undertakings, as we explained in the arbitration, are part of the selection 

and assignment offerees that is occasioned and made necessary by the railroads' implementation of 

the authorized transaction And all of the considerations that supported the referee's necessily 

findings - including the fragmentation of seniority arrangements and working zones, the operational 

incompatibility of Conrail/BMWE arrangements, and the need for flexibility in scheduling and 

performing maintenance of way work — apply equally, and in some cases more so, to division and 

section employees and operations. 

Against the record in this case, there is no basis for questioning the referee's necessity 

determination, much less for concluding that the purpose of the arbitrated arrangements is only to 

"improve the carrier's labor relations position" (Pet at 28-29) or promote NSR's "convenience" (id 

at 30) The necessity for the arbitrated arrangements is a function of the division of Conrail's 

properties, which makes it impossible to "preserve" existing workforce arrangements, and, in NSR's 

case, also a function of the nature of the operations that NSR is authorized to conduct on its allocated 

properties This is not a case in which the railroad applicants could have continued operating under 

their separate labor arrangements (as has sometimes been done, as BMWE points out (Pet al 27), 

in prior merger and control cases) R-3 02 Referee Fredenberger properly found that operating 

under the Conrail/BMWE arrangements would "severely hamper" NSR's new operations And he 

properly considered the more eflficient use of employees to be a transportation benefit justifying the 

arbitrated artangements Sfifi UP/SP Train Operations, slip op at 12 Those findings are not based 

on a relative assessment of the two agreements, but on the referee's reasoned understanding, informed 

by the extensive record in this case, of how the existing ConraiL^MWE arrangements would restrict 
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NSR's ability to conduct its authorized operations It is those operations, not the labor agreement 

changes or any prohibited "transfer of wealth," that will produce the public transportation benefits 

on which the referee's findings were based 

None of these considerations was overcome by BMWE's proposal, which provided 

for only modest — and incomplete — modifications to the Conrail/BMWE seniority arrangements 

BMWE proposed to realign the Conrail/BMWE seniority zones to correspond to NSR's new 

managerial divisions and to realign some of the split seniority districts in ways that assertedly would 

have recreated the Conrail.''BMWE arrangements within the confines of NSR's allocated properties 

In fact, however, as NSR showed at the hearing, BMWE proposed no reconfiguration of three of the 

split seniority districts, including tvo of the largest districts (Columbus and New Jersey) and the two 

districts (New lersey and Philadelphia) that are to be split among all three railroads R-451-52 

Under BMWE's proposed terms, NSR would have been bound by the Conrail/BMWE arrangements 

in the territories where modification was most needed In any event, as NSR established in the 

Contrary to BMWE's contenvion (Pet at 27), BMWE's proposal did not realign the 
Conrail/B.MWE seniority regions Instead, as NSR pointed out at the hearing, BMWE's proposai 
would have abolished the Conrail/BMWE regional gang arrangement, requiring NSR to establish 
DPG gangs for all future rail programs on the allocated properties R- 463 

BMWE contends that it "agreed to" the railroads' "proposals on regional and system gangs " 
Pet at 2 As to NSR, BMWE is wrong Under BMWE's proposal. NSR would have been required 
to operate DPGs on the allocated properties subject to local Conrail/BMWE mles, which would not 
have provided NSR suflficient flexibility in the scheduling of rail and T&S gang operations This 
deficiency in BMWE's proposal was addressed extensively on the record in the hearing We 
explained the necessity for conducting DPG operations in combination with the NW-Wabash/BMWE 
local mles, not the Conrail/BMWE mles, in order to permit flexible scheduling of DPG gang 
operations BMWE's petition does not challenge any aspect of the arbitrated arrangements governing 
DPG operations, including the application of NW-Wabash/BMWE local mles to DPG operations on 
the allocated properties R-338-40, 356-57, 461-52, 1924-25. 
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hearing, BMWE's proposal did not satisfy NSR's operating plan and would not meet NSR's operating 

needs R-342-44, 356, 462 

Lost in all of BMWE's rhetoric is the fact that the arrangements that will govern 

maintenance of way operations on NSR's allocated properties are the same ones that BMWE 

negotiated on behali of employees on NSR's NW-Wabash properties The new seniority divisions 

and region on the NSR-allocated properties are comparable in size to the corresponding divisions and 

regions on NSR s adjoining properties R-185, 922 BMWE's calling the new arrangements "mega-

districts" does not change that fact or otherwise advance the analysis The NW-Wabash/BMWE 

Agreement and the Conrail/BMWE Agreement are largely the products of national negotiations, and 

their economic terms are comparable In fact, many of the terms of the agreements including the 

basic health and welfare benefits packages, are the same BMWE has never argued, nor could it 

show, that the differences between the agreements render the NW-Wabash/BMWE agreement 

inherently or objectively "inferior" to the Conrail/BMWE agreement Sfifi UP-SP/Train Operations, 

slip op at 6 Nor does BMWE contend that the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement fails to preserve 

any "rights, privileges, and benefits" subject to protection under Article I , Section 2 ofthe New York 

Dock conditions In fact, Conrail employees allocated to NSR will be el.̂ îble to participate in NSR's 

more generous 401(k) savings plan (which, unlike Conrail's plan, provides for a partial employer 

BMWE's attack on the referee's necessity findings is not bolstered by its reliance on Decision 
No 101, in which the Board clarified the scope of its ear'ier decision to "override" a 1982 order of 
the Special Court that gave Providence and Worcester Railroad Company a right to acquire Conrail's 
New Haven Station properties in certain enumerated circumstances In the part ofthe decision relied 
on by BMWE, the Board clarified that it did not intend to override the Special Court order for all 
purposes, but only to the extent that it could be read to "block" the transfer ot the station properties 
to CSXT Decision No 101 says nothing about the meaning or constmction of the New York Dock 
conditions or the scope ofthe exemption "from all other laws" in 49 U S C § 11321(a), as it applies 
to the Board's well established authority to modify labor agreements. The decision is confined to its 
unique facts, which have no parallel here 
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match of employee contribut ons), will be eligible for protective benefits under the Febmary 7, 1965 

Stabilization Agreement, as modified and extended (subject to the election of benefits requirements 

of Article 1, Section 3 of New York Dt)ck and otherwise-applicable qualification requirements), and. 

as directed by the referee, will retain protective benefits under Conrail's SUB Plan R-204-07 '* 

Finally, it is also a fact that, to the extent that NSR's "division and section" employees 

or any other allocated employees may be adversely afTected by the transaction, they will be 

compensated in accordance with the New York Dock conditions 

HL THE BOARD SHOULD NOT REVIEW THE ARBITRATED ARRANGEMENTS 
GOVERNING USE OF THIRD PARTY CONTRACTORS TO PERFORM 
TRANSACTION-RELATED CAPITAL PRO^IECTS. 

The Arbitrated Implementing Agreement also contains a provision (Article I § 1(h)) 

for expediting infrastmcture changes and improvements necessary to the railroads' new operations. 

The provision permits NSR, under certain circumstances, to use third party contractors to augment 

its BMWE-represented forces, in order to meet the extraordinary constmction schedule 

necessitated by the Conrail transaction. BMWE urges the Board to vacate the provision on the 

ground that it assertedly exceeded the referee's jurisdiction under New York Dock Article I . 

Section 4. The challenge is without merit. 

The arbitrated contracting arrangement addresses a specific transaction-related 

operating need, whicn is well documented in the records of both the application and arbitration 

proceedings. See R-219-27, 891-95. 936-42. NSR first described its plan to use oulside rail 

'* Other employee benefiis will not change The Conrail and NW-Wabash Agreements 
incorporate the same basic health and welfare benefits package, which was negotiated nationally by 
BMWE The Plan includes, among olher benefits, the national dental plan, the national supplemental 
sickness plan, and the nationally negotiated early retirement major med'.al benefits Allocated 
employees will experience no lapse in coverage and, where applicable, will continue to receive bene
fits in accordance with their existing elections R-206 
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constmt ntractors in the STB application, which described specific capital projects (totaling 

more tiiu.. .̂ 500 million in investment) that NSR planned to undertake wilhin the first three years 

of ils new operations NSR's capital plan included regulated rail conneciion projects necessary lo link 

NSR's existing and allocated properties and capacity improvemenl and upgrading projects (such as 

the addition of new rail sidings and double-track crossovers and tunnel clearance improvements) 

necessary to prevent operational "bottlenecks" and enable NSR to handle the types, volumes, and 

pattems of traflfic planned for the expanded system Since the STB application was prepared, NSR 

has further refined its capital plan lo encompass additional projects necessary to accommodate its 

system's new traflfic patterns and volumes and comply with environmental mitigation requirements 

imposed by Decision No 89 NSR now plans to install more than 164 miles of new track in 

connection wnn implementation of the transaction '"̂  NSR demonstrated 'n the arbitration proceeding 

that it had yet to complete dozens of transaction-related capital projects, involving the constmction 

ofmore than 126 miles ofnew track R-219-20, 895, 953 

NSR showed lhat these remaining projecis exceed ils manpower and equipment 

capacity, and that the costs of expanding its capacity to meet the short-term operating needs are 

" The number of necessary constmction projects, and the speed with which NSR must complete 
them, are unprecedented During the last three years, BMWE-represented forces on NSR's former 
NW properties alone completed an average of 11 9 miles per year of new track constmction NSR 
now needs to perform neariy four limes that amount in each of the next three years Under the best 
of conditions, it would take NSR far more than three yeers to complete the remaining constmction 
projects using only ils expanded BMWE-represented workforce R-939 

NSR started work on transaction-related capital projects on its existing properties well before 
the STB application was approved Since the Conrail transaction was announced, NSR's BMWE-
represented employees have been fiilly employed, on both transaction-related projects and routine line 
and program mainlenance Other lhan the regular seasonal cut-off of program gangs, NSR has not 
reduced its BMWE forces or furloughed BMWE-represented employees, and many employees have 
worked substantial overtime on transaction-related projects R-937. 
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prohibitive. NSR showed that it would have to hire and train scores of additional maintenance 

of way employees (and nonagreement supervisors) in order to shift manpower to the constmction 

projects and that the process of hiring aixl u-aining lhal number of new employees would be costly, 

dismptive to NSR's planned operations, and inconsistent with NSR's management practices. 

NSR's practice is to recmit and train employees for long-term employment, not to hire a transient 

labor force or conduct mass furloughs tfiat dismpt the workforce, require retraining of employees 

upon return from fiiriough, and jeopardize employee morale. Moreover, NSR showed that even 

if it could hire and train the necessary employees on the schedules demanded by its Operating 

Plan, NSR could not efficiently equip those forces to perform the remaining capital projects. At 

a minimum, depending on the sequencing and scheduling of projects, NSR would have to make 

substantial investments in constmction equipment not otherwise needed for its ongoing operations. 

NSR showed that using outside contractors to augment its expanded maintenance of w:iy 

workforce would permit timely and efficient completion of the necessary capital projects, with 

little or no impact on NSR's existing and allocated employees. R-222-25, 350-55, 938-41.-' 

On the basis of that record, the referee properly found that performing the projects 

under otherwise applicable BMWE agreements would "cause serious delay to implementation of 

the transaction insofar as capital improvements are conceraed" and that "elimination" of the 

restrictions on the use of outside contractors under the BMWE agreements satisfies the Board's 

"necessity test." Award at 14 (R-14). 

Conirary lo BMWE's contention (Pet at 3), NSR did not seek or obtain an 

"unrestricted right to subcontract maintenance of way work" related to its Operating Plan The 

arbitrated contracting arrangement covers a limiled universe of projecis and is narrowly tailored to 

*' The same considerations apply to Conrail as well R-755-56 
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achieve its purpose The arrangement does not place any permanent restriction on the BMWE 

agreement scope mles or permanently change applicable practices under those mles The lemporary 

arrangement will remain in effeci only so long as NSR is performing capital projects initially required 

to implement the Operating Plan and achieve the benefits of the iransaction Once those projects are 

complete, the ongoing maintenance and renewal of newly constmcted track will be performed in 

accordance whh the applicable labor agreements and practices Moreover, no BMWE-represented 

employees will lose work opportunities as a result of NSR's use of outside contractors pursuant lo 

the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement R-226 " 

BMWE has never disputed the necessity of any of NSR's planned capital projects Nor 

does BMWE deny that the projects exceed NSR's capacity - that is, that NSR could nol meet the 

consimction schedule using its existing and allocated employees, supervisors, and equipment And 

BMWE acknowledges lhal expediting the projects "may involve a public transportalion benefit ' Pet 

at 33 Bul BMWE contends that none of these considerations is "cognizable" under New York DocJ< 

because "subcontracting is not unification" and iherefore assertedly is not a "transaction" within lhe 

meaning oflhe conditions and because, in any evenl, NSR did not demonstrate the necessity ofthe 

contracting arrangement Id at 32 

The referee properly determined that the planned capital projects are being undertaken 

as part ofthe aulhorized restmcturing of Conrail's operations pursuant to the STB's authority These 

investments are one of the many "important public interest benefits" cited in Decision No 89 (at 51, 

" NSR committed as part of its arbitration proposal (R-226, 941-2) that it w-ll employ third 
party contractors pursuant to the arbitrated arrangements only for transaction-related capital pr. jjects 
that cannoi be completed on a timely basis using NSR's available BMWE-represented forces That 
is, NSR will nol use an ouLside contractor for a transaction-related project pursuant lo the Arbitrated 
Implementing Agreement if on the involved operaling division, any of NSR's otherwise aval able 
allocated Conrail employees or olherwise available curtent employees on the former NW territo y are 
fiirloughed 
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131) and, as NSR demonstrated in the arbitration proceeding, are necessary to NSR's ability to 

conduct the eflficient and competitive operations aulhorized and contemplated by the Board 

Moreover, some oflhe projects are rail connection projects and environmental miiigation projecis 

that were specifically authorized or mandated by Decision No 89 The Board found lhat the 

authorized connection projects are "integral to the competitive .service that CSX and NS will provide 

under the primary transaction," and that the "very purpose" of these projects "is to create 

additional competitive alternatives and to improve rail service for shippers throughout applicants' 

substantially expanded systems " Decision No 89, slip op at 142, 143-44. 

In these circumstances, the referee properly applied the Board's established necessity 

standard to the proposed contracting arrangement Contrary to BMWE's contention, this 

determination does not depend on a finding that the use of third party contractors is itself a New York 

Dock "transaciion" As we have explained, the operative "transaction' is the authorized restmcturing 

of Conrail operations — including the physical changes lo the properties necessary lo support the 

authorized operations There was no reason for the referee lo consider, as BMWE now 

hypothetically posits, w hether, in a case nfil involving the implementation of authorized operating 

changes, the railroads could have served a New York Dock notice "seeking the right to contract-out 

work," Pet at 32. 

BMWE is also wrong to attack the referee's necessity finding BMWE concedes lhat 

the expedited completion of the capital projects will produce a public transportation benefit Pet at 

33 The referee correctly found that using NSR forces would delay the projects, and BMWE does 

not take issue wilh that determination That should end the inquiry In the context of a transaction 

that is expected lo yield over $1 billion annually in public transportation benefits — and that will 
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change traffic flows all across the eastern U S — avoiding delay in the completion of necessary 

infrastmcture improvements is reason enough to pennit the use of third party contractors 

It is no answer, as BMWE contends, that NSR could make the needed infrasti uclurc 

changes simply by hiring and training more employees and purchasing more equipment Pet at 13 

The referee properly credited NSR's showing that il could not feasibly recmit, hire, train, supervise, 

and equip the required number of employees on the schedule demanded by its Operating Plan 

BMWE has not demonstrated that the referee committed "egregious error" in finding that adherence 

to the BMWE scope mles would df lay the projects In any event, under BMWE's logic, it would 

almosi never be necessar>' to change labor agreements because almost any operational impediments 

imposed by existing arrangements could be overcome by hiring more employees or maintaining 

additional equipment That analysis misses the point of the necessity test, which is to ensure that pre-

transaction arrangements do not interfere — bv imposing additional costs or otherwise •- with the 

railroads' ability to carry out the authorized iransact'on and achieve the public benefiis of the 

transaction There is no sound basis for distinguishing this case from prior cases in which the New 

York Dock procedures have been used to modify scope mle restrictions that otherwise would impose 

needless ineflficiencies in the consolidation of rail operations , UTU v STB. 108 F 3d at 1430, 

Carmen 111"' 

Finally, BMWE's reliance on the ICC's New York Dock decision (Pet at 32-33) is 

misplaced In the passage relied upon by BMWE, the ICC declined lo adopt "an additional sentence 

dealing with the effectiveness of subcontracting agreements subsequent to a transaciion." 360 ICC. 

" BMWE gets nowhere by contending that the contracting arrangement constitutes a prohibited 
"transfer of wealth " Pet at 30 NSR is not proposing to use contractors in order to avoid paying 
its BMWE-represented employees or to shift work to lower-cost contracted employees To the 
contrary, as we have explained, the artangement is predicated on the fiill utilization of NSR's BMWE-
represented employees 
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at 73 The ICC's detemiination that such a provision would have been "redundant and unnecessary" 

cannoi reasonably be read to sugpas; that "subconlraoting provisions" are not subject to modification 

under the Ncw York Dock conditions The implication, to the contrary, is that such restrictions are 

to be treated just like any other pre-transaction contractual provisions, which, as is now well settled, 

may be modified in accordance with the "necessity" test The referee properiy applied that test to the 

contractual restrictions in this case 

IV. THE BOARD SHOULD DENY BMWE'S PETITION FOR A STAY OF THE 
AWARD. 

By petition filed Febmary 28, 1998, BMWE also asks the Board to "stay" the 

Fredenberger Award pending the Board's ruling on BMWE's pelition for review BMWE's slay 

requesi is directed lo the possibility that the petition for review would be unresolved as of Day One -

which is scheduled for June I , 1999 BMWE contends lhal implementation ofthe Award "likely will 

result in many employees relocating lo new work locations" (id at 4; and that it would not be "fair" 

for employees to be required to relocate "piirsuant to work mles imposed bv an arbitral award that 

is the subject of a pending appeal before the Board" (id at 6) BMWE acknowledges that the 

railroads already have served notice pursuani to the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement to allocate 

the Conrail workforce (BMWE submitted a copy of the railroads' Febmary 5, 1999 allocation notice 

The final section of BMWE's petition (part IV, pp 33-36) warrants no serious consideralion 
BMWE there reverts to the discredited arguments and threatening rhetoric that were employed by 
the "ARU" in the application proceeding See note 10 above BMWE contends that the 
Fredenberger Award violated employee rights uncer the RLA, relying on the same arguments that 
the STB rejected in Decision No 89, and - ihrough the thin veneer of an otherwise pointless (and 
distorted) recounting of the historical underpinnings of the RLA - ihreatens lo strike the railroads 
over implementation oflhe Conrail iransaction pursuant to the Fredenberger Award Any such sirike 
would be unlawftil (see NW v Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen. 164 F 3d 847 (4th Cir 1998), 
CSXT V L'nited 7 ransp Union. 86 F 3d 346 (4th Cir. 1996)), and the threat of such unlawful activity 
has no proper purpose 
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as Exhibit 1 to its Stay Petition ) But BMWE contends that the allocation is 'on paper only" and 

•'will not be implemented until June 1, 1999" Stay Pet at 5 BMWE states that it is seeking a slay 

"to prevent any further implementation of the Award to preserve the integrity of the appellate 

process" Stay Pet at 1 

BMWE bears a heavy burden in asking the Board to stay the Fredenberger Award 

A stay is "extraordinary relief," which may be granted only when the moving party sh'̂ v. J that (1) 

there is a "strong likelihood" that it will prevail on the merits, (2) it will suffer "irrepara'ole harm in 

the absence of a stay ", (3) (»ther interested parties "will not be substantially harmed by a stay", and 

(4) "the public interest supports the granting of a stay " Washington Metro Area Transit Comm n 

V Holiday Tours. Inc . 559 F 2d 841, 843 (D C Cir 1977) ("Holiday Tours"). CSX Cprp.-Cpntrol-

Chessie Svs and Seaboard Coast Line Indus. et al (Arbitration Reviev,). Fin Dkt No 28905 (Sub-

No 27), sen'ed Jan 4, 1996 ("CSX/Train Operations"), slip op at 3 Applying those standards, the 

Board has twice rejected stay requests in connection with implementation of the Conrail transaction 

Decision No 91, served August 19, 1998 (denying request for stay of implementation pending 

judicial review). Decision No 92, sei-ved August 24, 1998 (denying request for stay of transfer of 

station properties pending judicial review) It should do the same now. 

No Likelihood Of Prevailing On The Merits. In the foregoing parts of this Reply, 

and in the .separate replies of CSXT and Conrail, the railroads have demonstrated that BMWE's 

petition for review of the Fredenberger Award is withoul merit and should be denied Because 

BMWE has no hkelihood of prevailing on the merits of ils petition for review, its petition for a stay 

also should be denied. 

No Showing Of Irrcparabie Injury. B.MWE has not shown that the employees it 

represents will suffer irreparable injury if a stay is not granted To meet its burden, BMWE must 
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demonstrate that the "claimed injury will be imminent, certain and great" Delaware & Hudson Ry -

Lease & Trackage Rights-Springfield Terminal Rv.. Fin. Dkl No 30965 (Sub-No 4), served 

Nov 2, 1995. slip op at 2 (quoting Wisconsin Gas v FERC. 758 F 2d 669, 674 (D C Cir 1985)) 

Economic loss by itself does not meet that standard As the D C Circuit has explained 

The key word in this consideration is irreparable Mere injuries, however 
substantial, in terms of money, ttme and energy necessarily expended in the 
absence of a slay, are not enough The possibility that adequate compensa
tory or other corrective relief will be a vailable at a later date, in the ordinary 
course of litigation, weighs heavily against a claim of irreparable harm 

Virginia Petroleum Jobbers Ass'n v FPC. 259 F 2d 921, 925 (D C Cir 1958) (emphasis in original) 

BMWE's claim of irreparable harm rests on ils contentions that "the force 

rearrangements contemplated by the Award will likely result in many employees relocating to new 

work relocations," that "pre-merger workforces" will be "mixed," and lhat "it will be extremely 

difficult for employees to return to their pre-implementation positions if the Award subsequently is 

set aside or modified by the Board on appeal" Stay Pet at 4-5 BMWE laigely invents the potenlial 

harm to employees As we have explained, the allocation methodology adopted by the referee 

minimizes employee dismption and relocation by allocating "in place" most employees who are 

working at a fixed location (as opposed to a mobile gang operaiion) The only employees who will 

be required to relocate in the initial implementation ofthe Conrail transaction are the employees now 

working at Conrail's Canlon equipmeni repair facility and at Conraii's Lucknow (Harrisburg), 

Pennsylvania rail welding plant, and BMWE has not objected to the arbitrated arrangements 

governing those employees Moreover, BMWE's contention that employees face irreparable harm 

to the extent that they cannot be restored to "pre-implementation positions" rests on the false premise 

that Conrail positions will or should exist after Day One As we have shown in the forgoing parts of 

this Reply, the Conrail positions are part of an operation that will cease to exist upon implementation 
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ofthe transaciion No one - least of all BMWE (which proposed, as explained in part I , lo abolish 

all Conrail maintenance of way positions in advance of Day One) - proposes to maintain "pre-

implementation positions" 

In any event, the lypes of harm that BMWE predicts would not be irreparable New 

York Dock monetary benefits are available lo employees who are required to relocate or are 

displaced as a result of the transaction"' 

Harm To NSR. By contrast, NSR has no way of recouping the losses lhat il would 

sustain if the Board were to grant BMWE's petition And - conirary to BMWE's contention - NSR 

would be substantially harmed by a stay in this proceeding The exient oflhe harm would depend on 

the nalure, timing and duration of any stay order 

BMWE does not seem to be seeking any slay of NSR's preparations for Day One 

That is, we do nol read BMWE's petition to seek a stav that would prevent NSR from finalizing 'is 

" Sfifi Canadian Pacific Ltd . ct al -Purchase and Tracka^e Rights-Delaware & Hudson Ry 
Fin Dkt No 31700 (Sub-No 13), served Nov 6, 1998 ("CP/D&H"). at 3 (no showing lhal 
employees would suffer irreparable injury if required to relocate pending judicial review), CSX/Train 
Operations, slip op at 5 (fact that a few employees would be discharged, required to relocate, and/or 
experience minor changes in compensation did not establish irreparable harm because carriers could 
restore operations if award were overturned and, in the meantime, employees would be eligible for 
New Yprk Dock monetary benefits), l&M Rail Link. LLC-Acq & Oper Exempt -Certain Lines 
of Soo Line R R Fin Dkl No 33326, served April 4, 1997 ("l&M/Soo"). sim op at 3-4 (allegation 
that employees would be displaced and required to relocate did not demonstrate irreparable harm). 
New England Central R R -Acq & Oper Exempt. Fin Dkl No 32432, served Dec 30, 1994, slip 
op at 4-5 (job losses would not be irreparable in light of iCC-imposed protective benefits). Wheeling 
Acquisition Corp -Acq & Oper Exempt -Lines of Norfolk & Wesiern Ry Fin Dkt No 31591. 
served May 7, 1990, slip op al 3 (employee relocalion is "not an extraordinary event in the railroad 
industry and nol one generally recognized under the standards of [Holiday Tours]"): Wilmington 
Terminal R R -Purchase and Lease-CSX Transp . Fin Dkt No 31530, served July 31, 1990 , slip 
op at 3 ("the possible need for employees lo relocate does not establish irreparable harm"), Norfolk 
Southem Corp -Control-Norfolk & Western Ry . el al Fin Dkt No 29430 (Sub-No 20\ served 
June 10. 1987 ("N.S/Power Disiribution") slip op al 3 (contention that employees would be required 
lo relocate, would lose the asserted "proiections" oftheir labor agreemeni and would displace other 
employees dia nol establish "irreparable harm", union failed to show "why it is not possible for 
[affectedj employees to be adequately compensated under the New York Dock conditions") 
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payroll records and systems, and contacting and beginning training of its allocated employees, based 

on the allocation ofConrail employees under the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement As NSR 

Assistant Vice President Accouniing Operations R Chapman explains, these and other activities are 

now or will soon be underway in order to ensure that NSR's new employees receive accurate and 

timely paychecks after Day One Any stay order that interfered wilh those preparations (even ifit 

were lifted in advance of Day One) could seriously compromise NSR's efforts to effect a smooth 

transition in employment and operations on Day One See Declaration ofR Chapman VI 

BMWE seeks a broad stay order with respect to post-Day One operations BMWE 

seei-ns to contend that the railroads should be required to maintain Conrail's existing maintenance of 

way workforce arrangements in the event that the Board has not acted on BMWE's petition for 

review BMWE cannot deny that the railroads would be harmed by such a slay order BMWE 

attempts to dodge the issue altogether by asserting lhat the Board "should be able to mle on the 

merits ofthe petition before June I , 1999," and that, in any eveni. thc railroads' harm is "purely 

speculative" because there is "no guarantee" that the railroads will be ready to implement the 

transaction on June 1, 1999 The argumei is ftitile NSR, like BMWE, would prefer a promp* 

disposition of BMWE's pelition for review Bul our shared prefisrence has nothing to do with the 

issue posed by the Bound's stay standard The railroads have invested heavily in their plans to 

implement the Conrail transaction, including the restmcturing of maintenance of way operations, on 

June 1, 1999, and any interference with those plans will be costly and dismptive See Decision No 

92, slip op at 2 (noting applicants' "commitment lo making every effort to ensure that the division 

of Conrail's operations are eiTected smoothly," finding that stay of transfer of station property would 

"adversely affect thi transaction as a whole") At a minimum, the relief BMWE seeks would delay 
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realization of the efficiencies that referee Fredenberger found would result from conducting NSR's 

new operations pursuant to the arbitrated arrangements"̂  

Public Interest. The public interest also strongly favors limely and smooth implemen

tation ofthe Conrail transaction The Board found in Decision No 89 (at 129-34) that the Conrail 

transaction will generate enormous public benefiis in the forms of increased competition, reduciion 

in highway tmck traffic, improved service, and greater efficiency and safety, and the Board reiterated 

those findings in denymg an earlier stay request (Decision No. 91, at 2, citations omitted) 

[W]e have found that the transaction should result in quantifiable public 
benefits of close to $1 billion a year We have also found that applicants' 
expanded rail operations will remove over 1 million tmck trips a year from 
our nation's highways and reduce fuel consumption by over 80 million galloiis 
a year Staying the transaction pending resolution of APL's private objections 
would be largely disproportionate to the harm from an indefinite delay of even 
a portion of these public benefits Accordingly, the petiiion wili be denied 

The reasoning applies with equal force loday At a minimum, the stay BMWE seeks would impose 

added costs and uncertainty on the shipping public, while producing no corresponding public benefit 

CP/D&H. slip op at 3 (delay in realizing eflficiencies of dispatching coordination pending 
judicial review "weigh[ed] in favor of denial of stay request"), I&M/Soo. slip op at 4 ("ftirther delay 
in consummating the l&M acquisition transaction could cause I&M significant financial harm, could 
jeopardize financing, could result in a loss of business that may nol be recoverable, would cause 
uncertainly among lenders, employees and shippers and would prevent the realization of the economic 
benefits from the l&M acquisition transaciion"), NS/Power Distribution, slip op at 3 ("[t]o stay the 
transfer would delay the coordination and thereby prevent the carriers from realizing" savings in 
capital and operating costs to be achieved ihrough coordinaiion") 

" Scc Decision No 106, served Dec 7, 1998 (expediting resolution of dispute, stating "public 
interesi in expanded CSX vs NS competition made possible by the CSX/NS/CR transaciion must be 
protected, and a resolution of this matter must be made well in advance of Day One") See aiso 
CSX/̂ Train Operations, slip op al 5 (finding that coordination vvill produce public iransportation 
benefits "strongly militates againsl a stay"), NW/Power Distribution, slip op at 3 ("[t]o stay the 
transfer would delay these economies that have already been shown to be in the public interest") 
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CONCLUSION 

• The Board should decline to review the Fredenberger Award If the Board does 

review the award, it should aflfirm the award in all respects The petition for a stay of the award 

• should be denied. 

1 Respectfully submitted, 

1 ^ y - £ ^ — ^ 
Jeflfrey S Beriin 
Krista L Edwards 

I Mark E Martin 
SiDi.i-Y & AUSTIN 

m 1722 Eye Street, N W. 

1 Washington, D C 20006 
(202)736-8178 

1 Jeffrey H Burton 
NORFOLK SOUTHI:RN CORPORATION 

M Three Commercial Place - 17th Floor 
W Norfolk, VA 23510-9241 

(757) 629-2633 

1 Counsel for Norfolk Southern Railway 
Company 

1 Dated: March 24, 1999 
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NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY 
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CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 

(ARBITRATION REVIEW) 

DECLARATION QF R. CHAPMAN VI 

R. CHAPMAN VI deposes and says: 

1. I am Assistant Vice President Accounting Operations for Norfolk Southem 

Corporation ("NSC"), the corporate parent of Norfolk Southem Railway Company ("NSR") I 

am responsible for all of NSC's expenditure accounting functions, including the operations of 

NSR's Payroll Accounting Department. 

2. I am submitting this declaration in support of NSR's Reply to the petition for 

review and petition for a stay of the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes ("BMWE") 

in the above-captioned arbitration review proceeding BMWE has asked the Board to review the 

January 14, 1999 New York Dock arbitration award rendered by neutral referee WilUam E 

Fredenberger, Jr and, pending the Board's eview, to stay the Fredenberger Award, including the 

implementing agreement ("the Arbitrated Implementing Agreement") that it adopts The purpose 



ofthis declaration is to explain the efforts that are underway to prepare for implementation of the 

authorized transaction and to explain the effect that even a brief stay of the Arbitrated 

Implementing Agreement would have on our ability to prepare for a smooth transition in 

employment and payroll systems on "Day One," which is scheduled for June 1, 1999. 

3. NSC and NSR began planning for Day One neariv two years ago, shortly after 

NSR, CSX Transportation, Inc. ("CSXT"), Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail") and their 

corporate parents announced their plans to seek STB approval to divide the use and operation of 

Conrail's properties Day One will place significant demands on the NSR Payroll Accounting 

Department On that day, NSR will expand its workforce by approximately 11,000 former 

Conrail employees, neariy half the number of active employees now included in NSR's payroll 

system 

4. NSR's expanded workforce will include approximately 1,900 BMWE-represented 

maintenance of way employees who will be allocated to NSR pursuant to the Arbitrated 

Implementing Agreement Moreover, NSR is preparing to take over payroll accounting functions 

for Conrail as operator of the Shared Assets Areas only thirty days after Day One, on July 1, 

1999 

5. We are now approaching the final stage in preparation for the transition We have 

completed the programming involved in modifying our payroll system to include our allocated 

Conrail employees, have obtained current payroll data for Conrail's existing employees, and, 

based on the implementing agreements reached with the representatives of each craft of 

employees, have identified most of the approximately 11,000 individuals who will become 

employees of NSR We are planning to add data for those employees to the NSR payroll system 

during the weekend of April 10, 1999. 



6 Appendix A ofthe Arbitrated Implementing Agreement governs the identification 

of NSR's allocated maintenance of way employees Appendix A prescribes certain mles for 

allocating Conrail's available maintenance of way employees based, in most cases, on the positions 

they are holding on "allocation date " "Allocation date" is established by written notice, which the 

railroads served on Febmary 3, 1999. 

7 BMWE has not sought to stay the "allocation date" or otherwise to interfere with 

the railroads' identification of their allocated maintenance of way employees pursuant to the 

Arbitrated Implementing Agreement BMWE acknowledges that the railroads already have 

eflfected allocation pursuant to their Febmary 5, 1999 notice, and states that this allocation is "on 

paper only " Pet. at 5 BMWE is correct in the sense that employment changes based on the 

arbitrated allocation arrangement will not be made until Day One Bui BMWE is incorrect ifit 

means to suggest that the completed allocation process is of little practical consequence, could 

readily be modified, or that a stay would have little effect on implementation ofthe transaction 

In fact, the results ofthe allocation of maintenance of way employees are informing the 

Department's remaining preparations for Day One, and any significant delay in that process at this 

juncture would jeopardize NSR's ability to effect a smooth transition in employment and payroll 

systenis on Day One. 

8. Between now and Day One, we must continue validating and testing our databases 

and systenis and collect, correct, and process additionai payroll information and documentation 

Our primary goal is to ensure that our new employees make a seamless transition to NSR without 

dismption in pay or payroll-related services - an objective critical to the success of NSR's new 

operations 

3 -



9. To '.void dismption, we must have accurate information about our employees' 

addresses. Social Security numbers, work locations, tax withholding elections, pay rates, vacation 

and personal leave credits, and direct deposit instmctions, as well as all necessary information and 

authorizations for withholding and processing third party payments (such as contributions to 

401(k) savings plans, loan payments, union dues, child support payments, and the like)and for 

paying benefits under Conrail's Supplemental Unemployment Benefits Plan 

10. We also need to obtain and process information concerning payroll advances, 

which NSR will offer to Conrail employees who will experience a change in pay date and/or 

frequency when they begin working for NSR 

11. Moreover, regardless whether former Conrail employees choose to change their 

withholding elections when they come to work for NSR, by law NSR must obtain from each 

employee a new federal tax form W-4 and, in certain states, comparable state income tax 

withholding forms 

12 Finally, we must have accurate payroll systems and databases in place suflficientiy 

in advance of Day One to enable NSR lo train new personnel in the use of NSR's payroll system. 

In order to conduct effective training, the payroll system must include all of NSR's allocated 

employees We are planning to begin payroll training of our new maintenance of way supervisors 

on April 19, 1999, in order to complete training in advance of Day One, with minimal dismption 

to ongoing maintenance of way supervision Training is scheduled to be conducted division by 

division, until the second or third week of May. 

13 NSR is planning to contact all of our allocated prospective employees, including 

our allocated BMWE-iepresented employees, by mail approximately 45 days in advance of Day 

One These mailings, to be sent in mid- to late April, will welcome our prospective employees to 

4-



NSR and request verification or correction of payroll data, including instmctions for direct 

deposit of paychecks The April mailing also will notify our prospective employees of their NSR 

pay cycles and will oflfer interest-free recoverable advances to any employees who will experience 

a change in their pay cycles when th^y begin working for NSR We also will enclose forms W-4 

and any required state tax withholding forms for signature and return 

14, The April target date for the mailing was selected lo permit NSR ample time to 

receive and process responses from employees and to test the payroll system and databases In 

the meantime, we will continue to test and correct our sysiem and data by comparing test payroll 

mns with actual Conrail payroll records 

15 Depending on its nature, scope and duration, even a brief stay of the Fredenberger 

Award could dismpt these preparations ai d, in doing so, jeopardize our ability fo issue timely and 

accurate paychecks to our allocated maintenance of way employees after Day One 

I 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have, this 24th day of March, 1999, caused copies of the 

foregoing Reply Of Norfolk Southern Railway Company To Petition For Review And Petition For 

A Stay Of Brotherhood Of Maintenance Of Way Employes to be served, by hand, upon the following: 

Richard S Edelman 
O'Donnell, Schwartz & Anderson, P C. 
1900 L Street, N W., Suite 707 
Washington, D C. 20036 

Donald F Griflfin 
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way 

Employes 
10 G Street, N E., Suite 460 
Washington, D C 20002 

Joseph Guerrieri, Jr 
Debra L Willen 
Guerrieri, Edmond & Clayman, P C. 
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N W. 
Suite 700 
Washington, D C 20036 

Krista L Edwards 
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Public Record 

Hand Deliverv 

Honorable Vemon A. Williams 
Secretary 
Surface Transportation Board 
1925 K Streei, N.W 
Suite 700 ^ 
Washington, D.C. 20423 ^ - - ^ 

Re: FinanceDocket No. 33388 (Sub-No. 88) y 
CSX Corpofafiorrantt-€SX Transportation, Inc., 
Nonolk Southem Corporaiion and Norfolk Southem Railway 
Company--Controi and Operating Leases/Agreements-
Conrail Inc., and Consolidated Rail Corporation 
(Arbitration Review) 

Dear Mr. Williams: 

I enclose for filing in the above-referenced proceeding the original and ten copies 
of Carriers' Joint Motion For Further Extension Of Time. 

Thank you for your attention lo this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey S. Berlin 
Allorney for Norfolk Southern 
Railway Company 

Enclosures 

cc: Joseph Guerrieri, Jr. 
Richard S. Edelman 
Donald F. Griffin 
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publK n ^gj^ CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORFORATION AND /^-rrT;^ 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY 

—CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS-
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATEP RAIL CORPORATION 

(ARBITRATION REVIEW) 

JOINT MOTION FOR FURTHER EXTENSION OF TIME 

Norfolk Southern Railway Company ("NSR"), CSX Transportation, Inc 

("CSXT"), and Consolidated Rail Corporation ("Conrail") (collectively, "the railroads") joinlly 

request an additional extension of the deadlines for replying to the petition for review and petition 

for stay filed by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes ("BMWE") on February 12, 

1999, and February 22, 1999, respectively The railroads request an extension to and including 

March 24, 1999. 

BMWE's February 12, 1999 petition seeks review, pursuant to 49 C.F R. 

§ 1115 .8, of an arbitration award rendered by neutral referee William E. Fredenberger, Jr. on 

January 14, 1999, under the New York Dock conditions imposed by Decision No 89 In support 

of its petition, BMWE submitted a thirty-seven page brief and hundreds of pages of exhibits, 

including large portions of the underlying arbitration record. BMWE's February 22, 1999 pethion 

for stay incorporates by reference most of the text of BMWE's petition for review and asks the 

Board to stay the Fredenberger Award pending the Board's consideration of the petition for 

review 



The Board has previously enlarged the briefing schedule in this proceeding. By 

decision served January 29, 1999, the Board granted BMWE's motion to extend the filing 

deadline for BMWE's petition for review, fi-cm February 3, 1999 to February 12, 1999. By 

decision served Febmary 24, 1999, the Board granted the railroads' motion to extend the 

deadlines for replying to both of BMWE's pending petitions, to March 12, 1999. 

Tfiis request for an additional extension is based on two grounds. First, CSXT and 

NSR are curtently engaged in settlement discussions with BMWE. Representatives of CSXT and 

NSR hav e separately met with BMWE representatives. Additional meetings are scheduled for the 

week of March 15, 1999. Settlements with BMWE would make it unnecessary for the Board to 

act on BMWE's petition for review of the Fredenberger Award and petition for stay of the award. 

The railroads believe that the importance of pursuing a successfiil outcome in the ongoing 

discussions justifies the railroads' dedicating staflf attention and resources principally to the 

negotiation fortim. An extension to March 24, 1999 should allow an adequate opportunity for the 

parties to meet, as already scheduled, and to engage in further communications as may be cailed 

for in the interest of pursuing possible settlements. Additionally, the issues presented by BMWE's 

petition for review, together with the voluminous arbitration record, justify the further extension 

of time. 

On March 8, 1999, counsel for the raiiroads contacted counsel for BMWE and 

asked for BMWE's consent to the requested further extension of time. BMWE has not, however, 

responded to the railroads' request. 



On the basis ofthe foregoing, the railroads request that thc deadlines for 

responding to BMWE's petitions for review of the Fredenberger Award and for stay ofthe award 

be extended to and including March 24, 1999 

Respectfiilly submitted. 

CCl...... C ^ Jeflfi-ey S. Beriin 
Krista L Edwards 
SiDLf:Y & AUSTIN 
1722 Eye Street, N.W. 
Washington, D C. 20006 
(202) 736-8178 

Jeffrey H. Burton 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION 
Three Commercial Place 
Seventeenth Floor 
Norfolk, VA 23510-9241 
(757) 629-2633 

Counsel for Norfolk Soulhem 
Raihvay Company 

John B. Rossi, Jr. 
Consolidated Rail Corporation 
2001 Market Street 16-A 
Philadelphia, PA 19101-1416 
(215) 209-4922 

Counsel for Consolidaled Rail Corporaiion 

Dated: March 10, 1999 

/^yv' WAŜ & h^r ^trC«_^-9-tfVx^j^ ^ 

Ronald M. Johnson 
AKIN, GUMP, STRAUS.S, HAUER & FELD, L.L.P. 
1333 New Hampshire Ave, N W. 
Suite 400 
Washington, D C. 20036 
(202) 887-4114 

Peter J Shudtz 
CSX CORPORATION 
One James Center 
901 East Cary Street 
Richmond, VA 23219 
(804)782-1400 

Nicholas S Yovanovic 
CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC. 
500 Water Street J150 
Jacksonville. FL 32202 
(904)359-1244 

Counsel for CSX Transportation, Inc. 
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Guerrieri, Edmond & Clayman, P C. 
1625 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. 
Suite 700 
Washington, D C. 20036 

Richard S Edelman 
O'Donnell, Schwartz & Anderson, P C. 
1900 L Street, N W., Suite 707 
Washington, D C 20036 

Donald F. Griffin 
Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way 

Employes 
10 G Street, N.W , Suite 460 
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March 4, 1999 

Hand Delivery 

Honorable Vemon A. Williams 
Secretary 
Surface Transportation Board 
1925 KStreet, N.W. 
Suite 700 
Washington, D C. 20423 

tary 

)r<J 

Re: Finance Docket No. 33388 (Sub-No. 88) 
CSX Corporaiion an? CSXTransportation,- Inc., 
Norfoik Soulhem Corporation and Norfolk Southem Railway 
Company—Control and Operating Leases/Agreements— 
Conrail Inc. And Consoiidated Rail Corporation 
(Arbitration Revie vi 

Dear Mr. Wiiliams: 

I enclose for filing in the above-referenced proceeding the originals and ten copies 
of the Reply Of Norfolk Soulhem Railway Coinpany To Pelition For Review Of The 
International Association Of Machimsts And Aerospace Workers, and Extracts From Arbitration 
Record Submitted By Norfolk Southem Railway Company In Support Of Its Reply In Opposition 
To Petition For Review Of The Intemational Association Of Machinists And Aerospace 
Workers. 

This is an action for review of an arbitration award rendered under Article 1, § 4 of 
the New York Dock conditions. Under the Board's mles, 49 C.F.R. §§ 1115.2(d), 1115.8, the 
reply to a petition for review is not to exceed 30 pages in length (including exhibits). The text of 
our reply memorandum is 13 pages in Icî .̂ th. However, the accompanying excerpts exceed the 
page limitation. The excerpts may assis* ti..; Board's consideration ofthe petiiion for review in 
this proceeding. Norfolk Southem Railway Company therefore respectfully requests waiver of 
the Board's mles as necessary to permit filing of the enclosed volume of excerpts. 

A diskette containing a copy of the reply memorandiun in WordPerfect 6.1 format 
is also enclosed. 
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Honorable Vemon A. Williams 
March 4, 1999 
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Thank you for yoiu" attention to this matter. 

Enclosures 

Very tmW yours, 

Krista L. Edwards 

Attomey for Norfolk Southem 
Railway Company 

cc: Joseph Guerrieri, Jr. 
Richard S. Edelman 
Donald F. Griffin 
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Counsel for Notfolk Southem Railway 
Company 

Dated: March 4, 1999 
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A. Carriers' Prehearing Submission, Part II, December 7, 1998 

B. Declaration of Gary W. Woods, December 7, 1998 

C. Declaration of Tony L. Ingram, December 7, 1998 

D. Hearing Transcript, December 18, 1998 (excerpl) 
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CARRIERS' PREHEARING SUBMISSION. PART II 

This is Part II of the Carriers' prehearing submission in support of their proposed New 

York Dock implementing agreement. This part of the submission is directed to NSR's proposal for 

artanging maintenance of way employees in support of its expanded operations. The proposal takes 

the allocation of employees described in Part I of the submission as its starting point, and explains 

how NSR intends to integrate those allocated forces into its existing maintenance of way operations, 

and how NSR intends to use outside contractors to complete certain construction and upgrading 

projects necessary for timely implementation of NSR's Operating Plan This proposal is supported 



by the legal standards, facts, and exhibits introduced in Part I of the submission anu rhis Part II and 

by the Declarations of Gary W Woods, NS' Assistant Vice President Engineering (Exh. NSR-2); 

Tony L. Ingram, the NS General Manager responsible for NSP's operations on its allocated Coni til 

lines (Exh. NSR-1), and Timothy C. Tiemey, Conrail's Acting Chief Engineer (Carriers' Exh. 2). 

1. NSR's Operating Plan 

The proposal we make here was first described in the Operating Plan NSR submitted 

in support of its application for STB approval of the Conrail iranLaction. The Operating Plan (which 

consists ofmore than 450 pages of text and appendices) contains a comprehensive description 

NSR's plan to operate the allocated formei Coi.-ail properties as part of the expanded NSR system, 

including mainlenance of way operations. 

The expanded NSR system will be stmctured around eight principal routes, whi ;h will 

be linked to handle traffic between any two points on the system.' NSR's principal east west route, 

the Penn Route, will be formed by combining and upgrading Conrail's former Lehigh, Reading, 

Harrisburg, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Chicago lines The new Penn Route will be the shortest route 

fi-om three important eastern markets (northem New Jersey, Philadelphia/southem New Jersey, and 

Wilmington/Baltimore/Washington) to points in the Midwest, including Chicago, with inlermediate 

connections to mainline routes serving the northeast and eastem Canada, the southeast, and Detroit. 

Ingram Deci. | 10. Olher new routes will be formed by combining former Conrail main lines and 

segments with adjoining NSR lines. NSR's new Southem Tier Route, for instance, connects Conrail's 

' The eight new routes are the Penn Route, the Southem Tier Route, the Piedmont Route, the 
Shenandoah Route, the Southwest Gateway Route, the Mid-South Route, the Bridge Route, and the 
Butler Cut-oflT Route These routes are depicted on the maps submitted as Exhibits NSR-3 through 
NSR-9. 
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former Southern Tier Line with NSR's curtent mainline from Buffalo to Cleveland to form a viable 

through route between Suflfem, New York and Cleveland. Ingram Deci. 111. 

The expanded route system will enable NSR to provide eflficient, seamless service 

between points on NSR's existing and allocated lines. These new single-line operations will eliminate 

the delay, risk, and expense associated with interchange operations. And NSR will take advantage 

of other opportunities to eliminate and streamline intermediate handling by consolidating yard 

operations and by grouping traflfic according to traflfic type and se,-vice needs. Ingram Deci. 

f 12. 

These operational changes will produce immediate improvements in train service. 

Shippers will benefit directly from the expansion of single-line service and the elimination of costly 

and time-consuming interchange operations NSR will offer new and more compethive train 

schedules for every major traflfic type currently handled by Conrail (including coal, automotive, 

general merchandise, and intermoda!).̂  Ingram Deci. TI 13. 

NSR's expanded system will face stiff competition By design, NSR and CSXT will 

be placed in head-to-head competition for most of the traflfic that curtently moves exclusively or 

principally by Conrail. Meeting that competition will require NSR to oflfer responsive and eflficient 

service, which in tum will produce immediate and substantial transportation benefits for Conrail's 

existing rail customers. But meeting rail competition alone will not suflfice. To a large degree, both 

financially and operationally, the public benefits ofthe Conrail Transaction depend on NSR's ability 

to expand the traflfic base by attracting freight that is curtently moving by tmck. NSR's expanded 

^ NSR's planned train schedules are included in its Operating Plan (Carriers' Exh A-4) at 
pages 140, 146, 149-51. 156, 162. and 166. 
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single-line routes are designed to compete directly with highway traflfic (particulariy in the 1-70,1-80, 

1-81,1-85,1-90, and 1-95 highway cortidors) Ingram Deci. t 14. 

Competition will be most intense for NSR's intermodal traflfic, which accounts ^or a 

large share of the projected traflfic on the Northem Region Intermodal service involves the 

movement of standaidized containers that can be shipped by (and readily interchanged between) two 

or more modes of transportation, with minimal inlermediate handling Because containers can be 

handled readily ty tmck, intermodal is the railroad's most service- and time-sensitive traffic NSR's 

ability to compete for intermodal traflfic depends on the railroad's ability to oflfer frequent, on-time 

service on very demanding train schedules Ingram Deci %IS. 

NSR projects traflfic increases on mcr.j line segments, yards, and terminals on the 

expanded system. Traflfic density will increase immediately at certain locations as a result of traflfic 

shifts related to the route restmcturing For example, traffic on Conrail's high density Harrisburg Line 

(between Harrisburg and Reading, Pennsylvania) will increase, with lhe segment between Harrisburg 

and Rutherford, Pennsylvania handling an average of 59 trains per day, 13 more than Conrail 

currently operales on that segment NSR Operating Plan, Appendix D, at 462 (Carriers' Exh. A-5). 

NSR's new Southem Tier Route is curtently expected to handle six trains per day more than Conrail 

now operates on the route segment between Coming and Buffalo, New York. And NSR will operate 

on average 20 more trains per day on the segment of Conrail's rail line beiween White and Cleveland, 

Ohio. Ingram Deci. 116. 

NSR must make large investments in equipment, infrastmcture, and facilities to 

implemeni the planned train cperations on its expanded system. NSR's Operating Plan described 

more than $500 million of capital improvement and expansion projects that NSR plans to complete 

in the first three years of its new operations. Since submitting the Operating Plan, NSR has fiirther 
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refined its capital plan and has identified a number of additional projects that are equally necessary 

to the initial implementation of the transaction These projects include installation of new track 

connections and capacity improvemem involving, to varying degrees, each of NSR's new single-line 

routes. On the Penn Route alone, NSR is planning to complete 17 separate capital improvement 

projects, involving the installation or upgrading of approximately 80 miles oflrack. Ingram Deci. 

24-25. Exh NSR-12. 

Most of the planned capital projects involve the constmction ofnew track necessary 

to improve the efficiency and capacity of NSR's new rouies. NSR is building seveial new track 

connections that will significantly enhance train service by avoiding thc slow and/or circuitous 

connections currently required for through train cperations at those locations. Ingram Deci. 26. 

Many of NSR's planned capital projects are required because NSR will be operating 

existing rail lines as parts of new single-system routes, adding and shifting traflfic densities in the 

process. To operate successfully, NSR needs to be able to move freighl quickly and eflficiently over 

all segments of its new routes To that end, NSR will invest heavily in capacity improvements, such 

as new and expanded passing siditigs. double-track cross-overs, and additional yarc track in order to 

prevent operational "bottlenecks" al locations where the railroad w.11 handle increased traflfic volumes. 

Ingram Deci. TITI 28, 33. 

Several lines that will form principal seg nents in NSR's planned corridor operations 

c the allocated lines were operated as secondary lines by Conrail and will require substantial 

upgrading to accommodate expected traflfic pattems and volumes. NSR plans to invest more than 

$31.7 million in capacity and clearance improvements on the Lehigh Line, which will foim a key 

segment of NSR's new Penn Route. Conrail operated the Lehigh Line as a secondary line to its 

Trenton Line between Bound Brook, New Jersey and Philadelphia, which is to be allocated to CSXT 
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pursuant to the Transaction NSR also plans to invest up to $35 million to upgrade its ailocaled 

portion of Conrail's Southem Tier Line. Conrail operated the Southem Tier as a secondary route to 

its major east-west "Water Level" route, which will be allocated to CSXT. NSR's investment will 

enabie it to handle two-directional time-sensitive freight (especially intermodal traflfic) and otherwise 

to operate the Southern Tier as another major east-west corridor. Ingram Deci. TI 34. 

NSR's Operating Plan (at pages 252-72) incorporates a comprehensive plan for 

accomplishing its transaction-related capital projects and coordinating maintenance of way operations 

in support of train operations on its expanded system. NSR's plans for its expanded maintenance of 

way operation are vital to its planned train operations and ability to achieve the public benefits of the 

Conrail Transaction. No degree of coordination in train operations will reduce transit times or 

otherwise improve customer service ifthe railroad fails to maintain its rail infrastmcture. Track 

conditions, more than any other .single factor, contribute to train delays and dismptions and com

promise safe train operations Operations oftrains over track causes wear to individual components 

(L£., rails, ties, fasteners, etc ) and to the geometr>' and alignment of lne track stmcture as a whole. 

Replacement of those worn components and correction of geometry and alignment is continually 

necessary to operate trains safely at the designed spe ;ds. Loose bolts, if undetected, can literally 

derail a train. Likewise, any number oflrack conditions - for example, a rail that has cracked fi-om 

heavy loads or weather conditions or that has separated due to defective welds, or a low joint result

ing from the stress of heavy loads ~ can, if neglected, cause catastrophic operating problems. To 

prevent such problems, NSR adheres to the highest reasonable maintenance standards. Daily 

inspections take place on NSR's m.ainline system. NSR maintains its track to standards that exceed 

both federa] requirements and the preventive maintenance standards of other U S railroads, including 

Conrail. And NSR invests heavily in ongoing preventive maintenance and capital renewal on all of 
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its lines. Through these and other practices, NSR consistently achieves the highest safety and service 

record of all U.S. Class I railroads. Ingram Deci. Tl 17. 

Maintenance of way work must be done in a way that minimizes interference with train 

operations. By their nature, thorough maintenance of way operations impose their own operational 

constraints As essential as it is to train operations, line maintenance work also is inherently dismp

tive. Track must be placed under "slow orders" or taken out of service entirely, pending, during, and 

after maintenance of way operations. These delays and dismptions impair NSR's ability to meet train 

schedules and impose immediate and substantial costs on the railroad. The delay is substantially 

magnified when traflfic must be detoured to other routes to avoid out-of-service track. The more 

trafific that is handled over the line, the more dismption that is caused by each maintenance operation. 

Dismption to traflfic on major arteries has a negative ripple eflfect on train schedules and operations 

across the system Moreover, because lines ••vith greater traflfic density and faster trains generally 

require more track maintenance, maintenance of way operations pose the greatest operational inter

ference just where interference is least tolerable Ingram Deci. TI 18. 

The competition for track time (that is, the balance between transportation and 

maintenance of way demands to use the track) is not unique to the Transaction. It has become a 

matter of industry-wide concem as competition between carriers and advances in technology have 

required and enabled carriers to operate longer, faster, and more frequent trains. But the challenges 

presented by implementation of the Conrail Transaction are particulariy pronounced, both because 

the train schedules NSR intends to operate are so demanding, and because the very stmcture ofthe 

Transaction complicates the scheduling of maintenance work. For much of the traflfic on the 

Northem Region, the difference of only a few hours' transit time on a long-haul move will literally 

render NSR noncompetitive. Ingram Deci. Tl 22. 



Maintenance of way related dismption can never be eliminated, but it must be 

controlled if NSR is to compete eflfectively on its expanded system. NSR's Operating Plan addresses 

these operational and competitive demands in a manner that will enable the railroad to maintain its 

allocated former Conrail properties in accordance with NSR's high maintena.nce standards, while 

facilitating efficient management of track time. As explained further in thit part ofthe submission, 

NSR plans to conduct mainlenance operations in a manner that will permit it to perform repair and 

renewal projects quickly and to schedule projects to avoid interference with train operations In 

addition. NSR plans lo enhance the efficiency of maintenance of way operations on its expanded 

system by consolidating operations and eliminating duplicative facilities. 

2. NSR's Existing Maintenance Of Wav Operations 

System-wide, NSR currently employs approximately 3.650 active BMWE-represented 

maintenance of way employees The existing NSR properties are divided, for management purposes, 

into nine operating divisions which are organized for certain line maintenance functions into two 

operating regions (Eastern and Western). Woods Deci Tl 7. 

Management of NSR's maintenance of way work is centralized under a management 

stmcture and workforce arrangements that promote system-wide planning, coordination, and admin

istration of maintenance of way ftinctions. The Maintenance of Way and Stmctures ("MW&S") 

Department, headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, is the largest of the four subdepartments and groups 

within the NS Engineering Department. The Engineering Department also has responsibility for infra

stmcture design and for installation and maintenance of communications and signal systems on the 

NSR properties 

The MW&S Department is organized into three major functional groups, each with 

responsibility for one of the railroad's three core maintenance of way operations: (1) line maintenance 
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" the day-to-day repair and maintenance of track and facilities (including bridges and railway 

stmctures). (2) program maintenance - the systematic renewal and replacement of the railroad's 

infrastmcture (Lfi., rail and ties) as part of the railroad's capital program; and (3) roadway equipment 

maintenance ~ the fabrication and repair of machinery used in line maintenance and program 

mainlenance work. Woods Deci. TI 8. 

The managerial and workforce arrangements for these various operations are further 

subdivided functionally and geographically. Regular line maintenance and certain program mainte

nance work is performed in each of the nine operating divisions under the direction ofa Division 

Engineer. Each Division Engineer, in tum, reports to one of two Chief Engineers Line Mainlenance, 

whose responsibilities correspond to the Eastem and Westem Operaling Regions. This organizational 

stmcture facilitates centralized planning, budgeting, scheduling, job bulletining, and administration, 

and places most management oflRciais in freauent and direct contact with the line maintenance opera

tions. Within this stmcture, most MW&S officers are employed as first-line nonagreement Track 

Supervisors and Assistant Track Supervisors, with 24-hour, seven-day per week responsibility for 

track conditions within their assigned territories. Woods Deci. TI 9. 

0) Track Supervisors direct so-called "local forces," which are primarily engaged 

in day-to-day line mainlenance fiinctions. Local forces include employees assigned to all-purpose 

headquarters "gangs." as well as certain machine operators and welders.* 

NSR's method of operations stresses preventive maintenance. More than half of 

NSR's BMWE-represented employees hold positions in local forces. In addition to day-to-day line 

' A headquarters gang typically is composed of a foreman and three to four laborers, who 
perform general maintenance ftmctions on an assigned Track Supervisor's tertitory. Gangs may be 
either "fixed" or "floating." depending on whether the employees' assignments begin and end at the 
same location each work day. Woods Deci. TI 11. 
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maintenance, local forces perform some upgrade work and much ofthe support work for program 

projects ( f i^ . dumping ballast for tie renewal or surfacing work or unloading rail and distributing 

track material for rail renewal work). Woods Deci. TI 12. 

The work of these local forces is augmented by various work gangs and machines that 

travel across Track Supervisor tertitories within an operating division. In this category are various 

small, mechanized gangs used in certain ongoing renewal and preventive maintenance projects and/or 

to perform day-to-day repairs. These gangs are assigned by the Division Engineers, who ensure their 

efficient use by deploying equipment (e^, bulldozers, Gradalls and cranes) and the associated 

operators throughout the division to meet operating needs For example, smoothing gangs are 

organized and equipped to restore track alignment and geometry over certain special track segments, 

such as curves and bridge approaches. Tie patch gangs are used to replace deteriorated crossties on 

small segmenls of track, such as particular curves or sidings And gauging gangs restore particular 

sections oflrack to slandard gauge Depending on the gang's specialized function, its work may be 

scheduled in connection with the production season For example, crossing gangs handle repairs to 

road crossings on track segments undergoing rail renewal, tie renewal, or surfacing by program 

gangs Additionally, depending on operaling needs, some more specialized machines (e^ lucky-

loaders, yard cleaners, bmsh cutters, rail trains) are used across divisions throughout the operating 

regions to maximize their use each work season. Woods Deci. TI 13. 

The work mles and seniority arrangements goveming track forces on most of NSR's 

properties complement these maintenance practices and afford relatively broad and stable work 

opportunities to NSR's BMWE-represented employees. On most of the fortner NW system 

properties, track forces are arranged on two sets of track rosters cortesponding to the Eastem and 
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Westem seniority regions * Track employees may bid onto positions working at any location within 

their region, and the gang positions are nnt .-ebulletined as the gang moves within the region. Woods 

Deci. TITI 14-16. 

Assistant Track Supervisors, each accompanied by a BMWE-represented employee, 

perform regularly scheduled daily track inspections over their designated territories in order to ensure 

that track is maintained to federal safety standards and NSR's more stringent standards In the course 

of performing these track inspections. Assistant Track Supervisors, as well as BMWE-represented 

employees, perform remedial track repairs ~ such as tightening or replacing bolts in rail joints, 

removing debris and obstmctions along the track, cleaning switches, and correcting gauge width in 

a localized area — which can be performed without deploying a full gang of employees' These 

inspect-and-repair functions are critical to NSR's operations, providing the first line of defense against 

track-related accidents and incidents NSR typically selects and promotes Assistant Track 

Supervisors from the ranks of BMWE-represented track employees, on the basis of their demon

strated skills and qualifications for this safety-critical work NSR credits these arrangements as a 

major factor contribuiing to its excellent safety record. Woods Deci. TI 17. 

(ii) The inspection, repair, and renewal of railway bridges and buildings (so-called 

"B&B fiinctions") are managed by a separate set of nonagreement B&B Supervisors, also under the 

* The basic agreement covering maintenance of way employees on the lines of the former NW 
Proper and Wabash railroads is the July 1, 1986 agreement between the former NW and BMWE (the 
"NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreemert") (Cartiers' Exh. A-29), as subsequently amended. A separate 
BMWE schedule agreement, originally effective Febmary 1, 1951, applies to the remaining properties 
ofthe former 'SKP, which also adjoin the allocated Conrail lines. Maintenance of way operations on 
the lines ofthe former Scuthem Railway system are governed by an NSR/BMWE agreement dated 
October 1, 1972, as amended. Woods Deci. Ti 15. 

' NSR's use of Assistant Track Supervisors to perform remedial repairs has been upheld in 
arbitration Award. Brotherhood nf Maintenance of Way Employes and Norfolk & Western Ry 
SBA (Track Patrol Dispule), July 29, 1591 (LaRocco, Arb.) (Canners' Exh. C-3.) 
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direction of the Division Engineers In addition to responsibility for bridge inspection, B&B 

Supervisors manage gangs consisting of BMWE-represented employees in the classifications of 

carpenter, painter, foreman, assistant foreman, drawbridge tender, and electric welder engaged in both 

day-to-day maintenance and capital program work Each B&B Supervisor typically manages three 

to five carpenter and/or paint B&B gangs (depending on the territory), composed of four to five 

employees each. These gangs operate within designated seniority divisions established under the 

NW -̂Wabash/BMWE Agreement. These arrangements give employees holding positions on B&B 

gangs relatively stable, year-round employment Woods Deci. T! 18. 

(iii) Different managerial and workforce arrangements are used for the railroad's 

major capital improvements and maintenance of way production projects. These projects are 

performed p: icipally by three categories of large, highly mechanized gangs — rail gangs (which 

remove n̂d replace wom rail), timber and suriacing ("T&S") gangs (which replace crossties and 

resurface track), and surfacing gangs (which restore track geometry over designated track segments). 

The work of these large gangs, ard of certain ancillary support gangs, is scheduled 

("programmed") in ad\ ance ofthe production season and is managed on a system.-wide basis under 

the direction ofthe Chief Engineer Program Maintenance and subordinate officers with regional or 

system-wide responsibility for certain program maintenance ftmctions or processes. Most of the 

oflficers in program maintenance operations are employed as nonagreement first-line supervisors, e^, 

T&S Supervisors, Welding Supervisors, and Rail Supervisors, who supervise gangs of track 

employees organized and equipped to perforni program maintenance functions. Woods Deci. fTI 19-

20. 

Depending on the requirements of its capital program, NSR operates certain 

production gangs as "designated programmed gangs" ("DPGs"), which are goveraed by a separate 
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collective bargaining agreement in effect on the lines of the former NW sysiem * The DPG 

artangement permits NSR to operate certain rail and T&S gangs over the entire former NW system 

lines, without regard to the terrhorial limitations otherwise applicable to the employment of track 

forces on those properties. Under the DPG Agreement, NSR maintains consolidated rosters (for 

track laborers, machine operators, foremen, and assistant foremen) composed of all track employees 

on the former NW properties. Gangs bulletined as DPGs stay together throughout the production 

season, as the program work take. the gang across seniority boundaries. As will be discussed ftirther 

below, NSR's DPG operations facilitate the efficient and safe use of specialized equipment and 

employees, minimize thc dismption associated whh major production work, and promote stable and 

year-round employment of maintenance forces. NSR's production work, including DPG operations, 

is conducted under flexible work rules that enable the carrier to schedule work during non-peak traffic 

times so as to minimize operationa! interference Woods Deci fTI 21-22. 

(iv) Program maintenance, line mainlenance and B&B fiinctions are supported by 

equipment repairmen, who work as part of or with certain gangs to perform preventive maintenance 

and repairs on equipment used by those gangs Work equipment is used across the NSR system to 

meet operational needs and maximize productive use of the equipment. Employing qualified 

repairmen in field operations optimizes equipment use by minimizing lost time associated with routine 

maintenance and equipment malfunctioning. Equipment repairmen who work within operating 

divisions are under the direction of a Roadway Equipment General Supervisor Work Equipment, and, 

on most of the NSR system (including the properties govemed by the NW-Wabash/BMWE 

* As described fijrther, below (at pp. 29-30), the former NW obtained the right to operate 
DPGs pursuant to an agreement that resulted fi-om an arbitration following the conclusion of the 1988 
round of national BMWE bargaining. The terms of the DPG artangement are set forth in an 
Arbitrated Agreement dated June 12. 1992 ("the DPG Agreement") (Carrie s' Exh. A-27). 
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Agreement), work under corresponding seniority arrangements Equipment repairs and renewals that 

cannot be handled in the field are performed by Shopcraft employees in NSR's system equipment 

repair and reftirbishmenl shop located in Charlotte, North Carolina. Woods Deci. TI 37.̂  

NSR manufactures and reftirbishes much ofthe material used in its track work NSR's 

rail welding plant located at Atlanta, manufactures quarter-mile continuous welded rail segments, 

which are distributed and installed throughout the NSR system NSR also manufactures or rebuilds 

frogs and similar switch components, and other track parts, in its own facilities located in Atlanta, 

Georgia, Birmingham, Alabama, and Roanoke. Virginia Woods Deci Tl 38. 

(v) NSR's maintenance of way operations are supported by centralized 

administrative ftinctions Bulletining and bidding for most maintenance of way assignments are 

handled on a centralized basis by the Atlanta-based personnel oflfice within the Engineering Depart

ment This organizational stmcture promotes uniform and objective administration of seniority 

bidding and displacement rights, ensures effective notice of work opportunities, and frees local 

supervisors from responsibility for administration of the bulletining process NSR conducts skills 

training programs for certain maintenance of way employees in its system training facility located in 

McDonough, Georgia Centralized iraining ensures uniformity of instmction and methods related 

to equipment use, repair and maintenance, and safety practices Woods Deci. TI 39. 

NSR employs approximately 175 active Shopcraft employees involved in the fabrication, 
repair, and maintenance of equipment used in maintenance of way work in field and shop operations' 
Each of these employees is represented by one of six unions (collectively "the Shopcraft Unions"); 
the International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers ("IAM"), the Sheet Metal 
Workers International Association ("SMWIA"). the Intemational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers 
("IBEW"), the Internationa! Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers 
and Helpers ("BB"). the National Conference of Firemen and Oilers ("NCFO"), and the Brotherhood 
Railway Carmen Division of the Transportation Communications Imemational Union ("BRC") 
Woods Dec!. Ti 7. ^ /• 
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Labor relations functions and all labor relations staff are organized on a centralized 

basis under the Labor Relations Department in Norfolk, Virginia, promoting efficient and uniform 

interpretation and application of work mles. Payroll ftinctions for all maintenance of way employees 

likewise are coordinated and centralized through the Payroll and Accounting Office, located in 

R anokc. Woods Deci. Tl 40. 

3. Conrail's Maintenance Of Way Operatipny 

Conrail's BMWE-represented employees perform many ofthe same functions, under 

a different supervisory stmcture and workforce arrangements Conrail's maintenance of way work

force is managed on a decentralized basis on each of Conrail's five operating divisions. Each 

operating division has a Division Engineer and four Assistant Division Engineers, who are responsible 

for all line and stmctures maintenance (as well as roadway equipment repair and communications and 

signals fijnctions) on the division Organizationally, the Division Engineers (and their subordinate 

officers) are part ofthe Service Delivery Organisation in the Transportation Department. However, 

Division Engineers have dual reporting responsibilities For purposes of capital planning, budgeting, 

and program work, tho Division Engineers report to the Chief Engineer, who heads the Roadway 

assets subdepartment within the Conrail Engineering Department On a day-to-day basis, each 

Division Engineer reports directly to one of five Division General Managers, who are the highest 

transportation and commercial oflficers on each division. 

Below the assistant division engineer level, maintenance of way ftinctions are directed 

by oflficers (Track Engineers) and agreement supervisors with territorial responsibility for certain gang 

operations First-line supervision is performed by Track Supervisors and B&B Supervisors repre

sented by the United Railway Supervisors' Association ("URSA"). Tiemey Deci. TI 8. 
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Field labor relations functions and administration of bidding mles are likewise 

decentralized on Conrail. Divisions post job bulletins and process bids independently of other 

divisions, and each division has a separate management officer responsible for initial claims handling 

under the Conraii/BMWE Agreement. Tierney Deci. TI 9. 

Conrail's BMWE seniority arrangements and work mles mirror the railroad's 

decentralized management stmcture Each Conrail operating division is divided into two to four 

seniority districts ~ a total of eighteen ~ for purposes of day-to-day line maintenance. B&B, and 

equipment repair work Each seniority district maintains separate rosters for track. B&B. and repair

man classifications Within these districts, work is typically performed by small gangs (of two to 

three employees) and by maintenance employees operating individual machines — including cranes, 

bulldozers, and backhoes Under the Conrail/BNfWE mles governing day-to-day Ime mainlenance, 

machines may be operated only to th .nits of the operator's seniority district, Conrail must rebid the 

operator position each time the equipment crosses a seniority district line. To avoid such dismption, 

the railroad maintains equipment e'yd operators on each seniority district and generally does not move 

equipment across seniority district lines for use in day-to-day line maintenance work. This 

arrangement requires Conrail to acquire and mainiain more equipment than would otherwise be 

needed. Woods Ded Tl 57. 

Track and bridge inspection functions are performed under the Conrail/BMWE 

Agreement by so-called "Inspect and Repair Foremen" (for track) and B&B Inspectors,* both under 

the supervision of their URSA-represented supervisors. Scale inspection fiinctions on parts ofthe 

Conrail system (including most of the lines to be operated by NSR) are performed by scale inspeaors 

working :nder the terms of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement. On the lines of the former New York 

* On former New York Central property, bridge inspectors are represented by ARASA. 
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Central Railroad (certain of which will be allocated to NSR), scale inspectors are represented by 

IAM Tierney Deci TI 17. 

For purposes of certain production fijnctions, Conrail's eighteen seniority districts are 

arranged into two production regions and six production zones. Regional gangs can be used only for 

major program rail renewal work and for programmed undercutting. The zone arrangement governs 

other production work — including the work of smoothing, surfacing and T&S gangs — that is 

performed as part of Conrail's annual capital program Under these arrangements, each regional or 

zone production gang may work across its respective region or zone without having to rebulletin 

whenever it crosses from one seniority district lo another within the particular zone or region, 

Conrail's zones were established in 1992 to align with its then-existing six operating divisions. 

Tierney Ded. TITI 14-15. 

The eighteen BMWE seniority districts are further divided into approximately 129 

"working zones," which limit the mandatory exercise of Conrail/BMWE seniority Under the 

Conrail/BMW^ Agreement, an employee is required to exercise seniority to positions only within his 

designated "working zone." Under this arrangement, employees can avoid working by selectively 

designating working zones on which the railroad is unlikely to post assignments (such as one of the 

many working zones that have been reduced in size through the sale and abandonment ofrail lines 

since the effective date ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement) Tiemey Deci. Tl 12. 

Conrail also performs certain centralized maintenance of way support functions with 

BMWE-represented employees Conrail's Canton, Ohio equipment repair shop oerfisrms 'epair and 

limited overhauls of roadway equipment. Rail welding functions are performed by an outside 

contractor in Conrail's Lucknow (Herrisburg), Pennsylvania plant. BMWE-represented employees 

perform incidental loading, unloading, and inspection functions at the Lucknow facility. All other 
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maintenance of way support functions — such as equipment and parts fab . ication and supply of 

manufactured track work (for example, frogs and turnouts) — are performed by outside contractors 

and suppliers. Tierney Deci. TI 18. 

Conrail's maintenance of way arrangements reflect the railroad's unique origins and 

history. Conrail began its operations on April 1, 1976, as a product of federal initiatives, including 

the Regional Rail Reorganization Act of 1973 ("the 3R Act"), Pub. L. 93-236, 87 Stat. 985. The 3R 

Act reorganized the properties and operations of six bankmpt carriers, including Penn Central 

Transportation Company ' The 3R Act, as amended by the Northeast Fail Service Act of 1981, Pub. 

L. 97-35,95 Stat. 665, mandated single collective bargaining agreements for each ofthe fifteen labor 

organizations representing Conrail employees The Conrail/BMWE Agreement negotiated pursuant 

to that provision replaced with a single unified agreement the patchwork of agreements and 

inconsistent craft lines that had governed maintenance of way employment on the properties of 

Conrail's predecessor railroads. But certain vestiges of Conrail's previous segmentation were 

preserved and remain to this day under the Conrail./BMWE Agreement. Conrail's eighteen seniority 

districts and multitude of "working zones" were established in compromise of the interests of 

employees and operating requirements for the newly established Conrail. In addition, certain craft 

lines on some ofthe predecessor railroads were "grandfathered" under the unified agreement. On the 

lines of the former New York Centrai Railroad, for instance, Conrail's roadway equipment repair 

forces are represented by IAM. BMWE represents all other Conrail equipment repairmen. Tiemey 

Deci. Tl 5. 

' Penn Central Transportation Company was created by the merger of the former Pennsylvania 
Railroad Company and the former New York Central Raiiroad Company. 
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Conrail originally inherited nearly 35,000 miles of track, and years of deferred 

maintenance. As summarized by a government analysis: 

Simply stated, the condition of the bankmpt railroads, and especially that of 
the Penn Central, represents a transportation disaster unparalleled in the 
nation's history. Most of the bankmpt properties, including key yards, major 
main lines and essential shops are in a serious state of disrepair. Areas 
appearing in relatively good physical shape are that way largely i e to 
cosmetic efforts - the track has been ballasted and smoothed, but, the rail and 
ties are both well beyond their normal lives. 

United States Railway Association, Preliminary System Plan For Conrail, Vol. I , p. 42 (1975). 

Between 1976 and 1987. Conrail undertook a massive rehabilitation of its railroad 

infrastructure, investing more than three billion dollars in federal ftinds During the same period, 

under special abandonment arrangements and through the spin-off of properties to short line railroads 

and commuter rail operations, Conrail dramatically reduced the size of its system The eighteen 

original seniority districts were considerably reduced in size in this process For example, Conrail's 

Allegheny B seniority district is now less than half the size that it was when the districts were 

established in 1982 In total, the Conrail system was reduced by 14,300 miles, or 46 percent, between 

1982 and today. Tismey Ded. TI 21. 

This history leaves Conrail substantially behind other American railroads in the 

development of flexible working arrangements for maintenance of way operations. In particular, as 

we explain below, Conrail does not have a system-wide program maintenance artangement or 

alternative work week and rest days mles comparable to those obtained in the 1988 round of 

nationwide bargaining with BMWE. Woods Deci. TI 71. 

Conrail's operations are fiirther limited by their geography. Tne severe winter weather 

in Conrail's Northeast-Midwest territory prevents the railroad from working a production season 

longer than eight to nine months. The railroad's geography also limits the work available to its 
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employees, as it has no mild climate locations where rt can move employees to work during the winter 

months Woods Ded. Ti 54. 

In combination, Conrail's restrictive workforce arrangements and severe climate limit 

most of Conrail's BMWE-represented employees to irregular and seasonal work, with frequent and 

unpredictable job changes as positions are abolished and rebulletined in response to operational needs. 

Conrail's BMWE-represented employees have a substantially lugher fiiriough rate, and work far fewer 

hours per year, than their counterparts on NSR. For all but the most senior employees, those who 

wish to maximize their work opportunities under this system must establish and exerci.«e seniority on 

muUiple districts and must travel to fill assignments as they become available. Woods Ded TIT! 48 

4. Proposed Operation Of NSR-Allocated Lines 

NSR intends to operate the allocated lines under its existing management stmcture 

and in coordination with i s existing maintenance of way operations NSR will establish three new 

operating divisions on th^ allocated properties - to be designated the Dearborn, Pittsburgh, and 

Harrisburg Divisions - and will operate those divisions as NSR's new Northern Region. The lines 

encompassed in the new divisions and Northern Region are depicted in the map submitted as Exhibit 

NSR-11, which also shows the relative size, arrangement, and location of Î 'SR's nine existing 

operating divisions and two existing operating regions Woods Deci. TI 42. 

Major rail and T&S programs for the expanded NSR system will be planned and 

scheduled on a system-wide basis, without regard to the former territorial boundaries of NSR and 

Conrail. The key to the eflficient perfonnance of this work is NSR's proposal to extend its NW DPG 

artangement to ti e allocaied lines and to establish integrated DPG rosters including all line mainte

nance employees on the allocated and former NW system iines. Using its DPG arrangement and 

practices will enable NSR to perform programs on the allocated lines with minimal dismption to 
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NSR's planned train operations. Ingram Deci. TITI 19-21. Adding new lines to the existing DPG 

arrangement also will enhance NSR's efficiency and reduce employee travel requirements by 

increasing the geographic concentration of DPG operations in areas (such as the states of Ohio, 

Indiana, Illinois, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia) that include both NSR-allocated and former NW 

system lines. Woods Deci. Tl 54. 

NSR will achieve similar efficiencies by arranging its allocated employees, for other 

maintenance of way functions, on newly established regional and divisional rosters Specifically, NSR 

proposes to establish regional seniority (corresponding to the new Northern Region) for all 

classifications oflrack employees and to integrate its B&B and equipment repair forces on divisional 

rosters This arrangement will permit NSR to deploy forces in order to meet operating needs and to 

make efficient use of equipment and manpower. Woods Ded. Tl 60-62. 

Consistently with these workforce an angements, NSR intends to operate the allocated 

hnes under the terms of the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, which currently applies on most ofthe 

NSR lines adjoining the NSR-allocated properties As explained fijrther below and in the Woods 

Dedaration, the N -̂Wabash/BMWE Agreement contains scope and work mles that are consistent 

with NSR's proposed operations and necessary to support the train operations described in NSR's 

Operating Plan Woods Ded. TITI 67-82. 

Finally, NSR intends to integrate the allocated lines into its existing system-wide 

maintenance of way support ftmctions. NSR intends to supply welded rail and manufactured track 

materials for the expanded operation using its existing fabrication fadiities. NSR also intends to use 

its own centralized facilities to maintain and refiirbish roadway equipment used on the allocated lines 

and to supply parts and components for roadway equipment used on the allocated lines, and NSR will 

coordinate all administrative and personnel functions for the allocated lines with its existing 
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centralized support functions. These plans will produce immediate and long-term efficiencies by 

eliminating duplicative facilities and functions and by lowering the cost of maintenance of way 

materials, supplies and administration for the allocated lines. Woods Ded, TITI 83-90 

These efficiencies will not come at the expense of employe ,s' interests NSR plans 

to employ all of its allocated maintenance of way employees in its expanded operations. Moreover, 

as explained ftirther below. NSR's proposed workforce arrangements will expand the work 

opportunities for nearly all maintenance of way employees. In some cases — in particular, through 

the planned in-sourcing of parts and materials — the coordination will create more work for 

employees represented by BMWE and the Shopcraft Unions. 

Despite its benefits for individual employees. NSR's proposal is opposed by the unions. 

The Shopcraft Unions apparently take issue principally with the proposed integration of seniority for 

former Conrail employees who will be given an opportunity to obtain positions at NSR's Chariotte 

Roadway Shop. There is also an issue involving line of road equipment repair currently performed 

by seven lAM-represented employees This narrow dispute is addressed below, at Section B and 

Section A 2.b. 

NSR anticipates that BMWE will challenge NSR's proposal on additional and broader 

grounds. Predictably. BMWE \m object to NSR's proposal on the ground that it would require 

employees on the NSR-allocated lines to work under different labor agreements and seniority 

arrangements BMWE may assert that the former Conrail employees should be covered by the 

BMWE/Conrail Agreement when they come to work for NSR and that the changes that NSR 

proposes may be achieved, if at all, only through collective bargaining under Section 6 ofthe Railway 

Labor Act ("RLA"), 45 U S C. § 156 NSR amidpates that BMWE also will contend that some or 

ali of the terms and conditions of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement must be preserved pursuant to 
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Article 1. Section 2 of the New York Dock conditions, which pertains to certain "rights, privileges, 

and benefits" 

BMWE made such contentions in the underiying STB proceeding, and it repeated 

those contentions in our recent negotiations. In the STB proceeding. BMWE, along with several 

other railway labor unions (calling themselves the Allied Rail Unions ("ARU")), filed public comments 

urging the STB to mle that NSR's proposed coordination of operations (including maintenance of 

way work) is not necessary to implementation of the Transaction and. therefore, cannot be effected 

through the New York Dock procedures at all The STB denied ARU's request, mling that the 

parties' dispute over implemenlalion of the Transaction must be resolved in the first instance through 

the New Ycrk Dock Article I. Section 4 procedures Control Order at 126. 

As explained m Part I of this submission, NSR attempted to resolve its dispute with 

BMW^ in negotiaiions NSR representalives met with BMWE representatives on at least thirteen 

occasions, both before and after the Carriers formally invoked the New York Dock procedures, in 

an effort to reach agreemeni on workforce arrangements for the NSR-allocated lines In the course 

of those negotiations, the parties exchanged various bargaining proposals. NSR's initial proposal, like 

the proposal NSR makes here, provided for application of the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement and 

the DPG Agreement to NSR's allocated properties, for the consolidation of equipment repair and rail 

welding work and workforces under NSR's existing labor agreements; and for the application of 

standard New York Dock protective benefits to any employees adversely affected by the Transaction. 

BMWE's initial proposal called for continued application ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement, including 

seniority artangements in place under that agreement. Thereafter, the parties exchanged various "off-

the-record" bargaining proposals. The parties continued their negotiations well beyond the date 
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mandated under the Article I, Section 4 procedures. However, the parties were unable to reach 

agreement, and all bargaining proposals were considered withdrawn.'" 

In the meantime, other arrangements have been made in preparation for NSR's 

expanded maintenance of way operations. NSR's corporate parent, NS, has filled new management 

and supervisory positions and is otherwise prepared to integrate thv- allocated lines into its existing 

Engineering Department organization. NSR has reached a voluntary arrangement with URSA under 

which Conrail's Track and B&B Supervisors on the NSR-allocated lines will be offered various 

nonagreement positions (including Track Supervisor and Assistant Track Supervisor positions) with 

responsibility for the allocated lines. Carriers' Exh. E-4. And NSR has reached an implementing 

agreement with ARASA to employ ARASA-represented Bridge Inspectors (on the former New York 

Central Railroad lines to be operated by NSR) in various nonagreement positions. 

It is now necessary to obtain an implementing agreement through arbitration to avoid 

delay in the implementation cf the Transaction. In the remainder of this part, NSR explains its 

specific plans for conducting maintenance of way operations on its expanded system and explains the 

workforce arrangements, including labor agreements, that must be adopted in order to enable NSR 

to achieve the objectives of its Operating Plan As we show, the artangements proposed by NSR are 

necessary and appropriate to the Transaction and otherwise satisfy all standards goveming this UsXi 

York Dock Article I, Section 4 proceeding. 

10 
Af we explained in Part I, NSR also was unable to reach agreement with the Shopcraft Unions 

conceming the selection and assignment of equipment repair forces. 
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A. NSR'S PROPOSAL FOR THE ARRANGEMENT OF TRACK AND 
STRUCTURES FORCES ON ITS EXPANDED SYSTEM IS 
APPROPRIATE TO THE TRANSACTION. 

1. NSR's Proposed Consolidation OfRail Gangs And Timber And 
Stirfacins Gangs 

NSR proposes to integrate its allocated prcperties and workforce into NSR's existing 

system, including its DPG artangement, for the purpose of performing rail and T&S programs on the 

allocated lines This is necessary in order to apply NSR's successful program maintenance methods 

and practices on the allocated lines, to minimize service dismptions associated with tie and rail 

renewal programs, and to capture the efficiencies made possible by the size and geographic scope of 

NSR's expanded operations As we detail here, this element of NSR's proposal alone accounis for 

over $9.6 million in estimaled annual cost savings and efficiencies Woods Ded, Tl 55. 

a. NSR's Operating Methods And Workforce Arrangements Promote 
Efficient And Responsive Rail And Tie Renewal Programs. 

NSR's Operating Plan calls for the use of DPG rail and T&S gangs throughout NSR's 

allocated Conrail and former NW properties Carriers' Exh A-4, at 337, These gangs are used both 

in upgrading existing track and, to a greater extent, in the ongoing systematic repiacement of rail and 

crossties necessary to maintain the railroad's infrastmcture over time, as the track materials 

deteriorate through use and age Work in both categories is planned in advance ofthe production 

season and requires large-scale commitments of manpower and equipment. These projects require 

replacing rail and ties, and restoring the gauge and geometr>' ofthe track surface. This is the railroad's 

heaviest and costliest work, involving significant capital investment, and is the work most dismptive 

to train operations. Woods Deci. TI 19. 

As Mr. Woods explains, NSR has developed special equipment and methods for 

performing major rail and tie renewal projects efficiently and with minimal dismption to train 
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operations The success of these operations lies in the efficient use of machines and equipment and 

the specialization of gangs for particular categories of production projects Each gang is furnished 

with a complement of equipment, each item of which is designed for specific functions A dual rail 

gang, for instance, is equipped to install two continuous weided raiis simultaneously. A dual rail gang 

is typically composed of about 55 employees and approximately 35 pieces of machinery, which move 

along the track in a sequence, performing a coordinated series of functions " By operating the 

equipment in a coordinated fashion with an experienced and specialized workforce, NSR is able to 

bring "assembly line" speed and proficiency to major production projects Woods Ded 123-24. 

NSR saves money by using its equipment efficiently By scheduling the work ofa 

single gang over a large segment of its system, NSR is able to maximize equipment use and thereby 

lower the unit cost ofthe mechanized operations Each equipment consist represents a multi-million 

dollar investment It costs more than $3 2 million, for instance, to equip a single T&S gang, and 

approximately $7.8 million to equip a dual rail gang These investments are justified because the 

equipment can be used, and thus the costs can be spread, over large territories and through much of 

the year. Woods Ded. TI 25. 

These program maintenance methods are equally importan — and necessary — as 

a means of managing track time. The size and mechanization ofrail and T&S gangs speeds their 

" As a dual rail gang proceeds through a project, it sets the new rail to be laid in a cradle, which 
holds it in preparation for repiacement, removes the existing spikes and anchors, removes the wom 
rail, removes the tie plates, adzes the ties, replaces the tie plates; iays the new raii on the tie plates; 
and, finally, secures the new rail A dual raii gang uses spedaiized machines in this orocess. including 
a wide gauge tfireader, tie plate spike and anchor loading machines, a dual adzer cribbes, a standard 
gauge threader, a plate lining machine, rail heating machines, an electromatic tamper, nipper spikers, 
all-terrain cranes, spike pulling machines, rail pulling machines, a tie plate broom cribber, gauge 
spikers, and automatic rail anchor machines. Woods Ded. Tl 24. 
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work, minimizing dismption to train operations caused by rail and tie renewal projects Woods Deci. 

1126. 

Special work mles and workforce arrangements are necessary to permit system-wide 

operations and otherwise to take advantage of the efficiencies created by mechanization ofrail and 

T&S gangs NSR operates under two basic production arrangements (one on its southern side lines 

and one on its northern side), which together promote system-wide coordination of programmed 

maintenance work. Rail and T&S programs on the lines of the former Southern Railway System are 

govemed by the basic NSR-BMWE working agreement, which establishes four regions for purposes 

of programmed maintenance and establishes a methodology for gangs' working across all four 

regions. Woods Deci. TI 27 

On the noithem side, the lines of the former NW system are organized under the 1992 

NW DPG Agreement, which provides for the operation ofrail and T&S gangs throughout the former 

NW system territory. The NW DPG arrangement permits the establishment ofrail and T&S gangs 

of 20 or more maintenance of way workers drawn from a single set of rosters covering the former 

NW system lines Positions on DPG gangs are bulletined in advance ofthe season and, unlike other 

maintenance of way positions, need not be rebulletined as the scheduled work takes the gang from 

one seniority region within the former NW system to another.'̂  Woods Deci TITI 27-28. 

Not all rail and T&S gangs are operated as DPGs on the former NW system lines. 
Depending on the capital program, some rail and T&S gangs may be operated under the NW-
Wabash/BMWE local agreement, which NSR proposes to apply to the allocated lines The rdative 
numbers of DPG and non-DPG Rail and T&S gangs vary depending on the program each year. In 
recent years, NSR has operated most rail and T&S gangs on the fonner NW system iines as DPGs 
and has used some non-DPG rail and T&S gangs to perform programs that were limited to particular 
regions Although some rail and T&S gangs may be bulletined under local mle.,. the overall efficiency 
ofthe rail and T&S programs depend on the carrier's ability to schedule gangs, in accordance with 
program needs, to operate across seniority boundaries. Woods Ded. Tl 29. 
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These arrangements also promote productive and safe working conditions Employees 

working on DPGs stay in the same gang throughout the production season on the former NW system 

lines and, as a result, can build on and appiy their experience with particuiar functions and machines. 

Familiarity wiih the equipment also enables employees to maintain the equipment in better working 

condiiion and to be more familiar with safety features and practices, thus reducing their chances of 

injury. In NSR's experience, permanence and cohesion among members of a gang boost morale and 

generate a sense of pride in the gang's performance, which translates into higher rates of safety and 

productivity Woods Ded f 30. 

Using DPG 'ail and T&S gangs enables NSR to conduct ils program work flexibly and 

responsivdy to meet the needs of the operations and/or the needs of particular customers on the 

former NW system lines. Unrestrained by narrow territorial boundaries, NSR can utilize forces to 

perform large-scale projects eflficiently and quickly, minimizing the length oftime a particular rail 

corridor is out of service. The DPG arrangement also facilitates system-wide scheduling ofrail and 

tie programs, which greatly minimizes the dismption to train operations caused when program 

maintenance is performed simultaneously on multiple corridors. Woods Deci. TI 31. 

Under both arrangements, rail and T&S gangs operate under speciai flexible work 

mles that permit eflficient and flexible scheduling of work. Work site reporting mies permit the carrier 

to begin and end assignments at the scheduled work site, reducing travel and down time. Flexible 

work week and flexible starting time mies enabie NSR to schedule individual garg operations on a 

weekly basis to avoid peak traflfic times or days The same flexibility enables NSR to perform pro

duction work within and around the production schedules of its major customers. For instance, NSR 

routindy schedules programmed work on lines serving its automotive plants during the customers' 

scheduled plant shut-downs. Woods Deci. Ti 32. 
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The former NW obtained the right to •:̂ e DPGs under procedures established pursuant 

to recommendations of Presidential Emergency Board 219 ("PEB 219"), which was appointed to 

recommend a resolution to national wage and work mles disputes between most of the nation's raii

roads and rail unions growing out of the 1988 round of national collective bargaining. PEB 219 

recommended the establishment of regional or system-wide gangs to replace then-existing arrange

ments, under which employees were generally limited to working within confined seniority districts, 

without regard to the geographic scope ofthe program. Because of such tertitorial restrictions, the 

work on a production project that spanned several seniority districts could not be performed by a 

single group of employees Rather, the employees working on a production gang could stay with the 

project only to the limits of that group's seniority districi, at each seniority border, the work was 

halted, the existing gang disbanded, and a new gang, made up of employees holding seniority on the 

proper lerritory, created and trained Woods Deci THI 28. 34 These tertitorial restrictions 

substantially slowed production work and reduced productivity and safety. Each time a gang is 

reconstituted, some productivity is lost as the gang members adjust to their new assignments. 

Moreover, the frequent rebulletining of production assignments is itself a cumbersome and dismptive 

process. Depending on the level of work and workforces in each seniority disirict, carriers often 

encountered manpower shortages, and were required to leave positions open, when employees 

elected not to bid onto arriving production gangs. To remedy this situation, railroads needed to hire 

and train more employees than were required for the available work and to fiiriough employees in the 

area the gang had ieft, depending on the volume of work on each district. Moreover, the need to 

rebulletin gangs dismpted work and project continuity, both to the production project and to the 

regular ongoing maintenance operations on the district. Finally, the changeover of employees also 
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reduced safety, as the new production gang empioyees were required to learn or releara hew to 

operate particular pieces of equipment, or to perform work associated with that equipment. 

To eliminate these problems, and to address BMWE's concerns about maintaining job 

opportunities for its members, PEB 219 recommended a procedure, including binding arbhration, for 

the establishment of regional and system-wide maintenance of way production gangs to be operated 

under spedal flexible work mles PEB 219 Report, at 80 (Carriers' Exh A-8). The recommendations 

of PEB 219 were made binding on BMWE and the railroads participating in national bargaining by 

Act of Congress. Pub. L No. 102-29. 105 Stat 169 (April 18, 1991), Pursuant to that legislation, 

BMWE and the partidpating railroads, including NSR, adopted an "Imposed Agreement." dated 

February 6. 1992, to implement the recommendations of PEB 219. including the arbitration 

procedures for establishment of regional or system-wide gangs. 

The DPG Agreement applicable on the former NW system lines was obtained pursuant 

to those procedures by award of neutral referee John C. Fletcher on June 12. 1992 (Carriers' Exh. 

A-27) The NW DPG Agreement sets forth the terms and conditions by which the former NW (now 

NSR) is permitted to use DPGs for certain work on the former NW system lines. The agreement 

generally permits the canier to operate its large (over 20-man) rail and T&S gangs on the former NW 

system properties as DPGs. Woods Deci 28. 

Through various other proceedings and/or negotiations, similar regional and system 

wide gang arrangements were put in place on most major railroads." Conrail did not participate in 

the 1988-92 national bargaining round and is therefore not £ party fo the Imposed Agreement. All 

' At the time ofthe Imposed Agreement, as explained in Part ! (at n. 3), NW was a separate, 
wholly-owned subsidiary of NSR NSR's basic labor agreemem with BMWE applicable on the lines 
ofthe fomier Southern Railway System provided a method for NSR's operation of certain program 
gangs across regional boundaries Accordingly, NSR did not seek a DPG arrangement for the 
Southern Railway iines under the Imposed Agreement. Woods Ded. TI 33. 
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of the other large Class I railroads ~ CSXT, Union Padfic Railroad ("UP"), and Buriington Northem 

Santa Fe Railway ("BNSF") - now have the ability to use regional or system-wide production gangs 

on at least parts oftheir systems.'* 

The transportation benefits anticipated by PEB 219 have been realized under the NW 

DPG arrangement. Prior to 1993, programmed mainlenance on the lines ofthe NW system was 

scheduled and performed by gangs bulletined separately on each region ofthe NW-Wabash/BMWE 

Agreement and the lines ofthe former NKP. Each gang required a separate equipment complement 

and worked a relatively short production season (typically nine or fewer monlhs) Because the gangs 

worked simultaneously on different parts ofthe NW system properties, the carrier often experienced 

multiple corridor dismptions during the height ofthe production season The bulletining of seasonal 

production forces also produced corresponding dismption in the operation of day-to-day 

maintenance, and workforce shortages, as employees bid to and from local forces Woods Dec! TI 34. 

The DPG anangement has produced a number of operational benefits. By establishing 

DPG gangs for some or all of ils annual rail and tie programs on the former NW system lines, the 

carrier is able to operate more productively and wilh fewer maintenance-related delays. Under the 

DPG arrangemeni, the annual rail and T&S program is performed with fewer gangs (and cortes-

pondingly less equipmeni) operating over a longer work season. In this manner, since commencing 

DPG operations, NSR has improved equipment utilization by 20 5 percent. In addition to other, less 

measurable cusiomer service and transportation benefits, NSR has saved close to one million dollars 

'* Both BNSF and UP used the New York Dock procedures to extend the scope of their existing 
regional and system-wide gang artangements foliowing their recent mergers The extended arrange
ment on BNSF was negotiated voluntariiy, on UP. the artangement was imposed in Article I, Secticn 
4 arbitration (by award of referee Peter Meyers, discussed ftirther below). 
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annually through the more effident operation of rail and T&S gangs under the DPG arrangement. 

Woods Ded TI35 

ihes? benefiis have not come at the expense of employees. DPG employees volun

tarily bid into such positions Employees who work on DPGs enjoy special protection from fiiriough 

and receive sizable cash bonuses and generous travel allowances." Moreover, employees are 

benefitted by the same factors that make the operation more efficient for NSR: the longer work 

season, and the reduced risk of injury. The longer work season means higher and more stable income 

for maintenance of way empioyees In 1991. approximately 75 percent of maintenance of way 

employees on the combined NSR/NW sysiem were employed year-round, with the advent of DPG 

operations, that percentage has increased Today, dose to 90 percent of NSR's maintenance of way 

employees work year-round Moreover, the establishment of DPGs has not resulted in any furioughs 

during the work season In fact, the former NW (now NSR) has hired additional track workers each 

year since DPGs were established. During the same period, the combined NSR/NW sysiem exper

ienced a substantial reduction in the rate of injuries lo program mainlenance employees Woods Ded. 

136. 

b. Application Of The Conrail/BMWE Agreement Would Impede NSR's 
Operating Plan. 

NSR could not employ its eflficient DPG methods - and otherwise could not achieve 

its Operating Plan -- ifit were reqaired to perform rail and tie renewal programs under Conrail's exist

ing anangements Much like the pre-1992 production arrangements on the former NW system. 

" Employees working on DPG gangs at their initiation are paid an additional bonus (5 percent, 
up to $1,000) for remaining with the gang in excess of six months per year. In addition, pursuant to 
the 1996 national BMWE agreement, employees on DPG gangs receive a mileage-based travel 
allowance for weekend travel home. The NW DPG Agreement (Section 4) guarantees employees 
on DPG assignnents a minimum of six months of DPG work (or, if work is not available, 
supplemental unemployment benefits) in each calendar year. 
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Conrail's existing operations are premised on multiple seniority arrangements, which confine most 

maintenance of way gangs to relatively smail geographic areas. Woods Ded. Tl 47. 

By all measures, Conrail's existing production operations are substantially less produc

tive than corresponding operations on NSR. In 1997, NSR installed an average of 5.3 ties per 

manhour. compared to Conrail's rate of 4.2 ties per manhour. NSR's rail gangs achieved inf,taIIation 

rates of 4.8 track feet per manhour on curve rail gangs and 10 7 feet per manhour on dual rail gangs, 

compared to Conrail's rates of 2.5 and 3.9 feet, respectively." Woods Ded. Tl 50. 

Conraii's artangements would be even iess efficient if applied to rail and T&S gangs 

on the allocated territories The lines to be allocated to NSR comprise approximaiely fifty-eight 

percent ofthe former Conrail sysiem By ils very stmcture, as was previously explained, the transac

tion will fragment existing Conrail production zones and seniority regions The Conrail operating 

divisions will no longer exist, and over half of the seniority districts will be substantially tmncated by 

the Transaction Any effort to operale the NSR-allocated lines under the Conrail/BMWE Agreement 

would necessarily produce operations far less efficient than Conrail's current operations, and 

significantly less effident than under the proposed NW-Wabash and DPG Agreements. In addition, 

NSR will not have the alternative major east-west routes that Conrail had, affording it far less 

opportuniiy to amdiorate the effects of out-of-service track time. Woods Deci. TI 51. 

'* In the same period, NSR's injury rate for maintenance of way employees was substantially 
lower than Conrail's NSR achieved a Federal Railroad Administration safety performance ratio of 
0 92 injuries per 200,000 manhours in comparison to Conrail's safety performance ratio of 2.47. 
Woods Ded TI 51. 
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C. Extending NSR's DPG Arrangement To The Allocated Lines Is 
Appropriate And Necess.'sry Ti The Transaction. 

NSR intends to integrate its allocated lines into its DPG arrangemem," This plan 

promotes two objectives central to NSR's Operating Plan: (1) it vvili enabie NSR to schedul? and 

manage production work on the allocated lines so as to avoid undue interference with train 

operations, and (2) it will enable NSR to realize operating efficiencies and savings in its expanded 

operations 

Both of these Oi/jectives are related to NSR's plan to mainiain the allocated lines to 

higher standards As described above, NSR intends to increase the level of mainlenance on the 

allocated lines both to bring the lines up lo NSR's track maintenance standards and to support the 

increased traffic and schedules anticipated lo result from NSR's planned operations. Many of the 

allocated lines that NSR proposes to operate as principa! and mainline routes, the Southern Tier, 

were formerly used by Conrail as secondary rouies and therefore will require extensive upgrades. 

Moreover, even withoiii a change in traffic levels, NSR's more stringent maintenance standards will 

call fbr more frequent rail and tie renewals than were performed by Conrail on certain segments of 

the allocated lines Woods Deci, Tl 41. 

That v̂  ork must be done in a manner that minimizes interference with train operations. 

Using DPGs for major rail and tie renewal programs on the allocated lines wiil permit NSR to 

" The mechanics of NSR's proposal are straightforward and are not seriously challenged by 
BMWE As provided in the Carriers' proposed Implementing Agreement (Caniers' Exh. 1. Article I , 
Section 1(d)). NSR's allocated fi rmer Conraii track employees will bc integrated into the existing 
DPG seniority rosters according to their existing classifications (laborer, machine operator, assistant 
foreman and foreman) and Conrai! seniority dates. The allocated Comaii employees will be afforded 
bidding preference for assignments operating on the allocated lines under the terms of the DPG 
Agreement, as modified in accordance with the proposed implementing agreement As detailed in 
Section A 2 b, below, mles changes are necessary for efficient application ofthe DPG arrangement. 
These include the mles covering alternative work weeks and rest days, markup time, meai periods; 
starting time, and temporary vacancies. 
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compiete projects as quickly as possible, minimizing the time that track must be kept out of service. 

The DPG arrangement also wili enable NSR to schedule and perform certain of its rail and T&S 

projects in response to particular customer service considerations. As on NSR's existing system, the 

DPG anangement wili afford NSR the flexibility to coordinate production projects to coincide with 

customers' anticipated or scheduied vacations or down times. Woods Ded. TI 59. 

Finally, the proposed integration is necessary to realize the operating cost savings and 

other transportation benefits made possible by the expansion of NSR's operations. By virtue of its 

geography and existing seniority arrangements, Conrail is limited to a short maintenance of way work 

season Under the best of conditions, Conrail's production gangs work no more than eight to nine 

months per year, with an average season of 31 weeks per year (Rail and T&S gangs on NSR, by 

comparison, work an average of 50 and 46 weeks per year, respectively.) By merging the Conrail 

lines with NSR's operations, NSR will be able substantially to reduce the unit costs of maintenance 

of way operations by lengthening the production season of gangs working on those lines NSR will 

achieve additional eflficiencies by combining produ Mon operations in a single geographic region, 

without regard to the prior Conrail/NSR boundaries. This vviil yield immediate and obvious efficien

cies on the many allocated lines that adjoin or closely parallel NSR's existing lines. Woods Deci. TI 54. 

The savings to be achieved through the integration will vary from year to year, 

depending on the size of NSR's annual capitai programs. On the basis of NSR's 1999 capital 

program, NSR expects to save more than $9.6 million annually by extending its DPG operation to 

the allocated lines These are the savings in manpower, equipment, and related costs achieved by 

integrating the lines into NSR's existing workforce anangements, including the DPG operations, 

rather than attempting to maintain separate operations under the remains of the Conrail/BMWE 

Agreement The estimated sav ngs include approximately $500,000 in avoided equipment purchases, 
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approximately $1.6 million in equipment maintenance costs, and approximately $7.5 million 

associated with more efficient m.anpower use. Woods Deci. TI 55. 

None of these savings is attributable to differences in wage rates under the two agree

ments or otherwise represents a "transfer of wealth from employees to employer." Executives, 987 

F.2dat815. Woods Ded J 36 

These anticipated benefits more than warrant the extension of the DPG arrangement 

under the New York Dock siandards, as set forth above See, e^, Norfolk & Western Ry and 

Southem Ry and /American Train Dispatchers Ass'n, May 19, 1987 (Harris, Arb.) (centralization of 

power distribution functions across entire railroad system wouid generate savings of $26 miilion in 

capital investment and $2 million per year in operating expenses, exclusive of labor costs), aiEd, 

NS/NW Control/Power Distribution 

Under those standards, referee Peter Meyers recently approved a similar integration 

of system-wide maintenance of way gang operations on the merged Union Pacific/Southern Pacific 

system: 

The Carner convincingly has shown that if it implements a system 
operation, then it will be able to schedule its maintenance of way employees 
in a more efficient and productive manner. It will be possible for the Carrier 
to schedule work projects over its entire western lertitory, thereby making 
allowances for weather extremes and cortidor trafvic needs. The need to 
abolish and re-bid positions on various road work gangs as the work crosses 
over currently existing seniority district boundaries, and the delay and 
administrative costs associated with these steps, also would be eliminated; the 
entire western territory effectively would become a single seniority district 
under the Carrier's prcposals. On this record, it is evident that under the 
particular circumstances surtounding the approved merger underlying this 
proceeding, the implementation of system operations for the Carrier's 
maintenance of way work, as proposed in the Carrier's Febmary 4, 1997 
notice, will yield significant economies and efficiencies in its operations. 

As the ICC/STB repeatedly has found, such efficiencies and 
economies constitute a pubiic transportation benefit. Moreover, this is 
precisely the showing that the Canier must make in this proceeding to support 
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its proposal for the implementation of sysiem operations The purpose of the 
approved merger is to generate a transportation benefit for the public. As 
emphasized by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of 
Columbia Circuit, transportation benefits include the promotion of economical 
and eflficient transportation Railway Labor Executives Association, 987 F.2d 
806, 815 (D C. Cir. 1993). 

It is not possible to properiy implement a system operation, and 
achieve the economies and efficiencies associated with such a consolidation, 
if a canier and organization attempt to continue to operate under several 
ccllective bargaining agreements. Conflicting contractual provisions, 
differences in work mles, and basic problems of coordination between and 
across several collective bargaining agreements inevitably will cut into 
question, and perhaps completely destroy, any possibility of achieving the 
eflficient, coordinated, economical operation promised by a rail consolidation. 
If the Carrier's maintenance of way work is to be consolidated into a more 
eflficient, vxonomical system operation, as is necessary to achieve the purposes 
ofthe approved merger, then it is necessary for the parties to operate under 
a single collective bargaining agreement. 

As is ils right, the Carrier has chosen to adopt the provisions of the 
collective bargaining agreemeni between UP and BMWE to govern its 
maintenance of way operations in the westem portion of the combined system 
The Organization has not argued that one of the other relevant contrac's 
should be adopted instead of the one chosen by the Carriei The Carrier's 
election means that the relevant SP and DRGW system production gang 
agreements are effectively abrogated There is no legitimate basis for insisting 
that the parties attempt to operate under several collectiv? bargaining 
agreements, when it is abundantly dear that the post-merger consolidated rai! 
operation can exist and do business most efficiently if the maintenance of way 
employees in the expansive western territory of the consolidated system are 
"'orking under a single set of contractual provisions, seniority protections, and 
work mles. 

UP/SP BMW^ Arbitration, at 21-23 (Carriers' Exh. C-4). 

The STB and the courts reached the same conclusion in analogous circumstances 

involving the consolidation of train operations. E ^ , UTU v STB, 108 F.3d at 1431 (Court agrees 

with the ICC that 'he consolidation of seniority rosters was necessary to permit unified train 

operations, changing crews at the previous territorial boundaries of the former railroads would 

increase costs, slow down transit tiines and prevent the system from operating in a unified manner); 
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Union Pacific Corp.. Union Padfic R R and Missouri Pacific R R - Control and Merger - Southern 

Pacific Transportation Co . et al. (Arbitration Review), Finance Docket No. 32760 (Sub-No. 22), 

decision served June 26, 1997 (upholding arbitrator's finding that consolidation of seniority districts 

was necessary to the transaction and wouid yield enhanced efficiency in train operations) (Carriers' 

Exh. B-15). 

Here the justification for extending the DPG arrangement is even stronger. Unlike 

Union Pacific Railroad, which acquired the entire Southern Pacific Railroad System, NSR is 

authorized to operate only a part of the Conrai! sysiem. In view of the authorized division of opera

tions, there is no practical way to leave the existing production anangements intact following con

summation ofthe Transaction Any attempt to do so necessarily would ftirther restrict production 

work, rendering operation ofthe allocated lines even less efficient 'han it is today. In these circum

stances, change is an unavoidable and immediate operalional necessity, and the specific changes that 

NSR proposes here constitute the only appropriate reanangement of forces. 

2. NSF:'s Proposed Arrangement Of Track Forces, B&B Forces, And Roadway 
Equiprntnt Repp ir Forces 

NSR intends to achieve similar transportation benefits by organizing its remaining fieid 

operations - that is, line maintenance (including non-DPG program maintenance), B&B, and equip

ment repair fiinctions - under workforce arrangements and work mles applicable to maintenance of 

way operations on NSR's adjoining former NW-Wabash lines. 
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a. NSR's Proposal To Establish Regional And Divisional Seniority For Line 
Maintenance And Equipment Repair Forces Is Necessary And 
Appropriate To The Transaction. 

NSR's proposal to realign seniority boundaries for its allocated Conrail employees is 

necessitated immediately by the stmcture of the Transaction. As we have explained, the lines to be 

operated by NSR consist of fragments of Conrail's seniority districts, zones, and regions. Only five 

of Conrail's eighteen seniority districts will be conveyed intact to NSR NSR is authorized to operate 

parts of eleven others.'* The maps submitted as Carriers' Exhibits A-32 through A-41 depict the 

fragmentation of seniority districts on the lines to be allocated. In several cases, the line segments 

to be allocated lo NSR (depicted in green) will consist of only a few miles of track — far too little 

to generate sufficient work for a mainlenance gang headquartered in those locations Woods Ded. 

T!56. 

The same is tme ofthe Conrail production regions and zones, which confine certain 

Conrail program maintenance functions .As depicted in the maps submitted as NSR Exhibits A-30 

and A-31. the lines allocated to NSR will consist of fragments of each of Conrail's existing production 

zones and of both Conrail production regions. If NSR were to attempt lO operate the allocated lines 

under these anangements NSR would be required to conduct conespondingly fragmented operations, 

rebulletining gangs frequently to perform work over relatively small territories. This would create 

very unstable and inexperienced gang consists, and, in all likelihood, severe manpower shortages in 

some areas and surpluses in others. At a minimum, the operation would be inefficient. Worse, it 

" This fragmentation affects the seniority anangements goveming nearly ali BMWE-represented 
maintenance of way empioyees Of the employees holding seniority on the lines to be allocated to 
NSR, 80 percent hold seniority on one or more ofthe eleven fragmented districts. Woods Deci. TI 
56. 
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wouid impede NSR's ability to perform the level of maintenance and upgrading required to 

accommodate the new operations and meet transportation needs. Woods Deci. Tl 57. 

Even without such fragmentation, the Conrail workforce arrangements wouid fmstrate 

impiementation of the Transaction by impairing eflficient operations on the allocated lines. As Mr. 

Woods explains, Conrail's seniority arrangements narrowly restrict the pools of available employees, 

imposing costly ddays and creating artificial manpower shortages as traveling production gangs move 

between seniority territories. As a practical matter, as Conrail's experience demonstrates, these 

anangements limit the carrier lo operaling with small gangs, which perform maintenance functions 

.slowly. Woods Deci Tl 47. 

Delays in performing maintenance of way projects impede train operations by 

increasing the time that track remains out of service or subject to maintenance-related slow orders. 

By way of example, a 20 mph slow order on a single mile of 60 mph track delays each train crew 21 

minutes. The resulting impact on productivity and train schedules is magnified as the number oftrains 

and the number and duration of slow orders increase When maintenance work is underway, the line 

must be taken out of service causing even greater dismption Ingram Ded. T! 18, Woods Deci. TI 59. 

Maintenance-related delays and dismptions cannot be avoided, but they must be 

minimized if NSR is lo achieve the level of train operations and responsive customer service contem

plated by the Control Order NSR will be competing in territories previously served exclusively (or 

principally) by Conrail, and its ability to compete effectivdy (with tmcks as well as CSXT) will 

depend on its ability to meet the demanding schedules planned for its expanded operations. NSR's 

new operations over its allocatcu lines will both necessitate more maintenance — because of 

increased traflfic density (and NSR's generaliy higher maintenance standards) — and be more competi

tively vulnerable to maintenance-rdated ddays and dismptions than are Conrail's operations today. 
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Those are suflficient reasons alone not to hold NSR to the restrictive seniority arrangements and mies 

under which Conrail has operated Woods Deci TI 59. 

Moreover. Conrail's arrangements would impose even greater burdens in the new 

competitive environment. As Mr. Ingram explains, the seniority arrangements in effect on Conrail 

would operale more restrictively on the expanded NSR system than they do on Conrail today. 

Conrail today enjoys multiple routing options for most of its traffic flows. If train operations on a 

particular route or corridor are blocked or slowed by maintenance of way operations. Conrail is able 

to detour traffic to alternate routes For instance, when Conrail needed to perform maintenance on 

its Water Level Route beiween Albany and Buffalo, New York, it could minimize operational 

interference by temporarily detouring trains to ils parallel Southern Tier Line. Such routing options 

enabled Conrail more readily to tolerate dismptions associated with maintenance of way operations. 

When the Conrai! iines are operated as part of the expanded NSR system, however, the alternate 

routes v\ill be operated by CSXT in direct competition with NSR, they will not be available to NSR 

for detour operations. For east-west traffic, CSXT exclusively will opeiate the Water Level Route, 

while NSR will operate the Southern Tier Line in direct competition. NSR will not have the same 

means to avoid or miligate the substantial dismptions caused by maintenance of way operations. In 

these circumstances, extending Conrail's restrictive workforce artangements to the allocated lines 

would fmstrate the authorized operations. Ii.^iam Deci. Tl 23; Woods Deci. Tl 52. 

Instead, NSR proposes to realign seniority artangements consistently with its proposed 

management stmcture and with the seniority artangements that are in effect on NSR's former NW-

Wabash properties Specifically, NSR proposes to establish new regional seniority rosters for each 

track classification by iovetailing its allocated employees onto those rosters based on comparable 

work classifications and seniority dates from the Conrail/BMWE rosters. So arranged, the affected 
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employees will be eligible to exercise their seniority to positions on fixed headquarters gangs or 

production gangs throughout NSR's newly established Northern Region Woods Deci. TI 60. 

For roadway equipment repair functions, allocated employees who hold seniority on 

Conraii's existing repairman rosters (and certain former Conraii machinists) wiii be dovetailed onto 

newly created repairman rosters . On the Northern Region lines, a separate set of rosters will be 

established for each managerial operating division NSR similariy proposes to anange its newly 

allocated B&B employees under corresponding classifications on new divisional rosters. Woods 

Ded TI61 

These seniority a-nangements are expected to yield numerous transportation benefits. 

The arrangements principally are designed to establish employee pools of sufficient size to support 

efficient and flexible maintenance operations. As on NSR's existing properties, the ability to move 

gangs quickly in response to maintenance needs will minimize train delays and dismptions caused by 

track-related slow orders and line closings By using relalively larger gangs to perform maintenance 

functions. NSR will complete needed maintenance work quickly and efficiently, with minimal 

disruption to train operations Moreover, these arrangements wili permit NSR to operate vvith 

employees who remain on assignments long enough to gain proficiency, to facilitate efficient work 

schedules, and to minimize down time and ? iministrative burdens associated with frequent 

rebulletining of gangs Woods Ded TI 62. 

The more flexible arrangements aiso wiil generate immediate cost savings and 

eflfidendes in the use of maintenance forces and equipment. NSR expects to achieve more than $1.2 

million in annual savings in labor and equipment costs by operating its surfacing gangs on its allocated 

lines under a regional seniority anangement (Woods Dec! TI 62), reasor alone for NSR's proposed 

reartangemenl of seniority rights. Sfifi CSX Contrnl/Train Operations 
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The arrangements proposed by NSR will expand the seniority rights of neariy all 

affected employees This should, in general, be a welcome change Expanding seniority rights gives 

employees more work opportunities and enhanced financial security. Woods Dec!. TI 63. 

The proposed expanded seniority territories are on a par with those existing under the 

NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement. The largest of the proposed seniority tertitories for the allocated 

lines is coextensive wilh NSR's newly established Northem Region, which extends from Chicago, 

Illinois to Secaucus, New Jersey. The longest distance that an allocated former Conrail employee 

could travd while working on a gang that pays expenses wiil be 804 highway miles. By comparison, 

the Westem Region under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreemeni is 764 highway miles in length Under 

the NSR/BMWE agreement (in effect on the lines ofthe former Southern Railway), empioyees can 

be required to protect temtories as long as 1,000 miles. Consistently with those anangements, the 

fijriough rale of BMWE empioyees on NSR is a fraction ofthe Conraii rate Woods Deci TI 64. 

Moreover, as a practical matter, the size of a seniority district bears little rdationship 

to the distances that will be covered by individual employees As explained above (at pp 9-11). most 

mainlenance of way employees on the NSR system work on local forces, within an assigned Track 

Supervisor's tenitory NSR plans to establish Track Supervisor territories on the NSR-aliocated lines 

of comparable size to Conrail's existing Track Supervisor territories. The distances to be traveled by 

other forces will be limiied by the number of gangs operating on the region." When required to 

travel, employees are compensated for expenses. Woods Ded. TI 66. 

Moreover, under NSR's proposal, employees wiii not be required to protect assignments on 
fixed headquarters gangs Under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, which NSR proposes to appiy 
to the allocated lines, employees holding seniority on BMWE rosters are required only to exerdse 
thdr seniority to positions on non-fixed headquarters gangs. Woods Ded. TI 67. 
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b. Extension Of The NVV-Wabash/BMWE Agreement Is Appropriate 
And Necessary To The Transaction. 

Consistently with its proposed reanangement of forces, NSR proposes to operate the 

allocated iines, along with its adjoining former N'W-Wabash properties, under the mles ofthe NW-

Wabash/BMWE Agreement As NSR shows in this section, this artangement wili facilitate the 

coordination of maintenance of way work on NSR's expanded system, will promote efficient mainte

nance of way operations necessary to NSR's Operating Plan, and will ensure consistency in the craft 

allocation of work mles on the allocated lines^" 

Application of the N'W-Wabash/BMWE Agreement will fadlitate ftjrther coordination 

of NSR's maintenance of way operations at the numerous points where NSR's existing lines adjoin 

and parallel the lines allocated to NSR at numerous points across the sysiem Woods Deci. Tl 69, 

The NW-Wabash^MWE Agreement contains mlcs, not found in the Conrail/BMWE 

Agreement, tor ftirther merging maintenance of way operations as needed to address immediate and 

fijture needs Rule 18 pennits NSR to use employees outside their seniority districts for up to thirty 

days. This enables the carrier eflficiently and flexibly to deploy gangs lo respond to unscheduled or 

immediate maintenance needs, without effecting lasting workforce changes Applying this mle to the 

allocated lines, in coordination with the adjoining N'W-Wabash lines, will enable NSR to deploy ils 

workforces quickly and efficiently to meet operational needs, without regard to historic tertitorial 

" As provided in Article II, Section 1 of the proposed implementing agreement with BMWE 
(Carriers' Exh A-l, at p. 5), NSR proposes to conduct all of its field maintenance of way operations 
(line maintenance, B&B. and line-of-road equipment repair) on the allocated lines under the terms 
ofthe NW-Wabash/B.MWE Agreemem The separate proposed NSR fAM agreement (Caniers' Exh. 
A- l . at p 25) expressly provides that the lAM-represented Conrail empioyees perfonning line-of-
road equipment repair work on the fonner New York Centrai Railroad iines to be operated by NSR 
(a -otal of seven individuals) will be employed by NSR under the terms ofthe NW-Wabash/BMWE 
Agreement This arrangement will enable NSR to use its line-of-road equipment repair forces 
eflir.ently and will expand the work opportunities ofthe seven lAM-represented equipment repainnan 
to be allocated to NSR. 
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restrictions Woods Ded TITI 68, 69 This flexibility will be particulariy important to NSR's ability 

to operate the allocated lines as a p .rt of its expanded system, rather than as fragments ofa formerly 

separate rail system CSX/Train Operations at 14 ("Were the Carrier required to continue 

operating this territory as four separate railroads, each with its own workforce and seniority districts, 

the operating efficiencies contemplated by the coordination would be illusory ") (emphasis omitted). 

As depicted in the map submitted as Carriers' Exh A-46, the NoA-allocated lines cross 

or paralld NSR's existing lines at many points, induding Columbus, Ohio, Cincinnati, Ohio; 

Sandusky. Ohio, Hagerstown, Maryland, Detroit, .Michigan, Butler, Indiana, Wabash, Indiana, and 

Deepwater. West Virginia. In order to take operational advantage of lhese common points. NSR 

needs the ability to deploy gangs based on geographic proximity or availability withoul regard to the 

previous NSR/Conrail boundaries Applying Rule 18 ofthe NW-Wabash Agreement to the allocated 

lines will enable NSR to integrate operations as needed, promoting efficient and responsive 

transportation Under NSR's proposal, for example, a surfadng gang working under the NW-

Wabash/BIVIWE Agreement on the former NW line north of Columbus could be directed lo surface 

a segment ofa former Conrail line in the in.mediate vicinity, rather ihan deployiii,̂ . a surfacing gang 

working at a more distant location on the NW-Wabash lines Likewise, a tie patch gang working on 

the former Conrail lines could be directed to an adjacenl former NW line to meet operating needs. 

Woods Ded Tl 69 

Application ofthe NW-Wabash/bMWE Agreement also is cessary to obtain the 

benefiis of NSR's planned coordination of rai! and T&S gang operations. Artide X ofthe Febmary 6. 

1992 Imposed Agreement contains flexible work week and rest d?y mles that enable NSR to use 

empbyees for four ten-hour days, and to assign employees to work on one weekend day. in order 

to minimize operational dismption during peak traffic times These mles are complemented b> the 
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so-called "make-up time mles" provisions of Rules 50 and 51 ofthe NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement. 

Used together, these mles enable NSR to schedule employees to work eight consecutive days, with 

six consecutive days of rest This flexibility enables the carrier to schedule work to minimize 

operational interference and, at the same time, reduce employee travel requirements. Woods Deci. 

T170. 

Rule 45(a) c the N^A -̂Wabash/BlvrWE Agreement also promotes efficiency in the 

daily management of track time by enabling the carrier to schedule the meal period based on 

operational considerations Under tIJs mle the mea! may be provided at any time between the fourth 

and seventh hour of work, or at any other time on agreement of the employees and carrier This mle. 

like Article X ofthe Febmary 6, 1992 Imposed Agreement, provides needed flexibility in the conduct 

of maintenance of way operations, including DPG operations Woods Ded. Tl 71. 

The Conrail/BMWE Agreement does not permit such flexible scheduling To the 

Contrary, the agreement imposes narrow restrictions on the posting of assignments lhat restrict 

Conrail's ability eflfidently to manage track time Under Rule 10 ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement, 

most maintenance of way employees work Monday through Friday, with at least Saturday and 

Sunday as reil days, while production work is limited to Monday through Thursday, ten hours per 

day Rule 3 ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement requires the carrier to specify, among other terms, the 

rest days and meal periods for each advertised position Under Rule 18(1), the meal period must bc 

provided between the fifth and sixth hour after starting time, unless the General Chainnan and 

Division Engineer agree other wise Rule 4 ofthe agreement pennits an employee to exerdse 

sciiority in a number of circumstances, induding when the starting time or rest day for his position 

is changed Individually and cumulativdy, these requirements limit Conrail's ability to work around 

train st-hedulcs and otherwise impede the effident use of employees, tquipm.ent, and track time. 
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These requirements would operate even more restrictively after Day One, when many of the ailocaled 

lines will handle more traffic and require more maintenance Woods Deci. Tl 72. 

Under the terms of the 1992 DPG Agreement, DPGs are governed by the work mles 

in effect on the territory where the gang works on Monday of each week. Operating under the terms 

ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement, with its inflexible scheduling mles, would impede NSR's planned 

DPG operations. Woods Deci. Tl 73. 

Application of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement would impede NSR's expanded 

operations in other respects as well. A number of the mles in the Conrail/BMWE Agreement are 

incompatible with the seniority anangements necessitated by the authorized tranfaction and with the 

type of operations NSR is authorized to conduct For example, Rule 4. pertaining to the mandatory 

exercise of seniority, limits the carrier's ability to staff operations by permitting an employee to select 

a single, relatively small territorial "working zone" to which he must exercise seniority An employee 

is not obligated to accept an available position outside of his narrow working zone As explained 

above (at 22), the Conrail system is comprised of 129 such zones, many of which, like Coni-ail's basic 

seniority districts, wili be fragmented by the Transaction Applying the Conrail "working zone" mle 

would undermine the efficiency and flexibility of NSR's planned maintenance of way operations on 

the allocated lines. Woods Deci Tl 74. 

Rule 3 ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement, pertaining to the filling of vacancies, permits 

temporary vacancies to be filled by active employees in the same rank - for example, it permits a 

temporarily vacant machine operator position to be filled by an active machine operator. Each time 

a posivion is filled in this manner, a new vacancy is created which aiso must be filled, thereby creating 

another vacancy that must be filled, and so on until all affected pos'tions in the applicable seniority 

district have been restaffed. The process is then reversed ifthe vacancy was filled temporarily and 



the permanent employee retums. By contrast, under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, NSR fills 

temporary vacancies with qualified employees in lower ranks. A machine operator vacancy, for 

instance, may be filled by a laborer on the same gang, thus limiting dismption. If Rule 3 ofthe 

Conrail/BMWE Agreement were applied under the seniority arrangement proposed for the allocated 

lines, the "ripple effeci" of temporary vacancies would create serious operational dismptions and 

ineflficiencies Woods Ded. Tl 75. 

Another provision of Rule 3, regarding qualification for positions, also is incompatible 

with NSR's expanded seniority arrangements. Rule 3 requires the carrier to provide a senior 

unqualified employee an opportunity to demonstrate liis qualifications for a position within the weekly 

bid period, before the position may be awarded to a junior qualified employee. This mle imposes 

minimal burdens on Conrail today, because of the relatively small pools of employees who may bid 

on each vacancy and the rdatively small .lumbers of vacandes open to bidding by each poo! at any 

given time However, the dismptit n associated with the qualification process would be magnified 

under NSR's proposed seniority anangements, which will increase both the numbers of vacancies that 

will be bulletined at any given time and the number of employees eligible to bid on each vacancy. In 

some circumstances, application ofthe Conrail/BMWE qualifications mle could require the carrier 

to provide numerous employees an opportunity to qualify on multiple pieces of equipmeni during a 

single seven-day bid period. This requirement would impose a significant administrative burden on 

NSR and couid interfere with the timely filling of vacandes on the allocated lines. Woods Ded. | 

76." 

' Under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, machine operator positions are awarded based 
on semonty. pending qualification That is, a machine operator posiiion is awarded to the senior 
machine operator (or. if no machine operator bids, to the senior laborer), wilhout regard to the 
bidder's qualification on the particular machine. If the position is awarded to an employee not 

(continued...) 
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The scope mles of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement also are incompatible in certain 

respects with NSR's planned management and operation of the allocated lines The Conrail/'BMWE 

Agreement would reserve bridge inspection and scale inspection functions on parts of the allocated 

lines (excluding the lines of the former New York Central Railroad), and all track inspection work 

on the allocated lines, to BMWE-represented employees, thus undermining NSR's planned use of 

nonagreement employees to perform and/or delegate these fijnctions Likewise, NSR could not use 

its nonagreement Assistant Track Supervisors to perform minor track repairs in the course of 

conducting daily track inspeclions Instead, unde. the Coniail/BIVIWE Agreement, NSR would 'oe 

required to dispatch a separate BIVTWE gang to work with or behind the Assistant Track Supervisor 

to correct minor defects found by the Assistant Track Supervisor. Finally, the Conrail/BMWE 

Agreemeni establishes a separate classification of Track Lubricator Maintainers, who perform work 

that, on NSR, can be performed by any available line maintenance employee under the NW-

Wabash/BMWE Agreement In each case, maintaining Conrail's classifications mles would be far less 

eflficient and more dismptive than the method employed on the rest of the NSR system Woods Dec!. 

Tl 78." 

Application of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement also would fmstrate NSR's Operating 

Plan by creating potential variations iuid conflicts over the scope of work to be performed by different 

crafts of employees on the NSR-allocated lines As notet̂  above (Part I at pp. 11-12), the Carriers 

'̂ (continued) 
previously qualified on the machine, he is given a set period (ten days in the case of a machine 
operator, or 30 days fnr promotion of a laborer) follov/ing the assignment in which to demonstrate 
his qualifications Woo-ls Dec!. TI 77. 

" The Conrail/BMWE Agreement also includes a single welder roster. By contrast. NSR 
maintains separate rosters for electrical and thermite welders, reflecting the different techniques and 
equipment used in these distinct welding operations. Woods Deci TI 79. 
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have rea:hed implementing agreements with a number of organizations, inciuding ail Shopcraft 

Unions (excepi TWU), to govem the authorized operations. None of those agreements provides for 

continaed appiication of a Conraii labor agreement on the NSR-allocated lines. Instead. NSR has 

extended the application of its labor agreements with appropriate modifications (or, as in the case of 

URSA and AR.AS A agreed to convert affected employees to nonagreement officers). NSR is now 

in a position (subject to consummation of the Transaction), to operate ils allocated shop facilities 

under NSR's mles, standards, and practices and NS' managerial stmcture. In these circumstances, 

application ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement would invite endless and dismptive craft jurisdictional 

conflicts wilh respect to work - such as certain plumbing and facilities mainlenance - that may have 

been subject to differing past practices on NSR and Conrail Woods Ded. Tl 80." 

Likewise, variations in past practices under the Conrail/BMWE Agreements aiso could 

give rise to disputes over NSR's ability to use outside contractors for certain discrete repair and 

maintenance functions ~ such as installation of certain types of fences, constmction of certain 

retaining walis, certain bridge repairs, and paving of crossings Appiication of potentiaiiy inconsistent 

scope mles would complicate the performance of those tasks and could, in sorne cases, require NSR 

to maintain additional specialized forces, who would not be fully utilized on NSR's allocated share 

of the former Conrail lines NSR's proposal to apply the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, by 

contrast, wiii enable NSR to make fill! and productive use ol'all available forces. Woods Ded. TI 81. 

These represent only a few ofthe differences between the Conrail and NW-Wabash 

mles. The Conrail/BMWE Agreement also contains differing mles regarding, inter alia, the 

Application of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement could create conflicts over work (such as 
certain maintenance work in Mechanical Department facilities and the maintenance of switch heaters), 
which has been perfonned by BMWE-represented plumbers on Conrail and by other crafts on NSR. 
Woods Ded. TI 80. 
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advertisement and award of positions (Rule 3(3)); the provision of employee meais (Ruie 24). the 

handling of claims and grievances (Rule 26). and the handling of disciplinary hearings and appeals 

(Rule 27) Although most ofthe differences are not individually unmanageable, cumulatively they 

would interfere with NSR's operation of the allocated lines as part of its expanded system Woods 

Ded, Tl 82, 

Because of these numerous differences, application of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement 

would require NSR to incur needless additional administrative expenses If NSR were required to 

operate the allocated lines under the terms of the Conrail/BIVIWE Agreement, it would need to 

maintain multiple daims handling procedures, bidding processes, training facilities and payroll 

systems, necessitating duplicative computer systems and staffs Such requirements would impose 

addilional costs on NSR, while producing no corresponding benefits for employees or the public. 

Instead, NSR intends to achieve substantial efficiencies through unification of bidding, training, 

payroll and other personnel practices and systems on its existing and allocated lines Woods Dec!. 

TI83. 

3. NSR's Proposal Adequatelv Protects Employees' Interests. 

Adopting the proposed implementing agreement will nol compromise the interests of 

individual employees. The NW-Wabash/BMWE Agieement and the Conrail̂ MWE Agreement are 

largely the products of national negotiations, and their economic terms are comparable In fact, many 

ofthe terms ofthe agreements - including the basic health and welfare benefits packages - are the 

same To be sure. BMWE could point to particular Conrail/BMWE mles that, viewed in isolation, 

might seem more generous to employees than comparable mles under the NW-Wabash/BMWE 

Agreement Certain N'W-Wabash/'BMWE mles are more generous than their Conrail/BMWE 

counterparts. But there is no occasion for such a comparison. Parties are not entitled to "cherry 
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pick" between the mles of two different agreements. Union Pacific Corp et al.-ContrnI and 

Merger-Southern Padfic Rail Corp et al. Finance Docket No. 32760 served August 12, 1996, slip 

op. at 174. Certainly, the differences do not render the NW-Wabash/BMWE agreement inherently 

or objectivdy "inferior" to the Conrail/BlvnVE agreement. UP-SP/Train Operatinns slip op at 6 

("This is not a case where the carrier is using New York Dock as a pretext to apply a new, uniform 

collective bargaining agreement that is inferior in matters such as wage levels, benefits levels, and 

working conditions.").'* 

Finally. NSR's proposai adequateiy protects employee rights under the New York 

I2c£k conditions Conrail's Supplemental Unemployment Benefits ("SUB") Plan provides certain 

monetary benefiis to qualified employees who are ftirioughed by Conrail. NSR acknowledges that 

the Conrail SUB Pian is covered by Article I , Section 3 ofthe New York Dock conditions, governing 

the application of "existing job security or other protective conditions or arrangements," and. 

accordingly, will continue the SUB Plan (consistently with the seniority anangements and obligations 

under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement to be applied to the allocated properties) Allocated 

employees who otherwise are covered by the SUB Plan at the time of allocation may elect to recdve 

As referee Simon reasoned in his Artide I , Section 4 award in CSX Radio Repair Shop 
Consoiidation at 25): 

Nor is it appropriate to make quaiitative judgments about the different agreements. 
... [It] would be an impossible task to determine which agreement, taken in its 
entirety', is "the best" Some "better" provisions of one agreement may be outweighed 
by "better" provisions on different matters in another agreement. Furthennore, what 
may be beneficial for one employee may be immaterial to another. 
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the Plan benefits in lieu of any New York Dock protection in the event they are furioughed from 

NSR" 

Likewise, NSR's proposal adequately protects all "rights, privileges, and benefits" 

subject to protection under Article I, Section 2 of the New York Dock conditions. As we explained 

in Part I (at pp. 23-24), Section 2 protection covers only certain benefits - such as pension benefits 

- that are considered "vested and accmed" Carmen III, slip op at 27. UP-SP/Train Operations, slip 

op. at 7 (quoting UTU v STB. 108 F.3d at 1430). Moreover, Section 2 is implicated only ifthe 

differences between the comparable benefits is material and substantive. UP-SP/Train Operations, 

slip op. at 7. Section 2 is not implicated by NSR's proposal here. 

NSR. like Conrail, offers its BMWE-represented employees the opportunity to 

participate in a 401(k) savings plan as a matter of company policy. NSR propo.ses to place its allo

cated BMWE-represented employees under NSR's own, more generous policy NSR contributes a 

thirty percent match (up to certain dollar amounts) to employee contributions. Under Conrail's plan, 

by contrast, the carrier does not match contributions made b> BMWE-represented employees. 

Other employee benefits will not change. The Conrail and NW-Wabash Agreements 

incorporate the same basic health and welfare benefits package, which was negotiated nationally by 

BMWE The Plan indudes, among other benefits, the national dental plan, the national supplemental 

sickness plan, and the nationally negotiated eariy retirement major medical benefits Allocated 

" In addition, and subject to the election of benefits requirements of Article I, Section 3 ofNeyy 
York Dock, ailocaled former Conrail employees who otherwise meet the qualification requirements 
will become eligible for protective benefits under the Febmary 7, 1965 Stabilization Agreement 
(Carriers' Exh A-11), as modified and extended, by virtue ofthe application ofthe NW-Wabash 
Agreement The Conrail/BMWE Agreement does not incorporate and appiy ihe Febmary 7, 1965 
Agreement to Conraii empioyees. 
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empioyees wil! experience no lapse in coverage and, where applicable, will continue to receive bene

fits in accordance with their existing elections. 

B. NSR'S PROPOSAL FOR CONSOLIDATING SHOP FUNCTIONS IS 
APPROPRIATE. 

Other public benefits of the Transaction will be secured through the integration of 

shop functions in support of maintenance of way operations on the expanded NSR system Pursuant 

to the Transaction Agreement, roadway equipmeni repair and rail welding functions for the retained 

and allocated Conrail lines may be performed on an interim basis at the roadway equipment repair 

shop at Canton, Ohio, and the rail welding plant at Lucknow (Harrisburg). Pennsylvania The agree

ment enables either Carrier to terminate its use of the Canton and Lucknow facilities on six months' 

notice. 

As described in Part I of the Carriers' submission. NSR and CSXT have agreed to 

close the Canton and Lucknow facilities and to consolidate the functions currentiy conducied in those 

faciiities with the operations at existing NSR and CSXT faciiities. This wiii involve abolishing ali 

remaining positions at the Canton and Lucknow facilities, including a number of positions subject to 

the Conrail/BMWE Agreement Conrail cunently employs 90 BMWE-represented employees at the 

Canton shop and six BMWE-represented employees at Lucknow. Under the Carriers'joint proposal 

for thc allocation of the BMW -̂represented workforces at the Canlon and Lucknow facilities, Zt, 

explained in Part I. such employees affected by the plant closings will be afforded an opportunity, in 

accordance with thdr existing seniority standing, to fill newly established positions, dther by follow

ing thdr work to one of its new locations on the NSR system or on the CSXT system (in regard to 

roadway equipment repair), or by exercising existing seniority rights to other maintenance of way 

positions on Conrail, NSR, or CSXT. Woods Ded. TI 84 
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Here, NSR explains its plans for integrating functions previously performed at Canton 

and Lucknow into NSR's existing operations and its proposal for reananging the workforces pursuant 

to New Vork t̂ ock Article I , Section 4. Specifically, NSR intends to transfer the equipment repair 

ftinctions associated with its allocated lines to NSR's Chariotte Roadway Shop in Chariotte, North 

Carolina and to relocate the rail welding functions for the allocated lines to NSR's Rail Fabrication 

Plant in Atlanta Woods Deci TI 85. 

NSR's plans for these functions are part of its larger plan, as described above (at I I -

19), to integrate its allocated lines into its existing MW&S Subdepartment operations The ftmctions 

performed at Canton and Lucknow - along with various mainlenance of way support ftjnctions 

performed by outside contr?-tors for Conrail - are performed on a centralized basis on the NSR 

system. NSR intends to take advantage of the opportunities made possible by the Transaction to 

achieve greater operating eflficiencies and economies by expanding its existing support operations to 

encompass the allocated lines. 

The proposed shop coordinations present familiar New York Dock transactions Sfifi, 

Norfplk Southern Rv and Norfolk & Western Ry anH Rmtherhond nf kailwav Carmen Divi-

SiciklCIi, June 19, 1995 (Muessig, Arb ) ("NSR-NW/Car Shop CnnsnliHatinr)"̂  (".oordination of 

rail car repair ftinctions is the lype of action which ICC anticipated and which has as its ptirpose the 

creation of operational effidendes) (Caniers' Exh C-17), Norfblk & Westem Rv . et al and Rr^thfr-

hood of Railroad Sisr̂ almen. Febmary 9, 1989 (LaRocco. Arb.) ("NS Signal Shop Consnlidatinn") 

at 19-20 (signal shop work consoiidation "is of the type that the caniers could reasonably be expecied 

to pursue under the auspices of the control case." (Carners' Exh. C-16). Such coordinations are 

subject to the same basic legal standards ~ including the 'necessity" standard for modifying existing 

labor agreenients - that govem NSR's proposed coordination of fieid operations (as described in Part 
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I , at pages 18-23) Coordinations such as these, involving the integration of centralized functions, 

yielJ public benefits by enabling caniers to eliminate duplicative facilities and to staff operations more 

eflficiently. CSX Corp -Control-Chessie Svstem. Inc. and Seaboard Cpast Line Industries. Inc , 

8 I C C. 2d at 720 (Carriers' Exh. B-4) (aflfirming arbitrator's mling that centralization of power 

distribution function would permit "obvious efficiencies and thus economies"), NS Signai Shop 

Consolidation, at 20 (consolidation of signal repair shop work allows the carriers "to accme the same 

economic savings that the acquisition was designed to achieve and the coordination will provide the 

public with more eflficient and affordable rail services"). 

In order to achieve those benefits, it is neariy always necessary to provide for the 

application ofa single labor agreement at the consolidated facility Id ; Union R R and Bessemer & 

Lakl' Erie R R and United Stedworkers of America October 21, 1997 (Witt. Arb ) (Caniers* Exh. 

C-21) (consolidation of clerical fiinctions under single agreement) ("URR-BLE/Clerical Coordina-

liCD"). petition for review pending sub nom Blackstone Capital Panners L P Blackstone Transpor

tation Partners L P . and USX Corp - Exemption Finance Docket No. 31363 (Sub-No 3). filed 

November 10, 1997, Conrail and IAM June 21, 1993 (Peterson, Arf>.), at 13 (terms ofConrail agree

ment applied to merged operations) 

The agreement to be applied is that of the "controlling carrier" — that is, the surviving 

camVs acreement is applied to the consolidated operation Conrail and Monongahda Ry and 

United Transportation Union (F,.) ("Conrail/Monongahda and imi"^ October 29,1992 (LaRocco, 

Arb.) (Cartiers' Exh, C-9). at 17 (applying the "controlling carrier" prindple in concluding that thc 

trans.ening locomotive engineers should be placed under the engineers' agreement ofthe surviving 

carrier), NS Siena! Shoo Consolidation at 27 (endorsing and applying the "controlling canier" 

principle in holding that signal shop work transferred from NSR to NW would be govemed by the 
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NW agreements). Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers and Union Pacific R R January 17. 1985 

(Sddenberg, Arb ) (Carriers' Exh C-2) (agreement of controlling carrier applied to coordinated train 

operations). 

Applying the controlling cartier's labor agreement eliminates contractual restrictions 

that otherwise would staiid in the way of fijll operational integration. As referee LaRocco explained 

in a dispute arising out of a Conrail merger: 

Conrail is the controlling Carrier in the merger and thus, it is most appropriate 
to place MGA Engineers under the Agreement applicable to Locomotive 
Engineers on Conrail Souihern Raiiway-Purchase-lllinois Central Railroad 
Line. 5 I.C C 2d 842 (1989) Complete integration of train operations makes 
it unwieldy for MGA Engineers to carry any portion of the MGA agreement 
with them to Conrail Imposing multiple agreements on the former MGA 
territory would render the coordination not jusl awkward but would thwart 
the transaciion. 

Conrail/Mononftahcl? and UTU, at 17 The specific anangements proposed by NSR here fijily satisfy 

those standards. 

1. Consolidation Of Roadwav Fgnipmynt Rfpairs 

NSR's plan lo consolidate roadway equipment repair functions on its expanded system 

will yield numerous benefits by centralizing equipment repair fijnctions in NSR's Charlotte Roadway 

Shop This integration, as described specifically in NSR's Operating Pian (Carriers' Exh. A-4 at 

339). will facilitate NSR s plans to apply its equipment maintenance practices and techniques to its 

operation of the allocated lines Woods Ded. Tl 86. 

As Mr Woods explains, NSR's roadway equipment maintenance operations arc 

qualitatively differeni, and substantially more extensive, than the repair fimctions performed on 

Conrail today Conrail's centralized equipment maintenance operations are limited to repairs of road

way equipment Conrail purchases its equipment parts and components from outside suppliers and 
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uses outside contractors to perform any rebuilding or major reftirbishing of equipment. Woods Deci. 

1187. 

NSR, by contrast, performs its own equipment design, fabrication and major 

equipment overhauls, in addition to and in connection 'vith its centralized maintenance operations. 

Equipment that is sent to the Charlotte Roadway Shop for maintenance is not only repaired but 

reftirbished to the latest design standards. Equipment maintained in this fashion is more rdiable, 

productive, and iong lasting than equipment maintained under Conrail's standards and practices. 

Woods Deci TI 88. 

NSR's decision to close the Canton Shop was heavily influenced by its comparison of 

the rdative operations and capacities ofthe Canton and Chariotte shops. The Chariotte Roadway 

Shop is an integrated, state-of-the-ait equipment repair and reftirbishmenl piant, equipped with 

computer-controlled machine tools and heaw metal working and cutting equipment. The shop aiso 

inciudes deaicatei fabrication work stations equipped wilh modern wdding and ftime extraction 

equipmeni and climate-controlled painting and equipm.ent washing faci'=*"es The Chariotte Shop 

employs approximately 115 agreement and nonagreement employees, including its own staff of 

engineers and draftsmen dedicated to machine design, devdopment. and innovation. Maintenance, 

manufacturing, and rebuilding ftinctions are performed in the Chariotte fadlity by 96 employees in 

various Shopcrafts. Most of the Shopcrafts employees (approximately 56) are lAM-represented 

machinists, while the other Shopcrafts organizations represent the remaining agreement work force. 

Woods Ded. Tl 89. 

By comparison, Conrail's roadway equipment facilities, like its maintenance opera

tions, are limited The Canton Shop is a classic tum-of-the-century steam locomotive shop that was 

converted to an equipment repair shop and has since undergone no major renovations. The Canton 
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Shop has no machine shop, dedicated component fabrication areas, or equipment washing facilities. 

Upgrading that facility to meet NSR's operating needs would be cost-prohibitive. Instead, NSR has 

begun investing approximately $13.5 million to expand its Chariotte facility to meet the needs of the 

expanded NSR system. Woods Ded. Tl 90. 

The consolidation of roadway equipment functions will save approximately $1.2 

million annually in operating costs through the consolidation of functions and approximately $1.5 

million annually in the costs of equipment parts and componenis. In addition, the integration will 

produce other, less readily quantifiable, benefits through improved equipment performance. These 

are precisely the sort of benefits that the Transaction is intended to produce. Woods Ded. Tl 91. 

The arrangements proposed by NSR are appropriate to the Transaction and fair to 

employees. CSXT and NSR have agreed to allocate the available Canton Shop employees based on 

the Carriers' operating needs Under that formula, as reflected in Appendix A, Section 1(C) ofthe 

proposed implementing agreement (Carriers' Exh. A-l at 11), up to twenty of those employees will 

be allocated to CSXT, and the remainder will be allocated to NSR. Most, if not ali ofthe affected 

BMWE-represented employees at the shop will have opportunities to continue their railroad 

employment following the Canton Shop closing. 

Some or all of the active Canton Shop employees also will have the option of follow

ing their work to Chariotte in accordance with the terms ofthe proposed NSR Repair Shop Agree

ment (Carriers' Exh. A-l. at 20-21). NSR pians to create 56 new shopcrafts positions at the 

Chariotte shop to handle the additional roadway equipment for the expanded system. Those positions 

will be advertised in the various Shopcratls in accordance v̂ th NSR's staffmg needs (roughly in 
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propcrtion to the cunent distribution of Shopcrafts employees in the Chariotte Shop).̂ ' Those new 

Shopcrafts positions will be advertised to employees at Canton in advance of the plant closing 

(around the same time that CSXT advertises its new roadway equipment shop positions at Richmond, 

Virginia) Positions will be awarded in order of seniority to employees with requisite experience in 

the work of the Shopcrafts. Employees who follow their work to Charlotte will work under the terms 

of the applicable agreement goveming the respective classifications. NSR anticipates that all of its 

allocated eniployees will be able to secure continued employment by one of these means and, 

accordingly, anticipates no fijrioughs as a rf̂ sult of the Canton Shop closing. Woods Deci. TI 93. 

Under NSR's proposal, in accordance with established New York Dock standards, 

employees affecled by the Canton shop closing will be required to follow their work to one of its new 

locations or exercise their exi.sting BMWE seniority rights, in order to remain eligible for New York 

Dock benefits. E^., Brotherhood of Railway. Airiine & Steamship Clerks and Union Padfic R.R . 

Febmary 4, 1986 (Sharp, ArH.) (Caniers' Exh C-5). at 9. Maine Central R R . et a! and International 

Associalion of Machinists, Febmary 16. 1987 (Zack, Arb.) (Carriers' Exh. C-14). at 2, Maine Central 

R R • et al and Brotherhood of Railway. Airiine & Steamship Clerks. April 1, 1987 (Lieberman, Arb.) 

(Carriers' Exh C-13), at 23 ("it is well established that employees who refijse to transfer with 

available work" are not eligible for New York Dock benefits, even when the transfer requires 

relocation), Michad, et al and Ddaware & Hudson Ry.. October 26. 1987 (O'Brien, Arb.) (Carriers' 

Exh. C-15), ht 6-8 (under New York Dock, employees were obligated to "transfer with available 

*̂ NSR plans to - stablish positions for 33 machinists, eight blacksmiths, two laborers, five 
electricians, four carmen and four sheetmetal workers Chariotte Shopcraft employees curtently are 
represented by the Shopcraft Unions, which are parties to the March I , 1975 Southem "Shop Crafts" 
Agreemert (Carriers' Exh A-12) IBEW (which represents the Chariotte Shop electricians), IAM 
(machinists). NCFO (laborers). IBB (blacksmiths), and the SMWIA (sheetmetal workers). Woods 
Ded. Ti 92. 
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work . . even if this required a change in residence"). Consolidated Rai! Corp and Inlernational 

Brotherhood of Boilennakers. April 8. 1994 (Marx. Arb) (Carriers' Exh. C-7), at 9-10. An employee 

who elects to relocate in order to follow his work is entitled to a moving allowance under New York 

Dock Artide 1, Section 9 

Any Canton Shop employees who are unable to follow their work to Charlotte or to 

CSXTs equipment repair shop will be allocated to NSR * lost of the 90 active BMWE-represented 

employees hold seniority righis on other rosters covering parts ofthe NSR-allocated lines, and will 

have the option to exercise that seniority to a position in the field forces in the event lhat they are 

unable to obtain a position at Chariotte or at CSXT's equipment repair shop. Woods Dec!. TI 94. 

Some or all of the unions may oppose NSR's proposed anangements for the Charlotte 

Shop coordination, however, the grounds for potential opposition are unclear. Certainly there would 

be no basis for a contention on the part of BMWE that employees who follow their work to Charlotte 

should continue to work under the terms of the Conrail/BMWE Agreemeni Such an outcome would 

be contrary to established precedent (the "controlling carrier" principle, as described above). More

over, such an approach would be operationally infeasible Applying the Conrail/BMWE Agreement 

in Chariotte could prevent integration of NSR's expanded roadway equipment flee* and would impede 

fiill operational integration by requiring NSR to segregate work based on the original ownership of 

the work equipment (or some other similar consideration unrelated to operating efficiency). In any 

event, maintaining separate agreements would impede integration of the workforce at Charlotte, 

complicating the filling of assignments and the completion of work and othenvise standing in the way 

of realization ofthe public benefits of the Transaction." 

" As referee LaRocco found in a 1989 Article I , Section 4 arbitration involving the consoli
dation of signal shop operations on the lines of the former NW and former Southern Railway systems: 

(continued . .) 
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The fact that the consolidated operations previously were perfonned under agreements 

with differeni unions does not bar application of the controlling carrier principle or otherwise require 

a different result than the one proposed by NSR It is not up to the referee to resolve representational 

disputes, anH the fact that transferring employees will be represented by different organizations at 

their new 1.cation is no obstacle to the imposition of an appropriate implementing agreement. 

URR/BLE/Clcrical Coordination; CSX Control/Train Operations. Finance Docket No. 28905 

(Sub-No. 27), at 15 ("[T]he effect of [ICC/STB-authorized] transactions on sdection of union 

membership is under the jurisdiction of the National Mediation Board acting under the Railway Labor 

Act.") 

The Shopcraft Unions' objections to NSR's proposed workforce anangements are iike-

w.se without merit. The Shopcraft Unions do not take issue with NSR's plan to relocate equipment 

repair work from Canton to Chariotte. Nor do they seem to object to application ofthe controlling 

carrier principle - that is, to NSR's proposal lo place the transferred work under the scope ofthe 

Shopcrafts agreements currently in effect at Chariotte Apparently, however, some or all of the 

Shopcraft Unions will oppose the proposed implementing agreement on the ground that empioyees 

27 (continued) 
Although the organization acknowledges that the work at Roanoke will be com
mingled, it nonetheless urges us to carry forward some mles in the CG and SR 
Schedule Agreements and allocate Roanoke positions among the three raiiroads. 
However, complete integration of the fimgible signal repair work renders il impossible 
for the employees who transfer from East Point to Roanoke to import any portion of 
the CG or SR Schedule Agreements with them Imposing multiple schedule agree
ments at the Roanoke facility would not just make the coordination unwieldy but 
would totally thwart the transaction. The Carriers persuasively argued that they could 
never attain operation efficiencies if the NW had to manage signal shop work and 
supervise shop workers under multiple and sometimes conflicting collective bargain
ing agreements. 
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who transfer to Charlotte should be treated as new hires for purposes of establishing seniority under 

the aoplicable Shopcraft agreements NSR's proposed implementing agreement, by contrast, provides 

for the "dovetailing" of comparable seniority on the appropriate Shopcraft rosters. Sfifi NS Signal 

Shop Consolidation, at 31 ("Since we are applying the controlling carrier concept to this transaction, 

those CG and SR employees who bid on and trarisfer to Roanoke shall have their seniority dovetailed 

into the appropriate regional signalmen roster on the NW") This artangement is intended to give 

employees opportunities to foliow their work, with due consideration for NSR's operating need for 

qualified and experienced employees. NSR believes that its proposed seniority arrangement is 

appropriate to the Transaciion and should be adopted. 

2. Integration OfRail Welding Function^ 

NSR also intends to lake advantage of the opportunity to achieve system-wide 

eflfidendes by consolidating rail wdding fiincMons for the expanded NSR system This work involves 

the processing of continuous welded rail segments for use in rail production projects Both Conrail 

and NSR operate central rai! wdding facilities On both carriers, the rail fabrication work is per

fonned in a carrier-owned facility, which is operated by an outside contractor BMWE-i epresented 

employees at both plants perform ancillary rail loading and unloading ftinctions. In addition, NSR's 

BMWE-represented workforce is involved in the reconditioning of worn rail. Woods Deci. T 95. 

NSR's decision to consolidate the rai! welding work in its Atlanta Rail Fabrication 

Plant was based in part on the relative condition and capacity of the carriers' respective existing 

facilities. NSR's rail welding facility is equipped with more modern machinery, which produces a 

higher quality continuous weided rail Rail welds produced at Atlanta have a substantially iower 

failure rate than raii wdds produced at Lucknow and, accordingly, will support safer operations and 

need less frequent repair. Rail wdds produced at Lucknow comply with industry safety standards 
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bul do not meet NSR's own m.ore stringent production standards In addition, the Atlanta facility, 

unlike Conrail's, is equipped to perform reconditioning of used rail Thi; process enables NSR to 

recycle for lower speed and lower density uses (such as yard track) rail that has exceeded its useful 

life in main iine operations. Finally, the Atlanta piant, unlike Conrail's, has facilities for storage of 

finished rail. Rail produced at Lucknow must be loaded directly into specially equipped rail cars. If 

such cars are unavailable for any reason, the production process is slowed or halted. Woods Deci. 

196. 

Moreover, the Atianta facility already has capacity to perform rail welding functions 

for the allocated lines The Atlanta facility is equipped to weld 1200 miles ofrail annually, a level that 

has vastly exceeded NSR's system wide needs in recent years The excess capacity of the Atlanta 

Fabrication Plant can readily be deployed to meet the needs cf NSR's expandt. system with no 

additiona! capital investmeni Woods Dec! TI 97 

Conrail's Lucknow Plant, by contrast, is nol equipped to handle rail fabrication or 

reconditioning for the expanded NSR sysiem In its current condition, the Lucknow Plant is capable 

of w elding approximaiely 400 track miles of rail per year Moreover, the plant's two aged rail 

welding machines would need to be replaced, at an estimated cosl of $3 million, in the near fijture 

Woods Ded T! 98. 

By shifting the rai! wdding functions to Atlanta, NSR will be able to obtain the mater

ials necessar>' to maintain the allocated lines to the standards set by NSR's Engineering Department 

and will generate other substantial public benefits Closing the Lucknow facility wiii save approxi

matdy $12 million annually in contractor fees and other operating expenses (exclusive of wages paid 

to BNfWTE-represented employees) and will obviate the capital investment that otherwise would be 

required to retrofit the Lucknow facility to meet NSR's needs. Woods Deci. Ti 99. 
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These benefits will be achieved with minimal effect on involved employees Most of 

the workforce at Conrail's Lucknow Plant is employed by the contractor that performs the wdding 

fiinctions. Closing of the Lucknow Plant will not result in the fiiriough ofany BMWE-represented 

employees Only six BMWE-represented employees currently work at the Lucknow facility; all of 

those employees are to be allocated to NSR. NSR plans to allow Lucknow en.ployees to follow their 

work in connection with established new positions at NSR's Atlanta Rail Fabrication Plant. The 

proposed implementing agreement (Artide II , Section I) establishes a mechanism for the selection 

of assignment of employees to the expanded Atianta Fabrication Piant operaticn and specifies the 

anangements under which the transfened work vvill be performed. In accordance with the controlling 

carrier principle, the transferred work will be placed under the agreement currently applicable to the 

Atlanta operation. Employees who follow their work will have their Conrail seniority dates 

"dovetailed" onto the applicable rosters 

Cunent Lucknow employees who do not transfer to Atla.nla will have continued work 

opportunities on the allocated lines The Lucknow employees hold seniority on one or more of 

Conrail's Harrisburg Division BMWE rosters and will have an opportunity, in accordance with the 

overall workforce allocation proposed by the Carriers, to bid on new line maintenance positions 

bulletined on the NSR or CSXT allocated lines. 

The urJons have not articulated any specific objections to the proposed coordination 

ofrail wdding work on NSR. If BMWE were to oppose NSR's proposal in arbitration on the ground 

that it fails to impose the Conrail/BMWE Agreement on NSR's rail wdding plant wdth respect to any 

former Conrail employees who move with their work to Atlanta, such opposilion would be without 

basis, for the reasons we have explained above Imposing the Conrail/BMWE Agreement on thc 

Atianta facility would impede the coordination and deprive NSR and the pubhc of some ofthe 
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benefits of the Transaction. Eg, Conrail/Monongahda and UTU. at 17 (rejecting proposal that 

would enable employees to "carry" with them "any portion o f their prior labor agreement). 

C. NSR'S PROPOSAL TO USE OU I SIDE CONTRACTORS FOR 
EXTRAORDINARY CAPITAL PROJECTS IS APPROPRIATE AND 
NECESSARY TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TRANSACTION. 

Finally, the Carriers' proposed im.plementing agreement indudes a provision (Article 

I § 1(h)) for expediting certain maintenance of way projects necessary to implement the Conrail 

Transaction For reasons we explain here and in the accompanying declarations (Ingram Dec!. TITI 24-

36 and Woods Dec! TITI 103-119). NSR needs a temporary arrangement to permit its use of outside 

contractors in order to complete lhe capital projects that are required for the integration and 

improvement of train operations on NSR's expanded system in the manner described in NSR's 

Operating Plan 

The proposal NSR makes here was first described in the Carriers' STB Application. 

There. NSR described ils plans to invest more than $500 million in the constmction. expansion, and 

upgrading of facilities and infrastmcture on ils existing and allocated properties NSR identified 

specific cap'*a! projects that would be necessary to link its existing properties with ils allocated 

Conrail properties .md tc upgrade and increase the capacity of its expanded system in order to 

support planned train operations NSR Operating Plan at 199-217. At least 40 of the NSR projects 

identified in the Application involve -vork that ordinarily would be performed by NSR's BMWE-

represented employees under the terms ofthe N'W-Wabash/BMWE Agreement.̂ * These projects 

involve the installation of more than 128 miles of new track, including new rail conneaions (for which 

^ Some of the projects identified in the Application involve new track constmction and 
installation at locations on NSR's former Southem Railway lines. The practices under the 
NSR/BMWE Agreement at those locations permit NSR to use outside contractors to perform such 
work. Woods Ded. TI 105 . 
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NSR obtained the separate STB authorization required by 49 U.S.C. §10901(a)). Woods Deci. TITI 

104-106, Ingram Ded. TITI 24-25. 

NSR advised the STB that it would need to use outside contractors in order to 

complete its planned capital projects on the three year timetable specified in the Operating Plan 

(Carriers' Exh. A-A, at 12). Since the STB Application was prepared, NSR has further refined its 

capital plan and has identified an addilional 10 projects np̂ osary to integrate train operations on its 

expanded system and to accommodate the traffic increases planned for the expanded system. In 

total. NSR now plans lo install more than 866.800 feet, or over 164 miles, of new track in connection 

with implementation of the Transaction It may be necessary for NSR to add addilional Transaction-

related projects to this list as NSR fiirther refines its operating and capital plans Ingram Ded. TI 24; 

Woods Ded. TI 107. 

As Mr. Ingram explains. NSR's planned capital program is necessary to support the 

train operations described in NSR's Operating Plan. Most of the planned capital projects involve the 

constmction ofnew track necessary to improve the efficiency and capacity of NSR's new routes. In 

this category are several major track connecticn projects located at existing and new junction points 

on NSR's exisiing and allocated properties For example, NSR will build a new track connection at 

Buffalo, which will permit eflficient movement between NSR's existing Cleveland-to-Buffalo mainline 

and Conrail's Southern Tier route. A new track connection at Butler, Indiana will connect NSR's 

Detroit and Huntington Districts with Conrail's Chicago Line, creating the most direct rail rouvs (thc 

Butler Cutoff' Route) between Detroit and the Chicago gateway. A new track connection at 

Ashtabula. Ohio will permit routing of ore traflBc from the Ashtabula Dock to the steel mills at Mingo 

Junction via NSR's Cleveland iine, avoiding the congested YoungstO'ATi area and providing faster 

service And NSR will build a new connection at Tolono, Illinois to pcmiit efficient handling ofthe 
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increased traflfic between NSR and Illinois Central expected as a result of the Transaction, bypassing 

congestion in East St. Louis. This new gateway will permit NSR to compete effectively with CSXT 

for heavy petrochemical traffic flows moving between the Northeast and the Southwest and Gulf 

Coast. Ingram Ded, TITI 26-27. 

NSR also is undertaking a number of capacity improvement projects, which will enable 

the railroad to handle the types and volumes of traffic planned for the expanded system NSR will 

invest heavily in capacity improvements, such as new and expanded passing sidings, double-track 

cross-overs and additionai yard track to prevent operational "bottlenecks" at locations where the 

railroad vvill handle increased traffic volumes For example. NSR is building signaled crossovers on 

the 43-miIe double-track segment of its allocated Conrail property frorn Harrisburg to Reading, 

Pennsylvania, which is a heavily traveled portion of what will be NSR's new Penn Route. And NSR 

will invest in facilities and infrastmcture - including new and expanded terminals and clearance 

improvement projects - to support its planned intermodal operations. Ingram Deci. TH 28-29.̂ ' 

The planned capital investments are one of the many "important public interest 

benefits" cited in the STB's Control Order (at 51, 131). In authorizing the Cartiers' planned 

connection projects, the Board found the projects "integral to the competitive service that CSX and 

NS will provide under the primary transaction," and that the "very purpose" of these projects . . . "is 

to create additional competitive altematives and to improve rail service for shippers throughout 

applicants' substantially expanded systems." Id* at 142, 143-44. 

^ NSR also vvill be undertaking major line constmction projects in order to mitigate the environ
mental impacts of the Transaction-related traflfic increases For example, NSR plans to build a grade-
separated route through Erie. Pennsylvania (requiring installation of 5 3 miles of new track), which 
will eliminate 1 24 miles of NSR line mnning through the streets of Erie, resulting in safer and faster 
movement of freight through that city Ingram Deci. TI 32. 
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NSR began the planned Transaction-related capital work on its existing properties 

long before the STB gave its formal approval to the Application. NSR sought and obtained STB 

authorization to complete several connection projects (al Sidney, Illinois, Bucyms, Ohio, and 

Alexandria, Indiana) in advance ofthe STB's mling on the Application. By the time the Application 

was approved, as the STB noted with approval in the Control Order (at 131), NSR and the other 

Carriers had "already completed or [were] in the process of completing, numerous constmction 

projects necessary to allow traffic to flow freely over their newly stmctured sy.stems." The STB 

imposed a condition on i:s aut'iorization of the Transaction requiring the Applicants to provide 

periodic reports on the status of the capital projects Control Order at 162-63. 

Since the Conrail Transaction was announced. NSR's BMvVE-represented empioyees 

have been fully employed, on both Transaction-related projects and routine iine and program 

maintenance, on NSR's existing properties Other than the regular seasonal cut-off of program gangs, 

NSR has not reduced its BMWE forces or fijrioughed BMWE-represented empioyees, and many 

empioyees have worked substantial overtime on Transaction-related projects. Woods Ded. Tl 108, 

But the employmeni of existing forces wili not assure timely completion of the 

remaining capital projects Even after deploying all active forces through the remainder of 1998, 

NSR will have yet to complete at least 34 Transaction-related capital projects (as identified in Exhibit 

NSR-12), involving the constmction of more than 126 miles of new track. Among thr-e projects are 

seventeen projects involving the constmaion and upgrading oflrack segments and facilities on NSR's 

new Penn Route, which is to be NSR's principal east-west route, operating in direct competition to 

the CSXT-allocated Water Levd route. Woods Ded. TI 109, Ingram Ded. TI 29. 

Timely completion of these improvements is critical. Until these projects are 

completed, the expanded NSR system will not be fijlly operational, NSR wiii not be ir a position to 
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effect its Operating Plan, and the public will not realize the full benefits ofthe Transaction, Ingram 

Ded TI 36 

For those reasons, NSR plans to u " outside contractors, in addition to its existing and 

allocated BIVfWE forces, to complete its Transaction-related capital projects. The remaining 

constmction projects exceed NSR's manpower and equipment capacity, NSR expects to be allocated 

approximately 1,889 Conrail maintenance of way employees under the allocation p.oposal set forth 

in Part I ofthe Carriers' submission. NSR will need all of those employees to perform routine line 

maintenance and ongoing capita! renewal projects necessary to meet NSR's maintenance standards 

for the allocated properties Likewise, the remaining projects that must be completed on NSR's 

existing lines exceed the capacity of the workforce on those lines Therefore, NSR will not have 

sufficient manpower within its BMWE-represented ranks to complete the necessary capital projects. 

Woods Ded TI HO. 

The number of constmciion projects NSR must now complete, and the speed with 

which NSR must complete them, are unprecedented NSR's BMWE-represented maintenance of way 

forces have never performed constmction work on anything approaching the scale ofthe thrte-year 

schedule proposed fcr these projects During the last three years. BMWE-represented forces on the 

former NW system perfonned an average of 11.9 miles per yeai of new track constmction NSR now 

needs to peiform neurly four times that amount in each of the next three years. Under the best of 

conditions (including the use of NSR's DPG arrangement and flexible work mles), it would take NSR 

far more than three years to complete the remaining constmaion projects using its expanded BMWE-

represented workforce. Woods Deci. TI 111. 

NSR could not accelerate this process by temporarily expanding its workforce To 

perfonn all of is planned constmction projects in a timdy manner, NSR would need to hire and train 
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scores of new maintenance of way employees (and additional nonagreement supervisors), most of 

whom would be left without work opportunilies upon completion of the Transaction-related capital 

projects Such a massive short-term workforce expansion would impair the efficiency of NSR's 

maintenance of way operations by directing manpower from ongoing maintenance of way work to 

training and supervision. NSR's practice is to recmit and train employees for long term employment 

— not to hire a transient labor force, or to conduct mass furloughs that dismpt the workforce, require 

retraining of employees upon retum from fiiriough, and jeopardize employee morale. NSR's approach 

promotes stability and eflficiency in its maintenance of way workforce, which has contributed to 

NSR's being ihe safest Class I railroad in the nation. 

In any event, having additional trained employees would not enable NSR to complete 

its capital plan on time Even if NSR couid hire and train the necessary employees on the schedules 

demanded by hs Operating Plan, NSR would be unable to equip those forces to perform the 

remaining capital projecis NSR has some of the equipment necessary to perform the consimction 

projects But that equipment could not be diverted from its regular use in line maintenance without 

handicapping those operations Woods Dec! ^1)3. 

Nor would it be feasible or efficient for NSR to acquire the equipment that would be 

necessary to m.eet ils constmction schedule. Certain pieces of necessary equipment, such as a 

Material Handling Tmck, Ballast Regulator, and Production Tamper, are not available for lease, and 

so would have to be purchased This equipment must be special-ordered on a first-come, first-served 

basis, subject to availability based on existing production orders. Even assuming such equipment 

could be ordered and received in time to be used on NSR's existing constmction schedule, the cost 

of making such an acquisition could not be justified At a i -inimum, assuming that the planned 

projects could be performed sequentially, NSR would have to purchase $3.4 miiiion worth of 
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equipment. Ifthe same projects were commenced simultaneously, NSR would have to spend as 

much as $31.7 million on new equipment. In reality, the costs of equipment would be somewhere 

between those amounts. In any event, most of the equipment would be surplus upon conclusion of 

the initial capital projects Woods Dec!. Tl 114.*° 

It would make no operational or economic sen«̂ 2 for NSR to equip and hire additional 

employees that NSR does not otherwise need for the limiied purpose of completing the remaining 

constmction projects Doing so would impose needless additional costs on the NSR operations, 

while producing no corresponding public benefit Conversely, using outside contractors, as NSR 

proposes here, would permit limely and efficient completion ofthe necessary capita! projects. 

NSR antiapates that BIVfWE will oppose NSR's use of outside contractors BMWE 

is likely to contend that the scope mles (and rdated practices) under its existing agreements with 

NSR and Conrail reserve some or all of the involved work to the Carriers' BMWE-represented 

employees. We assume, for purposes of this proposal, that BMWE would be correct in saying that 

otherwise applicable agreement mles and/or practices would hinder NSR's unrestricted use of outside 

contractors to complete the Transaction-related constmction projects But far from being a reason 

to reject NSR's proposal, the scope mie limitation is the very reason that NSR needs to address its 

constmaion projects in the New York Dock implementing agreement. In the absence ofan appro

priate artangement in this proceeding, NSR's ability to complete the necessary infrastmcture improve

ments will be frustrated. 

30 
The specialized equipment lhat will be needed for the planned capital projeas could not be 

leased for use by NSR's employees Rather, the few third-party contractors that suppiy spedaiized 
railroad constmction equipment require that their trained empioyees be used to operate the equip
ment. Woods Deci. TI 115. 
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NSR's proposal lo use outside contractors is narrowly tailored to accomplish its 

purpose. The proposal covers only a limiled universe of projects and does not piace any permanent 

restriction on the BMWE agreement scope mles or permanently change applicable practices under 

those rules The temporary arrangement wili remain in effect only so long as NSR is performing 

capital projects initially required to implement the Operating Pian and to achieve the benefits ofthe 

Transaction. Once those projects are complete, the ongoing maintenance and renewal of newly 

constmcted track will be performed in accordance wilh the applicable labor agreements and practices. 

Moreover, no BMWE-represented employees will lose work opportunities as a result of NSR's 

proposal to increase the use of outside contractors. Under its proposal, NSR will employ third party 

contractors only for Transaction-related capital projects that cannot be completed on a timely basis 

using NSR's available BMWE-represented forces That is, NSR will not use an outside contractor 

for a Transaction-related project pursuant to its proposal if, on the involved operating division, any 

of NSR's otherwise available allocated Conrail employees or otherwise available current employees 

on NW are fiirloughed 

NSR's proposal promotes the objectives ofthe Transaction in a manner that is entirely 

consistent with the established New York Dock framework and. more specifically, with the 

"necessity" test for modifying collective bargaining agreements. As the Carriers have explained, 

under the now well-established necessity test, modification of a scope mle is appropriate when the 

modification produces eflficiencies and economies that generate public transportation benefits (rather 

than simply transferring wealth from employee to employer). E g , UTU v STB. 108 F.3d at 1430 

(Carriers' Exh. D-7) Typically, scope mle modifications promote the purposes ofthe transaction by 

facilitating the integration of work and workforces on formeriy independent railroads. Such 

modifications are pennitted, even when the effect ofthe modification is to place the work within the 
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scope of another craft's agreement (e^, NS/Car Shop Consnlidatî n (Caniers' Exh. C-16)). or to 

remove work from the scope of a labor agreement altogether (NS Control/Power Distribution 

(Cartiers' Exh B-13), CSXT/Power Distribution (Carriers' Exh. B-4)). 

The circumstances requiring a modification here are equally compelling. NSR is 

seeking a temporary arrangement to address an extraordinary, one-time need. The sooner NSR is 

able to complete its Transaction-related projects, the sooner the public benefits ofthe Transaction 

will bc realized. Until that work is complete, NSR will not be in a position to offer the types, 

volumes, and quality of transportation services that NSR has planned for hs expanded system, and 

shippers will be denied the full benefits of the Transaction. 

CONCLUSION 

NSR's proposal for the arrangement of maintenance of way employees in support of 

its expanded operations is appropriate to the Transaction. The Carriers' proposed implementing 

agreement shouid be adopled. 

Respectfully submitted. 

Jeffrey S Beriin 
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Mark E. Martin 
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SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD 

Finance Dockei No. 33388 

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND 
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY 

—CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS-
CONRAIL RNIC. A N D CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 

ARBITRATION PURSUANT TO ART. I , § 4 
OF THE NEW YORK DOCK PROTECTIVE CONTUTIONS 

NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY, 
CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., and 
CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION 

and 
Referee 

BROTHERHOOD OF MAINTENANCE OF ) William E. Fredenberger Jr 
WAY EMPLOYES, el al. 

DECLARATION OF GARY W. W OOPS 

1. I am Assistant Vice Presideni Maintenance of Way and Stmcttires for Norfolk 

Southem Corporation, the corporate parent of Norfolk Southem Railway Company ("NSR"). I am 

submitting this Declaration in support ofthe Carriers' prehearing submission in the above-captioned 

arbitration proceeding in which NSR, Consolidated Rail Corporaiion ("Conrail"), and CSX 

Transportalion, Inc. ("CSXT") are seeking an implementing agreement to govem the selection and 

assignment of maintenance of way employees on the Carriers' restmcttired systems. The purpose 

ofthis Declaration is to describe NSR's plans for conducting maintenance of way operations on its 
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expanded system and to describe the workforce arrangements, including applicable labor agreements, 

that will be necessary to effect those operating changes. In developing this Declaration, I consulted 

with and obtained information from my staff and the staff of other Norfolk Southem departments, 

including the Labor Relalions Department, particularly in regard to specialized matters such as the 

provisions oflabor agreements and work practices on Conrail. 

2. As Assistant Vice President Maintenance of Way and Stmctures, I am respon

sible for planning, budgeting, and directing all maintenance of way operations on the railroad 

properties owned and operated by NSR. For the last 19 months, since we began planning for the 

Coru-ail Transaction, I have been actively involved in and responsible for developing and 

implementing our plans to integrate maintenance of way operations on our expanded system. 

3. I am advised that NSR is the corporate successor to various railroad entities 

that have been consolidated over time pursuant to auihorization of the Interstate Commerce 

Commission ("ICC") and Surface Transportation Board. The existing NSR system is comprised of 

the lines of those various predecessor railroads, which were placed under common control pursuant 

to a 1982 ICC order. The 1982 ICC order authorized a holding company (later renamed Norfolk 

Soulhem Corporation) to control Southem Railway Company and its subsidiaries (collectively, the 

"former Soulhem Railway system") and the former Norfolk and Westem Railway Company ("NW"). 

NW was the successor by merger to the lines of the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad 

Company (commonly refened to as the "Nickel Plate" or "NKP"), the Wabash Railroad Company 

("Wabash"), and the former Norfolk and Westem Railway Company (the "NW Proper"), including 

the lines oflhe former Virginian Railway, which merged with NW Proper in 1959. 



4. I am advised that, effective December 31,1990, NS reorganized ils railroad 

subsidiaries, making NW a subsidiar>' of Southem Railway Company, which was renamed Norfolk 

Southem Railway Company. On Seplember 1, 1998, NW was merged inlo NSR, and therefore no 

longer exists as a separate corporate entity. 

5. I began my career with NS in 1967 in the Engineering Department. Over the 

laSt 31 years, I have been promoted Ihrough a number of positions, beginning as an Assistant Track 

Supervisor in what is now the Maintenance of Way and Slmctures ("MW&S") Subdepartment. I 

was promoted lo my curreni position as head ofthe MW&S Subdepartment in 1995. 

I. NSR's Existing Organization And Workforce Arrangements 

6. System-wide, NSR cunently employs approximately 3,650 active maintenance 

of way empioyees represented by the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes ("BMWE") and 

addilionally approximately n5 active shopcraft employees involved in the fabrication, repair, and 

m aintenance of equipment used in maintenance of way work. The shop crafts employees are repre

sented by six unions (collectively "the Shopcraft Unions"): the Intemational Association of 

Machinists and Aerospace Workers ("IAM"); the Sheet Metal Workers' Intemational Association 

("SMWIA"); the Intemational Broiherhood of Electrical Workers ("IBEW"); the Intemational 

Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers, and Helpers ("IBB"); the 

National Conference of Firemen and Oilers ("NCFO"); and the Brotherhood Railway Carmen 

Division ofthe Transportation Communications Intemational Union ("BRC"). 

7. The existing NSR properties are divided, for management purposes, into nine 

operating divisions which are organized into two operating regions (Eastem and Westem). 



8. The MW&S Subdepartment is organized into three major functional groups, 

each with responsibility for one of the railroad's three core maintenance of way operations: (1) line 

maintenance - the day-to-day repair and maintenance of track and facilities (incluaing bridges and 

railway stmctures); (2) program maintenance - the systematic renewal and replacement ofthe rail

road's infrastmcture (Lfi., rail and ties) as part of the railroad's capital program; and (3) roadway 

equipment maintenance - the fabrication and repair of machinery used in line maintenance and 

program mainlenance work. 

9. The managerial and workforce artangements for these various operations are 

further subdivided functionally and geographically. Regular line maintenance and certain program 

maintenance work is performed in each of the nine operaling divisions under the direction of a 

Division Engineer. Each Division Engineer, in tum, reports to one of two Chief Engineers Line 

Maintenance, whose responsibilities conespond lo the Eastem and Westem Operating Regions. This 

organizational stmcture facilitates cenU-alized planning, budgeting, scheduling, job bulletining, and 

administration, and places mo_ management officials in frequent and direct contact with the line 

maintenance operations. Within this stmcture, most MW&S officers are employed as first-line 

Track Supervisors and Assistant Track Supervisors, wilh 24-hour, seven-day per week responsibility 

for track condiiions within their assigned territories. 

A. Line Maintenance 

10. Track Supervisors direct so-called "local forces," which are primarily engaged 

in day-to-day line maintenance functions. Local forces include employees assigned to all-purpose 

headquarters "gangs," as well as certain machine operators and welders. 



11. A headquarters gang typically is composed ofa foreman and three lo four 

laborers, who perform general maintenance functions on an assigned Track Supervisor's territory. 

Gangs may be either "fixed" or "floating," depending on whether the employees' assignments begin 

and end at the same location each work day. 

12. NSR's method of operations stresses preventive maintenance. More ihan half 

of NSR's BMWE-represented employees hold positions in local forces. In addition lo day-to-day 

line maintenance, local forces perform some upgrade work and much of the support work for 

program projects (e .̂, dumping ballast for lie renewal or surfacing work or unloading rail and 

distributing track material for rail renewal work). 

13. The work of these local forces is iugmented by various work gangs and 

machines that travel across Track Supervisor territories within an operating division. In this category 

are various small, mechanized gangs used in certain ongoing renewal and preventive mainlenance 

projects and/or to perform day-to-day repairs. These gangs are assigned by the Division Engineers, 

who ensure their efficieni use by deploying equipment (e .̂, bulldozers, Gradalls and cranes) and 

the associated operators Ihroughout the division lo meet operaling needs. For example, smoothing 

gangs are organized and equipped to restore track alignment and geometry over certain special track 

segments, such as curves and bridge approaches. Tie patch gangs are uscd lo replace deteriorated 

crossties on small segments of track, such as particular curves or sidings. And gauging gangs restore 

particular sections oflrack to standard gauge. Depending on the gang's specialized ftjnction, its work 

may be scheduled in conneciion with the production season. For example, crossing gangs handle 

repairs lo road crossings on track segments undergoing rail renewal, tie renewal, or surfacing by 

program gangs. Additionally, depending on operating needs, some more specialized machines (tfi. 



luckyloaders, yard cleaners, bmsh cullers, rail Irains) are used across divisions throughout the 

operaling regions to maximize their use each work season. 

14. The work mles and seniority anrangements goveming track forces on most of 

NSR's properties complement these maimenance practices and afford relatively broad and stable 

work opportunities to NSR's BMWE-represented employees. 

15. On most ofthe former NW system properties, track forces are ananged on two 

sets of track rosters corresponding to the Eastem and Westem seniority regions. The basic 

agreement covering maintenance of way employees on the lines of the former NW Proper and 

Wabash railroads is the July I, 1986 agreement between the fonner NW and BMWE (the "NW-

Wabash/BMWE Agreemeni"), as subsequently amended. A separate BMWE schedule agreement, 

originally effective Febmary 1,1951, applies to the remaining properties ofthe fonner NKP, which 

also adjoin the allocated Conrail lines. Maintenance of way operations on the lines ofthe former 

Southem Railway system are govemed by an NSR/BMWE agreement dated October 1, 1972, as 

amended. 

16. Under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, track employees may bid onto 

positions working at any locaiion wilhin their region, and the gang positions are not rebulletined as 

the gang moves within the region. 

17. Assistant Track Supervisors, each accompanied by a BMWE-represented 

employee, perfonn regularly scheduled daily track in.spections over their designated territories in 

order to ensure that track is maintained to federal safety standards and NSR's more stringent 

standards. In the course of perfonning these track inspections, Assistant Track Supervisors as well 

as BMWE-represented employees perform remedial track repairs — such as tightening o • replacing 
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bolls in rail joints, removing debris and obstmctions along the track, cleaning switches, and 

conecting gauge width in a localized area — which can be performed without deploying a full gang 

of employees. These inspect-and-repair functions are critical to NSR's operations, providing the first 

line of defense against track-related accidents and incidents. NSR typically selects and promotes 

Assistant Track Supervisors from the ranks of BMWE-represented track employees, on the basis of 

their demonstrated skills and qualifications for this safely-critical work. These arrangements are a 

major factor contributing to NSR's excellent safety record. For each of the last nine years, NSR has 

achieved the highesi safely and service record of all Class I railroads. 

18. The inspection, repair, and renewal of railway bridges and buildings (so-called 

"B&B functions") are managed by a separate set of nonagreement B&B Supervisors, also under the 

direction ofthe Division Engineers. In addiiion to having respons'jility for bridge inspection, B&B 

Supervisors manage gangs consisting of BMWE-represented employees in the classifications of 

carpenter, painter, foreman, assistant foreman, drawbridge tender, electric welder, etc. engaged in 

bolh day-to-day maintenance and capital program work. Each B&B Supervisor typically manages 

three to five carpenter and/or paint B&B gangs (depending on the territory), composed of four to five 

employees each. These gangs operate within designated seniority divisions established under the 

NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement. These anangements give employees holding positions on B&B 

gangs relatively stable, year-round employment. 



B. Program Maintenance 

19. Different managerial and workforce arrangements are used for the railroad's 

major capital improvemenis and maintenance of way production projects. These projects are 

performed principally by three categories of large, highly mechanized gangs — rail gangs (which 

remove and replace wom rail); timber and surfacing ("TiiS") gangs (which replace crossties and 

resurface track); and surfacing gangs (which restore track geometry over designated track segments). 

These gangs are used both in upgrading existing track and. lo a greater extent, in the ongoing 

systematic replacement ofrail and crossties necessary to mainiain the railroad's infrastmc'-ire over 

time, as the track materials deteriorate through use and age. Work in bolh categories is planned in 

advance of the production season and requires large-scale commitments of manpower and 

equipment. These projects require replacing rails and tics, and restoring the gauge and geometry of 

the track suriace. This is the railroad's heaviest and cosiliesl work, involving significant capital 

inveslment, and is the work most dismptive to train operations. 

20. The work of these iarge gangs, and of certain ancillary support gangs, is 

scheduled ("programmed") in advance ofthe production season and is managed on a system-wide 

basis under the direction of the Chief Engineer Program Mainlenance and subordinate officers wilh 

regional or system-wide i esponsibility for certain program mainlenance ftmctions or processes. Most 

of the officers in program maintenance operations are employed as nonagreement first-line 

supervisors, e^, T&S Supervisors, Welding Supervisors, and Rail Supervisors, who supervise gangs 

of employees organized and equipped to perform program mainlenance functions. 

21. Depending on the requirements of its capital program, NSR operates certain 

production gangs as "designated programmed gangs" ("DPGs"), which are govemed by a separate 
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collective bargaining agreement in effeci on the lines oflhe former NW system. The DPG anange

ment permils NSR lo operate certain rail and T&S gangs over the entire former NW sysiem lines, 

without regard lo the territorial limitations otherwise applicable to the employment oflrack forces 

on those properties. Under the labor agreement that applies to DPGs on the former NW system lines, 

NSR maintains consolidated rosters (for track laborers, machine operators, foremen, and assistant 

foremen) composed of a'l track employees on the former NW properties. Gangs bulletined as DPGs 

stay logelher Ihroughoul the production season, as the program work takes the gang across seniority 

boundaries. 

22. NSR's DPG operations facilitate the etTicient and safe use of specialized 

equipment and employees, minimize the dismption associaied with major production work, and 

promote stable and year-round employment of mainlenance forces. 

2.̂ . NSR has developed special equipmeni and methods for performing major rail 

and tie renewal projects efficiently and wit.i minimal dismption to train operations. The success of 

these operations lies in the efficient use of nachines and equipment and thc specialization of gangs 

for particular categories of production projects. Each gang is fumished with a complement of 

equipmeni, each item of which is designed for specific functions. 

24. A dual rail gang, for instance, is equipped to install two continuous welded 

rails simultaneously. A dual rail gang is typically composed of about 55 employees and 

approximately 35 pieces of machinery, which move along thc track in a sequence, performing a 

coordinated series of fiinctions. As a dual rail gang proceeds through a project, it sets the new rail 

to be laid in a cradle, which holds the rail in preparation for replacement; removes the existing spikes 

and anchors; removes the wom raii, removes the tie plates; adzes the ties; replaces the tie plates; lays 



the new rail on the tie plates; and, finally, secures the new rail. A dual rail gang uses specialized 

machines in this process, including a wide gauge threader, tie plate spike and anchor loading 

machines, dual adzer cribbers, a standard gauge threader, a plate lining machine, rail heating 

machines, an electromatic tamper, nipper spikers, all terrain cranes, spike pulling machines, rail 

pulling machines, a tie plate broom cribber, gauger spikers, and automatic rail anchor machines. By 

operating the equipment in a coordinated fashion with an experienced and specialized workforce, 

NSR is able to bring "assembly line" speed and proficiency to major production projects. 

25. NSR saves money by using its equipment efficiently. By scheduling the work 

of a single gang over a large segmeni of ils system, NSR is able to maximize equipment use and 

thereby lower the unit cost ofthe mechanized operations. Each equipmeni consisi represents a 

mulf'-million dollar investment. It costs more than $3.2 million, for instance, to equip a single T&S 

gang, and approximately $7.8 million to equip a dual rail gang. These investments are justified 

because the equipment can be used, and thus the costs can be spread, over large territories and 

through much ofthe year. 

26. These program maintenance methods are equally important - and necessary 

- as a means of managing track time. The size and mechanization of Rail and T&S gangs speeds 

their work, minimizing dismption to train operations caused by rail and tie renewal projects. 

27. Special work mles and workforce artangements are necessary to permit 

system-wide operations and othenvise to take advantage ofthe efficiencies created by mechanization 

of Rail and T&S gangs. NSR operates under two basic production arrangements (one on its southem 

side lines and one on its northem side), which togelher promote system-wide coordination of 

programmed maintenance work. Rail and T&S programs on the lines of the former Southem 
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Railway System are govemed by the basic NSR/BMWE working agreement, which establishes four 

regions for purposes of programmed maintenance and allows gangs to work across all four regions. 

28. On the northem side, the lines of the former NW system are organized under 

an Arbitrated Agreement dated June 12,1992 ("the DPG Agreement"). (I am advised that lis agree

ment 'vas a result ofan arbitration following the conclusion oflhe 1988 round of national BMWE 

bargaining.) The DPG Agreement provides for the operation of rail and T&S gangs Ihroughout the 

former NW system tenitor>'. It permils the establishment of rail and T&S gangs of 20 or more 

maintenance of way workers drawn from a sing'e set of rosters covering the former NW system 

lines. Within each integraied rosier, employees are given "zone" designations based on their local 

seniority - eiiher a NTCP, Wabash, or NW "zone." An employee has bidding preference for positions 

on DPG gangs that are scheduled to operate over any part of the employee's designated zone. 

Positions on DPG gangs are bulletined in advance of the season and, unlike other maintenance of 

way positions, need not be rebulletined as the scheduled work takes the gang from one seniority 

region within the former NW system to another. 

29. Not all rail and T&S gangs are operaled as DPGs on the former NW system 

lines. Depending on the capital program, some rail and T&S gangs may be operated under the NW-

Wabash/BMWE local agreement, which NSR pr. jses to apply to the allocated lines. The relative 

numbers of DPG and non-DPG rail and T&S gangs vary depending on the program each year. In 

recent years, NSR has operated most rail and T&S gangs on the former N ^ system lines as DPGs 

and has used some non-DPG rail and T&S gangs to perform programs that were limited to particular 

regions. Although some rail and T&S gangs may be bulletined under local mles, the overall 
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efficiency of the rail and T&S programs depend on the carrier's ability to schedule gangs, in 

accordance with program needs, to operate across seniority boundaries. 

30. The DPG arrangement also promotes productive and safe working conditions. 

Employees working on DPGs stay in the same gang throughout the production season on the former 

NW system lines and, as a result, can build on and apply their experience with particular functions 

and machines. Familiarity wilh the equipment also enables employees to mainiain the equipment 

in better working condition and to be more familiar wilh safety features and practices, thus reducing 

their >ances of injury. In NSR's experience, permanence and cohesion among members ofa gang 

boost morale and generate a sense of pride in the gang's performance, which translates into higher 

rates of safety and produciivity. 

31. Using DPG rail and T&S gangs enables NSR to conduct its program woiic 

flexibly and responsivdy to meet the needs ofthe operations and/or the needs of particular cuslomers 

on the former NW system, lines. Unrestrained by territorial boundaries, NSR can utilize forces to 

perform large-scale projects efficiently and quickly, minimizing the length of time a particular rail 

corridor is out of service. The DPG artangement also facilitates system-wide scheduling ofrail and 

tie programs, which greatly minimizes the dismption to train operations caused when program 

maintenance is performed simultaneously on multiple corridors. 

32. Under both arrangements, rail and T&S gangs operate under special flexible 

work mles that permit efficient and flexible scheduling of work. Work site reporting mles pennit 

NSR to begin and end assignments at the scheduled work site, reducing travel and down time. 

Flexible work week and flexible starting time mles also enable NSR to schedule individual gang 

operafions on a weekly basis to avoid peak traffic Umes or days. The same flexibility enables NSR 
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to perform production work within and around the production schedules of its major customers. For 

instance, NSR routinely schedules programmed work on lines serving its automotive plants during 

the customers' scheduled plant shut-downs. 

33. I am advised lhat at the time ofthe Imposed Agreement in 1992, NW was a 

separate, wholly owned subsidiary of NSR. NSR's own basic labor agreement with BMWE appli

cable on the lines of the former Soulhem Railway System provided a method for NSR's operation 

of certain program gangs across regional boundaries. Accordingly, NSR did not seek a DPG 

anangement for the Southem Railway lines under the Imposed Agreement. 

34. NSR is persuaded lhal operaiion under the NW DPG arrangement has 

produced substantial Iransportation benefits. Before 1993. programmed maintenance on the lines 

ofthe NW system vvas scheduled and performed by gangs bulletined separately on each region of 

the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreeinent and the lines oflhe former NKP. Each gang required a separate 

equipment complement and worked a relatively short production season (typically nine or fewer 

months). Because the gangs worked simultaneously on different parts of the NW system properties, 

we often experienced multiple corridor dismptions during the height of the production season. Thc 

bulletining of seasonal production forces also produced conesponding dismption in the operation 

of day-to-day maintenance, and workforce shortages, as employees bid to and from local forces. 

Having lo rebulletin gimgs and address employee shortages affected employee morale as well as the 

safely of our operations. 

35. The DPG artangement has produced operalional benefits. By establishing 

DPG gangs for most or all of ils armual rail and tie programs on the former NW system lines, NSR 

can operale more productively and wilh fewer maintenance-related delays. Under the DPG arrange-
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ment, the amiual rail and T&S program is performed with fewer gangs (and cortespondingly less 

equipment) operating over a longer work season. Since commencing DPG operations, NSR has 

improved equipment utilization by 20.5 percent. In addition to other, less measurable customer 

service and transportation benefiis, NSR has saved close to one million dollars annually through the 

more efficient operaiion of rail and T&S gangs under the DPG arrangement. 

36. These benefits have not come at the expense of employees. DPG employees 

voluntarily bid into such positions. Employees initially assigned and working on DPG gangs are 

paid an addilional bonus (5 percent, up to $1,000) for remaining with their gangs in excess of six 

months per year. In addition, pursuant lo the 1996 nationa) BMWE agreement, employees on DPG 

gangs receive a mileage-based travel allowance for weekend travel home. The NW DPG Agreemeni 

(Section 4) guarantees employees on DPG assigrments a minimum of six months of DPG work (or, 

if work is not available, supplemental unemployment benefits) in each calendar year. Moreover, 

employees are benefited by the same faciors that make the operation more efficieni for NSR — the 

longer work season and thc reduced risk of injury. Tlie longer work season means higher and more 

stable income for maintenance of way employees. In 1991, approximately 75 percent of 

maintenance of way employees on the combined NSR/NW sysiem were employed year-round; wilh 

the advent of DPG operations, that percentage has increased. Today, close to 90 percent of NSR's 

maintenance of way employees work year-round. Moreover, the establishment of DPGs has not 

resulted in any furioughs during the work season. In fact, the former NW (now NSR) has hired 

additional track workers each year since DPGs were established. During the same period, the 

conibined NSR/NW system experienced a substantial reduction in the rate of injuries to program 

maintenance employees. 
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C. Roadway Equipment Repair 

37. Program maintenance, line maintenance, and B&B fiinctions are supported 

by equipment repairmen, who work as part of or with certain gangs to perform preventive mainte

nance and repairs on equipment used by those gangs. Work equipment is used across the NSR 

system to meet operational needs and maximize productive use ofthe equipmeni. Employing quali

fied repairmen in field operations optimizes equipment use by minimizing lost time associated wilh 

routine maintenance and equipmeni malfunctioning. Equipment repairmen who work within oper

ating divisions are under the direction of the Roadway Equipment General Supervisor Work 

Equipment, and, on most of the NSR system (including the properties govemed by the NW-

Wabash/BMWE Agreement), work under conesponding seniority arrangements. Equipment repairs 

and renewals that cannot be handled in the field are performed by shop craft employees in NSR's 

system equipment repair and refurbishment shop locaied in Charlotte, North Carolina. 

38. NSR manufactures and refurbishes much of the material used in its track 

work. NSR's rail welding plant located al Atlanta, manufactiu-es quarter-mile continuous welded rail 

segments, which are distributed and installed throughout the NSR system. NSR also manufactures 

or rebuilds frogs and similar switch componenis, and other track parts, in its own facilities located 

in Atlanta, Georgia, Birmingham, Alabama, and Roanoke, Virginia. 

39. NSR's maintenance of v/ay operations are supported by centralized admin

istrative functions. Bulletining and bidding for most maintenance of way assignments arc handled 

on a centralized basis by the Atlanta-based personnel office within the Engineering Department. 

This organizational stmcture promotes uniform and objective administration of seniority bidding and 

displacement rights, ensures effective notice of work opportunities, and frees local supervisors from 
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responsibility for administration ofthe bulletining process. NSR conducts skills training programs 

for certain maintenance of way employees in its system training facility locaied in McDonough, 

Georgia. Centralized training ensures uniformity of instmction and methods related to equipment 

use, repair and maintenance, and safety practices. 

40. Labor relations functions and all labor relations staff are organized on a cen

tralized basis under the Labor Relations Department in Norfolk, Virginia, promoting efficient and 

uniform interpretation and application of work mles. Payroll functions for all maintenance of way 

employees are coordinated and centralized through the Payroll and Accounting Office, located in 

Roanoke. 

II. NSR's Maintenance of Way Operating Plan 

41. NSR plans to mainiain its allocated lines in accordance with NSR's mainte

nance standards, which exceed federal minimum requirements and Conrail's own track maintenance 

standards. Mile-for-mile, NSR will increase the preventive maintenance and infrastmcture renewal 

work on lhe allocated lines, bolh lo meet NSR's higher maintenance standards and to accommodate 

NSR's planned train operations and schedules. 

42. In general, NSR intends to operate the allocated lines under its existing 

management stmcture and in coordination with ils existing maintenance of way operaUons. NSR 

will establish three new operating divisions on the allocated properties - to be designated thc 

Dearbom, Pittsburgh, and Harrisburg Divisions - and will operate those divisions as a new Northem 

Region. The lines encompassed in the new divisions and Northem Region are depicted in NSR 

Exh. 11, which also shows the relative size, artangement, and locaUon of NSR's nine existing 

operating divisions and two existing operating regions. 
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A. Applicaf / G Arrangements 

43. Major rail and T&S programs for thc expanded NSR system will be plaimed 

and scheduled on a system-wide basis, without regard to the territorial boundaries. NSR plans to use 

DPG rail and T&S gangs throughout NSR's allocated Conrail and former NW properties. This plan 

promotes two objectives central to NSR's Operating Plan: (1) it will enable NSR to schedule and 

manage production work on the allocated lines so as to avoid undue interference with train opera

tions; and (2) it will enable NSR to realize operating efficiencies and savings in its expanded 

operations. 

44. In order lo perform th' ̂ e operations, NSR proposes to extend its NW DPG 

Agreement to the allocated lines and to establish integrated DPG rosters including all line mainte

nance employees on the allocated and former NW system lines. The mechanics of NSR's proposal 

arc set forth in the Carriers' proposed Implementing Agreement (Caniers' Exh. 1, Article I, 

Section 1(d), page 2), which provides for the creation of a new Conrail zone with corresponding 

bidding preference under the exisiing mles. NSR's allocated former Conrail track employees will 

be integrated into the exisiing DPG seniority rosters according to their existing classifications 

(laborer, machine operator, assistant foreman and foreman) and Conrail seniority dates. The 

allocated Conrail employees will be afforded bidding preference for assignments operating on the 

allocated lines under the terms ofthe DPG Agreement, as modified in accordance with the proposed 

implementing agreement. 

45. These arrangements will enable NSR to apply its successfiil program mainte

nance methods and practices on the allocated lines, to minimize service dismptions associated with 
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tie and rail renewal programs, and to capture the efficiencies made possible by NSR's expanded 

operations. 

46. NSR could not employ its efficient DPG methods - and othenvise could not 

achieve its Operating Plan - ifit were to perform rail and tie renewal programs imder Conrail's exist

ing arrangements. I am advised that, much like the pre-1992 production arrangements on the former 

'KW system, Conrail's exisiing operations are premised on multiple seniority artangements, which 

confine the work of maintenance of way gangs to relatively small geographic areas. 

47. I am advised that Conrail is substantially behind other American railroads in 

the developmenl of flexible working anangements for maintenance of way operations. In particular, 

I am advised that Comaii does not have a system-wide program maintenance artangement or altema

tive work week and rest day mles comparable to those obtained in the 1988 round of nalionwide 

bargaining with BMWE. In combination, Conrail's restrictive workforce airangements and severe 

climate limit most of Conrail's BMWE-represented employees to inegular and seasonal work, with 

frequent and unpredictable job changes as positions are abolished and rebulletined in response to 

operalional needs. 

48. Information provided to me shows that Conrail's BMWE-represented 

employees have a substantially higher furlough rate, and work far fewer hours per year, than their 

counterparts on NSR. The following table depicts the numbers of paid hours (including, as 

appiicabie, compensation measured by hourly wages for travel, meal periods, and overtime work) 

for BMWE-represented employees on NSR and Conrail in 1997. 
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NSR/Conrail Comparison of Number of Hours 
Paid in 1997 for BMWE-represented Employees 

Conrail NSR 

Hours Number of 
Employees 

% of Total Number of 
Employees 

% of Total 

< 200 65 20% 19 0.5% 

200-499.9 75 2.0% 30 0.8% 

500-799.9 100 3.0% 23 0.6% 

800-1199.9 430 13.0% 32 0.9% 

1200-1599.9 697 21.0% 73 2.0% 

1600-1999.9 1,059 32.0% 229 6.2% 

2000-2200 502 15.0% 1.189 32.0% 

> 2200 386 12.0% 2,116 57.0% 

Total 3,314 100% 3,711 100% 

As shown, only 27 percent of Conrail's BMWE-i epresented workforce — by comparison to 89 

percent of NSR's - was paid for 2.000 or more hours in 1997. For all but the most senior 

employees, those who wish lo maximize their work opportunilies under Conrail's system must 

establish and exercise seniority on multiple districts and must Iravel lo fill assignments as they 

become available. 

49. Information provided to me shows lhat, by all Comail's existing 

production operations are substantially less productive than conesponding opcraiions on NSR. 

In 1997, NSR installed an average of 5.3 ties per manhour, conipared to Conrail's rate of 4.2 ties 

per manhour. NSR's rail gangs achieved installation rates of 4.8 track feet per manhour on curve 
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rail gangs and 10.7 feel per manfiour on dual rail gangs, compared to Comail's rates of 2.5 and 

3.9 feet, respectively. 

50. In the same period, NSR's injury rale for maintenance of way employees 

was substantially lower than Comail's. NSR achieved a Federal Railroad Administration safety 

performance ratio of 0.92 injuries per 200,000 manhours in comparison to Comail's safety 

performance ratio of 2.47, 

51. Conrail's anangements would be even less efficient if applied to rail and 

T&S gangs on the allocated territories. The lines allocated lo NSR comprise approximaiely fifty-

eight percent oflhe fonner Conrail sysiem. By ils very structure, the Transaciion will fragmeni 

all existing Conrail production zones and both seniority regions. The Conrail operating divisions 

will no longer exist, and over half of the seniority districts will be substantially tmncated by the 

Transaction. On the basis oflhe informalion 1 have about the workings of the Conrail/BMWE 

Agreement, it is clear that any effort to operale the NSR-allocated lines under that agreement 

would necessarily produce operations far less efficieni than Conrail's cunent operations, and 

significantly less efficieni than under the proposed NW-Wabash and DPG Agreements. In 

addition, NSR will nol have the altemative major east-west rouies that Conrail had, affording it 

far less opportunity to ameliorate the effects of oui-cf-service track time. 

52. Using DPGs for major rail and tie renewal programs on thc allocated lines 

w ill pen-nil NSR to complete projects as quickly as possible, minimizing the time that track must 

be kept out of service. The DPG arrangement also will enable NSR to schedule and perform 

certain of ils Rail and T&S projects in response to particular customer service considerations. As 

on NSR's existing system, the DPG anangement will afford NSR the flexibility to coordinate 
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production projects to coincide with customers' anticipated or scheduled vacations or down 

times. 

53. Finally, the proposed integration is necessary lo realize the operating cost 

savings and other transportalion benefits made possible by the expansion of NSR's operations. 

By virtue of ils geography and existing seniority an-angements, Conrail is limited to a short 

maintenance of way work season. Under the best of conditions, Conrail's production gangs work 

no more than eight to nine months per year, with an average season of 31 weeks per year. (Rail 

and T&S gangs on NSR, by comparison, work an average of 50 and 46 weeks per year, 

respectively.) By integrating lhe Comaii lines into NSR's operations, NSR will be able 

substantially lo reduce the unit costs of maintenance of way operations by lengthening lhe 

production season of gangs working on those lines. NSR will achieve additional efficiencies by 

combining production operations in a single geographic region, withoul regard lo the prior 

Conrail/NSR boundaries. Adding new lines to the existing DPG arrangement also will enhance 

NSR's efficiency and reduce employee travel requirements by increasing the geographic 

concentration of DPG operations in areas (such as the slates of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois. 

Pennsylvania, and Wesl Virginia) lhat include bolh NSR-allocated and fonner NW system lines. 

Adding new iines will not significantly increase the longest possible distances that a gang might 

travel (the longest distance on the fonner NW tenitory now is 1,155 miles, from Norfolk to 

Kansas City; including the NSR-allocated lines, it will be 1,227 miles, from Walton, New York 

to Kansas City.) 

54. The savings to be achieved through the integration will vary from year to 

year, depending on the size of NSR's annual capital programs. On the basis of NSR's 1999 
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capital program, NSR expects to save more than $9.6 million annually by extending its DPG 

operation lo the ailocaled lines. These are the savings in manpower, equipment, and related costs 

achieved by integrating the lines into NSR's existing workforce arrangements, including the DPG 

operations, rather lhan attempting to maintain separate operations under the remains ofthe 

Corj-ail/BMWE Agreemeni. The estimated savings include approximately $501,000 in avoided 

equipmeni purchases, approximately $1.6 miilion in equipment maintenance costs, and 

approximaiely $7.5 million associaied with more efficient manpower use. 

B. Arrangements For Track Forces, B&B Forces, And Equipment Repair 
Forces 

55. NSR proposes to realign seniority boundaries for its allocated Conrail 

employees. The lines to be operated by NSR consist of fragments of Conrail's seniority districts, 

zones, and regions. Only five of Conrail's eighteen seniority districts will be conveyed intact to 

NSR. NSR is authorized lo operate parts of eleven others. Carriers' Exhs. A-32 through A-41 

depict the fragmentation of seniority districts on the allocated lines. This fragmentation affects 

the seniority anangements goveming neariy all BMWE-represented maintenance of way 

employees. 1 am informed that of the employees holding seniority on the lines to be allocated to 

NSR, approximately 80 percent hold seniority on one or more of the eleven ft »gmented districts. 

In several cases, the line segmems allocated to NSR (depicted in green) will consist of only a few 

miles oflrack - far loo little to generate sufficient work for a maintenance gang headquartered at 

those locations. 

56. The same is tme ofthe Conrail production regions and zones, which 

confine certain Comaii program maintenance funcUons. As depicted in Carriers' Exhs. A-30 and 
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A-31, the lines all'̂ '-ated to NSR will consist of fragments of each of Conrail's existing 

production zones and of both Conrail production regions. If NSR were to attempt to operate the 

allocated lines under the existing Conrail artangements, NSR wjuld be required to condurt 

correspondingly fragmented operations, rebulletining gangs frequently to perform work over 

relatively small terrilcries. This would create very unstable and inexperienced gang consists, 

and, in all likelihood, severe niaripower shortagpr n some areas and surpluses in others. At a 

minimum, the operation would be inefficient. Worse, it would impede NSR's ability to perform 

the level of mainlenance and upgrading required to accommodate the new operations and meet 

transportalion needs. 

57. Even without such fragmentation, the Conrail workforce an-angements 

would fmstraie implementation of the Transaction by impairing efficient operations on NSR's 

allocated lines, I understand that Conrail's exisiing properties are divided into eighteen basic 

seniority districts for purposes of day-to-day line maintenance, B&B, and equipment repair work. 

Each seniority districi maintains separate rosters for track, B&B, and repairman classifications. 1 

understand that Conrail typically uses small gangs (of two lo three employees) and mainlenance 

employees operating individual machines - including cranes, bulldozers, and backhoes. I am 

advised that, under the Conrail/BMWE mles goveming day-to-day line maintenance, machines 

may be operated only to the limits of the operator's seniority district; Conrail must rebid the 

operator position each time the equipment crosses a seniority district line. To avoid such 

dismption, I understand that the railroad maintains equipment and operators on <;ach seniority 

district and generally does not move equipment across seniority district lines for use in day-to-
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day line maintenance work. This arrangement requires Conrail to acquire and maintain more 

equipmeni than would otherwise be needed, 

58. In addition, the seniority artangements nartowly restrict the pools of 

available employees,-imposing costly delays and creating ratificial manpower shortages as 

traveling production gangs move between seniority tertitories. As a practical matter, as Comail's 

experience demonstrates, these arrangements limit the carrier to operafing wilh small gangs, 

which perform maintenance functions slowly. 

59. Delays in performing mainlenance of way projects impede train operations 

by increasing the time that track remains out of service or subject to maintenance-related slow 

orders. Maintenance-related delays and dismptions cannot be avoided, but they must be 

minimized if NSR is to achieve the level of train operations and responsive customer service that 

wc have planned. NSR's new operations over its allocated lines will both necessitate more 

mainlenance - because of increased traffic density (and NSR's generally higher maintenance 

standards) - and be more competitively vulnerable to maintenance-related delays and dismpUons 

than are Conrail's operations today. 

60. NSR proposes to realign seniority artangements consistently with its 

proposed management stmcture and with the seniority arrangements that are in effeci on NSR's 

former NW-Wabash properties. Specifically, NSR proposes to establish new regional seniority 

rosters for each track classification by dovetailing its allocated employees onto those rosters 

based on comparable work classifications and seniority dates under the Conrail/BMWE 

Agreement. So ananged, the affected employees wiil be eligible to exercise their seniority to 
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positions on fixed headquarters gangs, various headquarters gangs, or production gangs 

throughout NSR's newly established Northem Region. 

61. For roadway equipment repair functions, allocated employees who hold 

seniority on Comail's existing repairman rosters (and certain former Comaii machinists) will be 

dovetailed onto newly created repairman rosters organized by operating division. NSR similarly 

proposes to anange its newly allocated B&B employees under corresponding classifications on 

new divisional rosters. 

62. These seniority arrangements are expected to yield numerous 

transportation benefits. The artangements principally are designed to establish employee pools 

of sufficient size to support efficient and flexible maintenance operations. As on NSR's existing 

properties, the ability to move gangs quickly in response to maintenance needs will minimize 

train delays and dismptions caused by track-related slow orders and line closings. By using 

relatively larger gangs to perfomi maintenance functions, NSR will complete needed 

maintenance work quickly and efficiently, vvith minimal dismption to train ope-ations. 

Moreover, these anangements will permit NSR to operate with employees s o remain on 

assignments long enough to gain proficiency, to facilitate efficient work schedules, and to 

minimize down time and adminis trative burdens associated with frequent rebulletining of gangs. 

63. Our proposed, more flexible artangement also will generate more 

irrunediate cost savings and efficiencies in the use of mainlenance forces and equipment. NSR 

expects to achieve more than $1.2 million dollars' annual savings in labor and equipment costs by 

operating its surfacing gangs and its allocated lines under a regional seniority artangement. 
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64. The an-angements proposed by NSR wili expand the seniority rights of 

nearly all affected employees, giving employees more work opportunities and enhanced financial 

security. 

65. The proposed expanded senioi ity territories are comparable to those 

existing under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement. The largest ofthe proposed seniority 

territories for the allocated lines is coextensive wilh NSR's newly established Northem Region, 

which extends from Chicago, Illinois to Secaucus, New Jersey. The longest distance that an 

employee could travel whiie working on a gang that pays expenses on his or her re'jion will be 

804 highway miles. By comparison, the Westem Region under the NW-Wabash/BMWE 

Agreemen: is 764 highway miles in length. Under the NSR/BMWE agreement (in effect on the 

lines of the fonner Southem Raiiway), employees can be required to protect tenitories as long as 

1,000 miles. Consistently wilh those an-angements, the furlough rate of BMWE employees on 

NSR is a fraction of Uie Conraii rate. 

66. Moreover, as a practical matter, the size ofa seniority district bears little 

relaticuihip to the distances that will be covered by individual employees. As explained above 

(at 4), most m?intenance of way employees on the NSR systein work on local forces, within an 

assigned Track Supen̂ isor's temloiy. NSR plans to establish Track Supervisor temtories on the 

NSR-al located lines of comparable size to Conrail's existing Track SupeiA isor tenitories. The 

distances to be traveled by other forces will be limited oy the number of gangs operating on the 

region. Wilh the exception of certain DPGs, few positions ordinarily will be required to travel 

the length of NSR's new Northem Region. When required to U-avel, employees are compensated 

for expenses. 
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67. Moreover, under NSR's proposal, employees will not be required to 

exercise seniority onto fixed headquarters gangs. Under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreemert, 

which NSR proposes to apply to the allocated lines, employees holding seniority on BMWE 

rosters are required only to exercise their seniority to positions on non-fixed headquarters gangs, 

68, Consistently with these workforce anangements, NSR iniends lo operate 

the allocated lines under the terms oflhe NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, which currently 

applies on most ofthe NSR lines adjoining the NSR-allocated properties. The NW-

Wabash/BMWE Agreement contains mles, not found in thc Comail/BMWE Agreement, for 

further merging mainlenance of way operations, as needed, lo address fulure needs. Rule 18 

permits NSR to use employees outside their seniority districts for up to thirty days. This enables 

the carrier efficiently and flexibly lo deploy gangs to respond to unscheduled or immediate 

maintenance needs, without effecting lasting workforce changes. Applying this mle to the 

allocated lines, in coordination with the adjoining NW-Wabash lines, will enable NSR to deploy 

its workforces quickly and efficiently lo meet operational needs, without regard to historic 

tenitorial restrictions. This flexibility will be particularly important to NSR's ability to operate 

the allocated lines af a part of ils expanded system, rather than as fragments ofa formerly 

separate rail system. 

69. As depicted in Carriers' Exh. A-46, the NSR-allocated lines cross or 

parallel NSR's exisiing lines at many points, including Columbus, Ohio; CincinnaU, Ohio; 

Sandusky, Ohio; Hagerstown, Maryland; Detroit, Michigan; Butler, Indiana; Wabash, Indiana; 

and Deepwater, West Virginia. In order to take operational advantage of Uiese common points, 

NSR needs the ability to deploy gangs based on geographic proximity or availability without 
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regai-d to the previous NSR/Conrail boundaries. Applying Rule 18 of the NW-Wabash 

Agreement to the allocated lines will enable NSR to integrate operations as needed, promoting 

efficient and responsive transportation. Under NSR's proposal, for example, a surfacing gang 

working under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement on the former NW line north of Columbus 

could be directed to surface a segment ofa former Conrail line in the immediate vicinity, rather 

than deploying a surfacing gang working at a more distant location on the NW-Wabash lines. 

Likewise, a tie patch gang working on the former Comaii lines could be directed to an adjacent 

former NW line to meet operaling needs. 

70. Application oflhe NW-Wabash Agreement also is necessary to obtain the 

benefits of NSR's planned coordination of rail and T&S gang operations. Article X ofthe 

Febmary 6, 1992 Imposed Agreement contains flexible work week and rest day mles that enable 

NSR to use employees for four ten-hour days, and to assign employees to work on one weekend 

day, in order to minimize operational dismption during peak traffic times. These mles are 

complemented by the so-called "make-up Ume mles" provisions of Rules 50 and 51 ofthe NW-

Wabash/BxMWE Agreement. Used tc<:,ether, these mles enable NSR to schedule employees to 

work eight consecutive days, with six consecutive days of rest. This flexibility enables the 

carrier to schedule work to minimize operational interference and, at the same time, reduce 

employee travel requirements. 

71. Rule 45(a) of the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement also promotes 

efficiency ir. the daily management of track Ume by enabling the canier to schedule the meal 

period based on operational consideraUons. Under this mle, the meal may be provided at any 

time between the fourth and seventh hour of work, or at any other time on agreement ofthe 
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employees and carrier. This mle, like Article X of the Febmary 6, 1992 Imposed Agreement, 

provides needed flexibility in the conduct of maintenance of way operations, including DPG 

operations. 

72. I am advised that the Conrail/BMWE Agreement does not permit such 

flexible scheduling. To the contrary, the agreement imposes nartow restricUons on the posting of 

assignments that restrict Conrail's ability efficiently lo manage track time. Under Rule 10 ofthe 

Comaii/ BMWE Agreement, most maintenance of way employees work Monday through Friday, 

with at least Saturday and Sunday as rest days, while production work is limited to Monday 

through Thursday, ten hours per day. Rule 3 ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement requires the 

carrier to specify, among other tenns, the rest days and meal periods for each advertised position. 

Under Rule 18(1), the meal period must be provided between the fifth and sixth hour after 

starting time, unless the General Chairman and Division Engineer agree otherwise. Rule 4 ofthe 

agreement pemUts an employee lo exercise seniority in a number of circumstances, including 

when the starting time or rest day for his position is changed. Individually and cumulatively, 

these requirements limit Conrail's ability to work around train schedules and oUienvise impede 

the efficient use of employees, equipment, and track time. 

73. Under the tenns of the 1992 DPG Agreement, DPGs are govemed by the 

work mles in effect on the tenitory where the gang works on Monday of each week. Operating 

under the terms ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement, with its inflexible scheduling mlcs, would 

impede NSR's planned DPG operations. 

74. I am advised that several ofthe mlcs in the Coru-ail/BMWE Agreement are 

incompatible with the seniority artangements necessitated by the authorized transaction and with 
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the type of opentions NSR is authorized to conduct. For example. Rule 4, pertaining to the 

mandatory exercise of seniority, limiis the carrier's ability to staff operations by permitting an 

employee to select a single, relatively small territorial "working zone" to which he must exercise 

seniority. An employee is not obligated to accepl an available position outside of his narrow 

working zone. The Comaii system is composed of approximately 129 such zones, many of 

which, like Comail's basic seniority districts, will be fragmented by the Transaction. Applying 

the Comaii "working zone" mle would undermine the efficiency and flexibility of NSR's plarmed 

mainlenance of way operations on the allocated lines. 

75. Rule 3 of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement, pertaining to the filling of 

vacancies, pennits temporary vacancies to be filled by active employees in the same rank — for 

example, it permits a temporarily vacant machine operator posiiion to be filled by an active 

machine operator. Each time a posiiion is filled in this marmer, a new vacancy is created which 

also must be filied, thereby creating another vacancy that must be filled, and so on until all 

affecled positions in the applicable seniority district have been restaffed. The process is then 

reversed if the vacancy was filled temporarily and the permanent employee retums. By contrast, 

under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, NSR fills temporary vacancies with qualified 

employees in lower ranks. A machine operator vacancy, for instance, may be filled by a laborer 

on the same gang, thus limiting dismption. If Rule 3 ofthe Comail/BMWE Agreement were 

applied under the seniority anangement proposed for the allocated lines, the "ripple effect" of 

temporary vacancies would create serious operational dismptions and inefficiencies. 

76. Another provision of Rule 3, regarding qualification for positions, also is 

incompatible with NSR's expanded seniority artangements. Rule 3 requires Conrail to provide a 
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senior unqualified employee an opportunity lo demonstrate his qualifications for a posiUon 

within the weekly bid period, before the position may be awarded to a junior qualified employee. 

I understand that this mle imposes minimal burdens on Comaii today, because ofthe relatively 

small pools of empioyees who may bid on each vacancy and the relatively smail numbers of 

vacancies open to bidding by each pool at any given time. However, the dismption associated 

with the qualification process would be magnified under NSR's proposed seniority anangements, 

which will increase both the numbers of vacancies that will be bulletined at any given time and 

the number of employees eligible to bid on each vacancy. In some circumstances, application of 

the Conrail/BMWE qualifications mle could require the carrier to provide numerous employees 

an opportunity to qualify on multiple pieces of equipment during a single seven-day bid period. 

This requirement would impose a significi.".t administrative burden on NSR and could interfere 

with the timely filling of vacancies on the allocated lines. 

77, Under the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement, machine operator positions 

are awarded based on seniority, pending qualification. That is, a machine operator posiiion is 

awarded to the senior machine operator (or, if no machine operator bids, to the senior laborer), 

without regard to the bidder's qualification on the particular machine. Ifthe position is awarded 

to an employee no: previously qualified on the machine, he is given a set period (ten days in the 

case ofa machine operator, or 30 days for promotion of a laborer) following the assignment in 

which to demonstrate his qualifications. 

78. I am advised that the scope mles ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement also 

are incompatible in certain respects with NSR's planned management and operaUon of Uic 

allocated lines. The Conrail/BMWE Agreement would reserve bridge inspecUon fimdions on 
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parts of the allocated lines (excluding the lines of the former New York Central Railroad), and all 

track and some scale inspection work on the allocated lines, to BMWE-represented employees, 

thus undermining NSR's planned use of nonagreement employees to perform and/or delegate 

these functions. Likewise, NSR could not use its nonagreement Assistant Track Supervisors 

assisted by their BMWE-represented Foreman Track Patrol to perform minor track repairs in the 

course of conducfing daily track inspections. Instead, under the Comail/BMWE Agreement, 

NSR would be required to dispatch a separate BMWE gang to work with or behind the Assistant 

Track Supervisor and Foreman Track Patrol to conect minor defects found by the Assistant 

Track Supervisor team. Finally, the Conrail/BMWE Agreement establishes a separate 

classification of Track Lubricator Maintainers, who perform work lhal, under the NW-

Wabash/BMWE Agreement, tan be performed by any available line maintenance employee. In 

each case, maintaining Conrail's classifications mles would be far less efficient and more 

dismptive than the method employed on the rest ofthe NSR system, 

79, The Conrail/BMWE Agreement also includes a single welder roster. By 

contrast, NSR maintains separate rosters for electrical and thermite welders, reflecting the 

different techniques and equipment used in these distinct welding operations. 

80. Application ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreement also would fmstrate NSR's 

Operating Plan by creating potenlial variations and conflicts over the scope of work to be 

performed by different crafts of employees on the NSR-allocated lines. The Cartiers have 

reached implementing agreements with most of the affected labor organizations, including all of 

the Shopcraft Unions (except the Transport Workers Union, wliich represents some of Conrail's 

employees in the carman craft), to govem the authorized operations. None of those agreements 
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provides for continued application of a Conraii labor agreemeni on the NSR-allocated lines. 

Instead. NSR has extended the application of ils labor agreements with appropriate modifications 

(or, as in the case of URSA and ARASA, agreed to convert affected employees to nonagreement 

officers). NSR is now in a position (subject to consummation of the Transaction), to operate its 

allocated shop facilities under NSR's mles, standards, and practices and NS' managerial stmcture. 

In these circumstances, I am advised lhat application of the Conrail/BMWE Agreement would 

invite r̂ ndless and dismptive craft jurisdictional conflicts with respect to work that may have 

been subject to differing past practices on NSR and Conrail. Certain mainlenance work in 

Mechanical Department facilities and the maintenance of switch heaters, for instance, has been 

performed by BMWE-represented plumbers on Comaii and t>:' '-ther crafts on NSR. 

81, Likewise, variations in past practices under the BMWE Agreements also 

could give rise to disputes over NSR's ability to use outside contractors for certain discrete repair 

and maintenance functions - such as installation of certain types offences, conslmcUon of 

certain retaining walls, certain bridge repairs, and paving of crossings. Application of potentially 

inconsistent scope mlcs would complicate the performance of those tasks and could, in some 

cases, require NSR lo maintain additional specialized employees, who would not be fiilly utilized 

on NSR's allocated share of the former Ccnrail lines. NSR's proposal to appiy the NW-

Wabash/BMWE Agreemeni, by contrast, will enable NSR to make ftill and productive use ofall 

available forces. 

82. These represent only a few of the differences between the Conrail and 

NW-Wabash mles. I am advised that the Conrail/BMWE Agreemeni also contains differing 

mles regarding, inlsLalia, the advertisement and award of positions (Rule 3(3)); thc provision of 
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employee meals (Rule 24); the handling of claims and grievances (Rule 26); and the handling of 

disciplinary hearings and appeals (Rule 27). Although most of the differences are not 

individually unmanageable, cur.iulatively they would interfere with NSR's operation of the 

allocated lines as part of ils expanded system. 

83. Because of these numerous differences, application of the Comail/BMWE 

Agreemeni would require NSR lo incur needles.s addilional administrative expenses. If NSR 

were required to operate the allocated lines under the terms ofthe Conrail/BMWE Agreeme'-*. it 

would need to .maintain mulUple claims handling procedures, bidding processes, training 

facililies and payroll systems, necessitating duplicative computer systems and staffs. Such 

requirements would impose additional cosls on NSR, while producing no conesponding benefits 

for employees or the public. Insiead, NSR iniends to achieve substantial efficiencies through 

unification of bidding, training, payroll and other personnel practices and systems on ils exisUng 

and allocated lines. 

C. Consolidation Of Fquipment Repair And Rail Welding Functions 

84, NSR and CSXT have agreed to close the Canton and Lucknow facilities 

.Jld to consolidate the functions curtently conducted in those facilities with the operations at 

existing NSR and CSXT facilities. This wiil involve abolishing all remaining posiUons at the 

Canton and Lucknow facilities, including a number of positions subject lo the Conrail/BMWE 

Agreemeni. I am advised lhal Conrail curtently employs 90 BMWE-represented employees at 

the Canton shop and six BMWE-represented employees at Lucknow. Under the Carriers' j • it 

proposal for the allocation ofthe BMWE-represented workforces at the Canton and Lucknow 

facilities (Appendix A to the proposed implem.enting agreement), some of the employees affected 
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by the plant closings will be afforded an opportuniiy, in accordance with their existing seniority 

standing, to continue their railroad employment, either by following their work to one of its new 

locations on the NSR or CSXT systems, or by exercising exisiing seniority rights lo other 

maintenance of vvay positions on Comaii, NSP, or CSXT. 

85. NSR intends to transfer the equipmeni repair functions associaied wilh its 

allocated lines lo NSR's Charlotte Roadway Shop in Charlotte. North Carolina and to --"locate the 

rail welding functions for the allocated lines to NSR's Rail Fabrication Plant in Atlanta. 

86. NSR's plan to consolidate roadway equipment repair functions on its 

expanded system will yield numerous benefits by centralizing equipment repair functions in 

NSR's Charlotte Roadway Shop. This integration will facilitate NSR's plans to apply its 

equipment mainlenance practices and techniques to ils operation oflhe allocated lines. 

87. NSR's roadway equipmeni maintenance operations are qualitatively 

different, c-.d substantially more extensive, than the repair functions performed on Comaii today. 

Comail's cen. aiized equipment maintenance operations are limited to repairs of roadway 

equipmeni. Conrail purchases its equipmeni parts and components from oulside suppliers and 

uses outside contractors to perfonn any rebuilding or major refurbishing of equipment. 

88. NSR, by contrast, performs its own equipment design, fabricaUon and 

major equipment overhauls, in addition to and in connection with ils centralized mainlenancc 

operations. Equipment that is sent to the Charlotte Roadway Shop for maintenance is not only 

repaired but refurbished to the latest design standards. Equipmeni maintained in this fashion 'S 

more reliable, productive, and long lasting than equipment maintained imder Conrail's standards 

and practices. 
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89. NSR's decisiv-in »r. close the Canton Shop was heavily influenced by its 

comparison ofthe relative operations and capacities ofthe Canton and Charlotte shops. The 

Chai 1 Jite Roadway Shop is an integrated, state-of-the-art equipment repair and refurbishment 

plant, equipped with computer-controlled machine tools and heavy metal wo; king and cutting 

equipment. The shop also includes dedicated fabrication work stations equipped with modem 

welding and fume extraction equipment and climate-controlled painting and equipment washing 

facilities. The Charlotte Shop employs approximately 115 agreement and nonagreement 

employees, including its own staff of engineers and draftsmen dedicated to machine design, 

development, and innovation. Mainlenance, manufacturing, and rebuilding functions arc 

performed in the Charlotte facility by 96 employees in various shop crafts. Most ofthe shopcraft 

employees (approximately 56) are lAM-represented machinists, while ihe other shop craft 

organizations represent the remaining agreemeni work force. 

90. By comparison, Conrail's roadway equipment facilities, like its 

maintenance operations, are limited. Thc Canton Shop is classic tum-of-the-century steam 

locomotive shop that was converted to an equipment repair shop and has since undergone no 

major renovations. The Canlon Shop has no machine shop, dedicated component fabrication 

aisas, or equipment washing facilities. Upgrading that facility to meet NSR's operating needs 

would be cost-prohibitive. Instead, NSR is investing approximately $13.5 million to expand its 

Charlotte facility to meet the needs ofthe expanded NSR system. NSR began work on the 

Charlotte Roadway Shop expansion on December 1,1997, and expects to be ready to relocate 

operations from Canton by the end of the second quarter of 1999. 
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91. The consolidation of roadway equipment functions will save 

approximaiely $1.2 million annually in operating costs through the consolidation of functions 

and approximately $1.5 million annually in the costs of equipment parts and components. In 

addition, the integration will produce other, less readily quantifiable, benefits through improved 

equipment performance. 

92. Some or all oflhe Canlon Shop employees also will have the option to 

follow Uieir work to Charlotte in accordance with the terms of the proposed implementing 

agreement among NSR, Conrail, BMWE, and the Shopcraft Unions. NSR plans to create 56 new 

shopcraft positions at the Charlotte shop lo handle the additional roadway equipment for the 

expanded sysiem. Those positions will be advertised in the various shopcrafts in accordance 

with NSR's needs, roughly in proportion to the cunent distribution of shopcraft employees in the 

Chariotte Shop. Under that formula, NSR plans lo establish positions for 33 machinists, eight 

blacksmiths, two laborers, five electricians, four cannen and four sheetmetal workers. Chariotte 

shopcraft employees cunrently are represented by tix- Shopcraft Unions, which are parties to the 

March 1, 1975 Southem "Shop Crafts" Agreemeni: IBEW (which represeni the Charlotte Shop 

electricians); 1AM (machinists); NCFO (laborers); IBB (blacksmiths); and the SMWIA 

(sheetmetal workers). 

93. The new shopcraft positions will be advertised to employees at Canton in 

advance oflhe plant closing (at the same time that CSXT advertises its new roadway equipment 

shop positions at Richmond, Virginia). Posit.-ons will be awarded in order of seniority to 

employees with requisite experience and qualification in the work ofthe shopcraft. Employees 

who follow their work to Chariotte wili work under the terms ofthe applicable agreement 
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goveming the respective classifications. NSR anticipates that all of its allocated employees at the 

Canton Shop will be able to secure conlinued employment by one of these means. 

94. Any Canton Shop employees who are unable to follow their work to 

Chariotte or to CSXT's equipment repair shop will be allocated to NSR. Most ofthe 90 acUvc 

BMWE-represented employees hold seniority rights on other rosters covering parts ofthe NSR-

allocated lines, and will have the option lo exercise that seniority lo a position in the field forces 

in the event that they are unable to obtain a position at Chariotte or at CSXT's equipment repair 

shop. 

95. NSR also intends to take advanlage of the opportunity to achieve system-

wide efficiencies by consolidating rail welding functions for the expanded NSR system. This 

work involves the processing of continuous welded rail segments for use in rail production 

projects. Both Conrail and NSR operate central rail welding faciiities. On both Camers, the rail 

fabrication work is performed in a canier-owned facility, which is operaled by an outside 

contractor. BMWE-represented employees al bolh plants perfonn ancillary rail loading and 

unloading functions. In addiiion, NSR's BMWE-represented workforce is involved in the 

reconditioning of-A'om rail. 

96. NSR's decision lo consolidate the rail welding work in its Atlanta Rail 

Fabrication Plant was based in part on the relative condition and capacity oflhe carriers' existing 

faciliUes. NSR's rail welding facility is equipped with more modem machinery, which produces 

a higher quality continuous weided raii. Raii welds produced at Atlanta have a substantially 

lower failure rate than rail welds produced al Lucknow and, accordingly, will support safer 

operations and need less frequent repair. Rail welds produced at Lucknow comply with the 
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American Railway Engineering Maintenance AssociaUon safety standards but do not meet NSR's 

own more stringent oroduction staridards. In addition, the Atlanta facility, unlike Comail's, is 

equipped to perfi-nn reconditioning of used rail. This process enables NSR to recycle for lower 

speed and lower density uses (such as yard track) rail lhat has exceeded its useftil life in main line 

operations. Finally, the Atlanta plant, uiilike Comail's, has facilities for storage of finished rail. 

Rail produced at Lucknow must be loaded directly into specially equipped rail cars. If such cars 

are unavailable for any reason, the production process is slowed or halted. 

97. Moreover, the Atlanta facility aiready has capacity to perform rail welding 

funcUons for the allocated lines. The Atlanta facility is equipped to weld 1,200 miles ofrail 

aimually, a level that has vastly exceeded NSR's system-wide needs in recent years. The excess 

capacity ofthe Atlanta Fabrication Plant can readily be deployed lo meet the needs of NSR's 

expanded system with little or no addilional capitai investment. 

98. Comail's Lucknow Plant, by contrast, is nof equipped lo handle rail 

fabrication or reconditioning for the expanded NSR system. In ils cunent condiUon, the 

Lucknow Plant is capable of welding approximately 400 track miles ofrail per year. Moreover, 

the plant's two aged rail welding machines vvould need to be replaced, at an estimated cof.t of $3 

million, in the near future. 

99. By shifting the rail welding functions to Atlanta, NSR will be able to 

obtain the materials necessary to maintain the allocated lines to the standards set by NSR's 

Engineering Department and will generate other substantial public benefits. Closing the 

Lucknow facility will save approximately $1.2 million annually in contractor fee.-? and other 
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operaling expenses and will obviate the capital investment lhat otherwise would be required to 

retrofit the Lucknow facility to meet NSR's needs. 

100. These benefits will be achieved with minimal effect on protected 

employees. Mcst ofthe workforce al Comaii's Lucknow Plant is employed by the contractor that 

performs the welding functions. 

101. Only six BMWE-represented employees cunently work at the Lucknow 

facility. All of those employees are to be allocated to NSR. The proposed implementing 

agreement (Carriers' Exhibit A- l , Article II. Section I ; page 5-6) establishes a mechanism for the 

selection and assignment of employees lo the expanded Atlanta Fabrication Plant operaiion and 

specifies the arrangements (including labor agreemeni) under which transferring employees will 

work, 

102. Cunent Lucknow employees who do nol transfer lo Atlanta will have con

tinued work opportunities on the ailocaled lines. The Lucknow employees hold seniority on one 

or more of Conrail's Harrisburg Division BMVVE rosters and will have an opportunity, in 

accordance with the overall workforce allocation proposed by the Carriers, to bid on new linc 

maintenance positions bulletined on lhe NSR or CSXT ailocaled lines. 

D. Use Of Outside Contractors For Transaction-Related Capital Projects 

103. Finally, NSR needs a temporary anangement to permit our use of outside 

contractors in order to complete the capital projects that are required for the integiaticn and 

improvement of train operations on NSR's expanded system. 

104. In our Operating Plan in the STB proceeding, we described our plans to 

invest more tha-. $500 million in the constmction, expansion, and upgrading of facilities and 
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infrastmcture on our existing and allocated properties. NSR identified specific capital piojects 

that would be necessary to link NSR's exisiing properties with our allocated Conrail properties 

and to upgrade and increase the capacity of our expanded system in order to support planned 

train operations. NSR Operating Plan at 199-217. 

105. Some ofthe projects that we identified in NSR's Operating Plan involve 

new track consimction and installation at locations on NSR's former Southem Railway lines. 

The practices under the NSR/BMWE Agreement at those locations permit NSR to use outside 

contractors to perform such work. 

106. Al least 40 ofthe NSR projects identified in the .\pplication involve work 

that ordinarily would be performed by NSR's BMWE-represented employees under the terms of 

the NW-Wabash/BMWE Agreement. These projects involve the installation ofmore than 128 

miles ofnew track. 

107. NSR advised the STB that we would need lo use outside contiactors in 

order to complete our planned capital projects on the three year timetable specified in the 

Operaling Plan (Carriers' Exh. A-4, at 12). Since the STB Application was prepared, NSR has 

further refined ils capital plan and has identified ten additional projecis necessary to integrate 

train operations on our exnanded system and to accommodate the traffic increases planned for 

thc e<panded system. In total, we now plan lo install rnore than 866,000 feet, or over 164 miles, 

ofnew track in connection with implementation ofthe Transaction. The separate declaration of 

NSR General Manager Tcny L. Ingram explains the necessity of Uiese projects to NSR's planned 

train operations on the expended NSR system. 
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108. NSR began the planned Transaction-related capital work on its existing 

properties long before the STB gave its formal approval to the Application. Since the Conrail 

Transaction was announced, NSR's BMWE-represented employees have been ftilly employed, in 

both Transaction-related projects and routine line and program maintenance. Other than the 

regular seasonal cut-off of program gangs, NSR has not reduced its BMWE forces or furloughed 

BMWE-represented employees, and many employees have worked substantial overtime on 

Transaction-related projects. NSR expects to exceed its overtime budget for maintenance of way 

operaUons this year by $3.4 million, most ofwhich is attributable to TransacUon-related work. 

109. The employment of our existing and allocated forces will not assure timely 

completion of the remaining capital projects. Even after deploying all active forces through the 

remainder of 1998, we will have yet to complete at least 34 Transaction-related capital projecis 

(as idenUfied in NSR Exhibit 12), involving the constmction of more than 126 miles of new 

track. 

110. Insiead. NSR plans lc use outside contractors, in addition to our existing 

and allocated BMWE forces, to complete the Transaction-related capital projects in a timely 

fashion. The remaining constmciion projects exceed NSR's manpower and equipment capacity. 

NSR expects to be allocated 1,889 Coru-ail maintenance of way employees under the allocation 

proposal that the Carriers are presenting in this proceeding. NSR will need all of those employees 

to perform routine line maintenance and ongoing capital renewal projects necessary to meet 

NSR's maintenance standards for the allocated properties. Likewise, the remaining projects that 

must be completed on NSR's existing lines exceed the capacity ofthe workforce on those lines. 
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Therefore, NSR will not have sufficienl manpower within its BMWE-represented ranks to 

complete the necessary capital projecis. 

111. The number of constmction projects NSR must now complete, and the 

speed with which we must complete them, are unprecedented. NSR's BMWE-represented 

maintenance of way forces have never performed constmction work on anything approaching the 

scale ofthe three-year schedule proposed for these projects. During the last three years, BMWE-

represented forces on the former NW system performed an average of 11.9 miles per year of new 

track constmction. NSR now needs lo perform nearly four times that amount in each of the next 

three years. Under the best ofcondiiions (including the use of NSR's DPG artangement and 

flexible work mles), it would take NSR far more than three years to complete the remaining 

constmction projects using its expanded BMWE-represented workforce. 

112. NSR could not accelerate this process by temporarily expanding its 

workforce. To perform all ofour planned consimction projects in a timely manner, NSR would 

need to hire and train scores of additional new mainlenance of way employees (and additional 

nonagreement supervisors), most of whom would be left without work opportunities upon 

compielion oflhe Transaction-related capital projects. Such a massive short-term workforce 

expansion would impair the efficiency of NSR's maintenance of way operations by directing 

manpower from ongoing maintenance of way work lo training and supervision. NSR's pracUce 

is to recmit and train employees for long term employment — not to hire a transient labor force, 

or to conduct mass furloughs that dismpt the workforce, require retraining of employees upon 

retum from furlough, and jeopardize employee morale. NSR's approach promotes stability and 
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efficiency in our maimenance of way workforce, which has contributed to NSR's being the safest 

Class I railroad in the nation. 

113. In ,my event, having addilional trained employees would not enable NSR 

to complete its capital pian on time. Even if NSR could hire and train the necessary employees 

on the schedules demanded by its OperaUng Plan, we would be unable to equip those forces to 

perfonn the remaining capital projeas. NSR has some ofthe equipment necessary to perfonn 

the constmction projects. Bul that equipmeni could not be diverted from its regular use in line 

maintenance without handicapping those operations. 

114. Nor would il be feasible or efficient for NSR to acquire the equipment that 

would be necessary to mea its constmction schedule. Certain pieces of necessary equipment, 

such as a Material Handling Tmck, Ballast Regulator, and Production Tamper, are not available 

for lease, and so would have to be purchased. This equipment must be special-ordered on a first-

come, first-served basis, subject to availability based on existing production orders. Even 

assuming such equipment could be ordered and recdved in time to be used on NSR's existing 

constmction schedule, the cost of making such an acquisition could not be justified. At a 

minimum, assuming that the planned projects could be performed sequentially, NSR would have 

to purchase $3.4 million worth of equipment. Ifthe same projects were commenced 

simultaneously, we would have to spend as much as $31.7 million on new equipment. In reality, 

the costs of equipment would be somewhere between those amounts. In any event, most ofthe 

equipment would be surplus upon conclusion ofthe initial capital projects. 
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115. The specialized equipment that wili be needed for the p'anned capital 

projects could nc' be leased for use by NSR's employees. Raiher, the few third-party contractors 

that supply specialized railroad constmction equipmeni require that their trained employees be 

used lo operate the equipment. 

116. It would make no operational or economic sense for NSR to equip and hire 

additional employees that NSR does not otherwise need for the limited purpose of completing 

ihe remaining constmction projects. Doing so wouid impose needless additional costs on our 

operations, while producing no conesponding public benefit. Conversely, using outside 

contractors, as we propose here, woulci permit timely and efficient compielion ofthe necessary 

capital projects. 

117 NSR's proposal to use outside contractors is nartowly tailored to 

accomplish ils purpose. The proposal covers only a limited universe of projects. We do not 

intend to place any permanent restriction on the BMWE agreement scope mles or permanently 

change applicable practices under those mles. 

118. The temporary anangement will remain in effect only so long as NSR is 

perfonning capital projects initially required to implement the Operaling Plan and to achieve the 

benefits ofthe Transaction. Once those projects are complete, the ongoing maintenance and 

renewal of newly constn-.cied track will be performed in accordance with the applicable labor 

agreements and practices. 

119. No BM WE-represented employees will lose work opportunities as a result 

of NSR's proposal to increase the use of outside contractors. NSR will employ contractors under 
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this proposal only for Transaction-rcialed capital projects that cannot be completed on a timely 

basis using NSR's available BMWE-represented forces. That is, we will not use an outside 

contractor under this proposal for a Transaction-related projec t if, on the involved operating 

division, any of NSR's otherwise available allocated Conrail employees or otherwise available 

current employees on NW are furioughed. 
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